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84.771 Off-highway vehicle definition.

CHAPTER 84
OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLES

84.771 OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE DEFINITION.
For the purposes of sections 84.771 to 84.930, "off-highway

vehicle" means an off-highway motorcycle, as defined under section
84.787, subdivision 7; an off-road vehicle, as defined under section
84.797, subdivision 7; or an all-terrain vehicle, as defined under
section 84.92, subdivision 8.

84.773 RESTRICTIONS ON OPERATION.
Subdivision 1. Restrictions. A person may not intentionally operate
an off-highway vehicle:

(1) on a trail on public land that is designated or signed for
non motorized use only;

(2) on restricted areas within public lands that are posted or where
gates or other clearly visible structures are placed to prevent
unauthorized motorized vehicle access;

(3) except as specifically authorized by law or rule adopted by the
commissioner, in unfrozen public waters, as defined in section
103G.005; in a state park; in a scientific and natural area; or in a
wildlife management area; or

(4) in a calcareous fen, as identified by the commissioner.
Subd. 2. Wetland disturbance. A person may not operate an off
highway vehicle in a manner to:

(1) indicate a willful, wanton, or reckless disregard for the safety of
persons or property;

(2) carelessly upset the natural and ecological balance of a wetland
or public waters wetland; or

(3) impact a wetland or public waters wetland in excess of the
amounts authorized in section 103G.2241, subdivision 9, unless:

(i) sequencing of the impact is followed according to section
103G.222, subdivision 1, paragraph (b), and the impact is repaired
under section 103G.2242, and rules adopted pursuant to that section;
or

(ii) the activity is exempt under section 103G.2241.
Subd. 3. Private land access. The commissioner may grant up to a
ten-year permit to exempt a private landowner or leaseholder from
this section when the only reasonable access to a permit applicant's
land is across state land.

84.775 OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE CIVIL CITATIONS.
Subdivision 1. Civil citation; authority to issue. (a) A
conservation officer or other licensed peace officer may issue a civil
citation to a person who operates:

(1) an off-highway motorcycle in violation of sections 84.773,
subdivision 1 or 2, clause (1); 84.777; 84.788 to 84.795; or
84.90;

(2) an off-road vehicle in violation of sections 84.773, subdivision 1
or 2, clause (1); 84.777; 84.798 to 84.804; or 84.90; or

1



84.775 Off-highway vehicle civil citations.

(3) an all-terrain vehicle in violation of sections 84.773, subdivision
lor 2, clause (1); 84.777; 84.90; or 84.922 to 84.928.

(b) A civil citation under paragraph (a) shall require restitution for
public and private property damage and impose a penalty of:

(1) $100 for the first offense;
(2) $200 for the second offense; and
(3) $500 for third and subsequent offenses.
(c) A conservation officer or other licensed peace officer may issue

a civil citation to a person who operates an off-highway motorcycle,
off-road vehicle, or all-terrain vehicle in violation of section 84.773,
subdivision 2, clause (2) or (3). A civil citation under this paragraph
shall require restitution for damage to wetlands and impose a penalty
of:

(1) $100 for the first offense;
(2) $500 for the second offense; and
(d) If the peace officer determines that there is damage to property

requiring restitution, the commissioner must send a written
explanation of the extent of the damage and the cost of the repair by
first class mail to the address provided by the person receiving the
citation within 15 days of the date of the citation.

(e) An off-road vehicle or all-terrain vehicle that is equipped with a
snorkel device and receives a civil citation under this section is subject
to twice the penalty amounts in paragraphs (b) and (c).
Subd. 2. Appeals. Civil citations issued under subdivision 1 may be
appealed according to section 116.072, if the recipient of the citation
requests a hearing by notifying the commissioner in writing within 30
days after receipt of the citation or, if applicable, within 15 days after
the date of mailing the explanation of restitution. For the purposes of
this section, the terms "commissioner" and "agency" as used in section
116.072 mean the commissioner of natural resources. If a hearing is
not requested within the 30-day period, the citation becomes. a final
order not subject to further review.
Subd. 3. Enforcement. Civil citations issued under subdivision 1
may be enforced under section 116.072, subdivision 9. Penalty
amounts must be remitted within 30 days of issuance of the citation.
Subd. 4. Allocation of penalty amounts. Penalty amounts collected
from civil citations issued under this section must be paid to the
treasury of the unit of government employing the officer that issued
the civil citation. Penalties retained by the commissioner shall be
credited as follows: to the off-highway motorcycle account under
section 84.794 for citations involving off-highway motorcycles; to the
off-road vehicle account under section 84.803 for citations involving
off-road vehicles; or to the all-terrain vehicle account under section
84.927 for citations involving all-terrain vehicles. Penalty amounts
credited under this subdivision are dedicated for the enforcement of
off-highway vehicle laws.
Subd. 5. Selection of remedy. A peace officer may not seek both
civil and misdemeanor penalties for offenses listed in subdivision 1.

2
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84.777 Off-highway vehicle use of state lands restricted.

84.777 OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE USE OF STATE LANDS
RESTRICTED.

(a) Except as otherwise allowed by law or rules adopted by the
commissioner, effective June 1, 2003, notwithstanding sections 84.787
to 84.805 and 84.92 to 84.929, the use of off-highway vehicles is
prohibited on state land administered by the commissioner of natural
resources, and on county-administered forest land within the
boundaries of a state forest, except on roads and trails specifically
designated and posted by the commissioner for use by off-highway
vehicles.

(b) Paragraph (a) does not apply to county-administered land within
a state forest if the county board adopts a resolution that modifies
restrictions on the use of off-highway vehicles on county-administered
land within the forest.
[See Session Law on page 127 for implementation and limitations.]

84.780 OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE DAMAGE ACCOUNT.
(a) The off-highway vehicle damage account is created in the

natural resources fund. Money in the off-highway vehicle damage
account is appropriated to the commissioner of natural resources for
the repair or restoration of property damaged by the operation of off
highway vehicles in an unpermitted area after August 1, 2003, and for
the costs of administration for this section. Before the commissioner
may make a payment from this account, the commissioner must
determine whether the damage to the property was caused by the
unpermitted use of off-highway vehicles, that the applicant has made
reasonable efforts to identify the responsible individual and obtain
payment from the individual, and that the applicant has made
reasonable efforts to prevent reoccurrence. By June 30, 2008, the
commissioner of finance must transfer the remaining balance in the
account to the off-highway motorcycle account under section 84.794,
the off-road vehicle account under section 84.803, and the all-terrain
vehicle account under section 84.927. The amount transferred to each
account must be proportionate to the amounts received in the damage
account from the relevant off-highway vehicle accounts.

(b) Determinations of the commissioner under this section may be
made by written order and are exempt from the rulemaking provisions
of chapter 14. Section 14.386 does not apply.

(c) This section expires July 1, 2008.

84.781 USE OF DEPARTMENT RESOURCES.
The commissioner of natural resources may permit Department of

Natural Resources personnel and equipment from the Division of Trails
and Waterways to be used to assist local units of government in
developing and maintaining off-highway vehicle grant-in-aid trails
located on property owned by or under the control of the local unit of
government.

3



84.787 Definitions.

OFF-HIGHWAY MOTORCYCLES

84.787 DEFINITIONS.
Subdivision 1. Scope. The definitions in this section apply to
sections 84.787 to 84.796.
Subd. 2. Accompanied. "Accompanied" means subject to continuous
direction or control.
Subd. 3. City. "City" means a statutory or home rule charter city. .
Subd. 4. Commissioner. "Commissioner" means the commissioner
of natural resources.
Subd. 5. Dealer. "Dealer" means a person engaged in the business
of selling off-highway motorcycles at wholesale or retail.
Subd. 6. Manufacturer. "Manufacturer" means a person engaged in
the business of manufacturing off-highway motorcycles.
Subd. 7. Off-highway motorcycle. "Off-highway motorcycle"
means a motorized, off-highway vehicle traveling on two wheels and
having a seat or saddle designed to be straddled by the operator and
handlebars for steering control, including a vehicle that is registered
under chapter 168 for highway use if it is also used for off-highway
operation on trails or unimproved terrain.
Subd. 8. Owner. "Owner" means a person, other than a person with
a security interest, that has a property interest in or title to an off
highway motorcycle and is entitled to the use and possession of the
motorcycle.
Subd. 9. Person. "Person" has the meaning given it in section 336.1
201(b)(27).
Subd. 10. Public road right-of-way. "Public road right-of-way"
means the entire right-of-way of a town road or a county, county
state-aid, or trunk highway, including the traveled portions, banks,
ditches, shoulders, and medians.
Subd. 11. Register. "Register" means the act of assigning a
registration number to an off-highway motorcycle.

84.788 REGISTRATION.
Subdivision 1. General requirements. Unless exempted in
subdivision 2, after January 1, 1994, a person may not operate and an
owner may not give permission for another to operate an off-highway
motorcycle on public lands or waters unless the vehicle has been
registered under this section.
Subd. 2. Exemptions. Registration is not required for off-highway
motorcycles:

(1) owned and used by the United States, the state, another state,
or a political subdivision;

(2) registered in another state or country that have not been within
this state for more than 30 consecutive days; or

(3) registered under chapter 168, when operated on forest roads to
gain access to a state forest campground.
Subd. 3. Application; issuance; reports. (a) Application for
registration or continued registration must be made to the
commissioner or an authorized deputy registrar of motor vehicles in a

4
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84.788 Registration.

form prescribed by the commissioner. The form must state the name
and address of every owner of the off-highway motorcycle.

(b) A person who purchases from a retail dealer an off-highway
motorcycle shall make application for registration to the dealer at the
point of sale. The dealer shall issue a dealer temporary ten-day
registration permit to each purchaser who applies to the dealer for
registration. The dealer shall submit the completed registration
applications and fees to the deputy registrar at least once each week.
No fee may be charged by a dealer to a purchaser for providing the
temporary permit.

(c) Upon receipt of the application and the appropriate fee, the
commissioner or deputy registrar shall issue to the applicant, or
provide to the dealer, an assigned registration number or a
commissioner or deputy registrar temporary ten-day permit. Once
issued, the registration number must be affixed to the motorcycle
according to paragraph (f). A dealer subject to paragraph (b) shall
provide the registration materials or temporary permit to the
purchaser within the ten-day temporary permit period.

(d) The commissioner shall develop a registration system to register
vehicles under this section. A deputy registrar of motor vehicles acting
under section 168.33, is also a deputy registrar of off-highway
motorcycles. The commissioner of natural resources in agreement with
the commissioner of public safety may prescribe the accounting and
procedural requirements necessary to ensure efficient handling of
registrations and registration fees. Deputy registrars shall strictly
comply with the accounting and procedural requirements.

(e) In addition to other fees prescribed by law, a filing fee of $4.50
is charged for each off-highway motorcycle registration renewal,
duplicate or replacement registration card, and replacement decal and
a filing fee of $7 is charged for each off-highway motorcycle
registration and registration transfer issued by:

(1) a deputy registrar and must be deposited in the treasury of the
jurisdiction where the deputy is appointed, or kept if the deputy is not
a public official; or

(2) the commissioner and must be deposited in the state treasury
and credited to the off-highway motorcycle account.

(f) Unless exempted in paragraph (g), the owner of an off-highway
motorcycle must display a registration decal issued by the
commissioner. If the motorcycle is licensed as a motor vehicle, a
registration decal must be affixed on the upper left corner of the rear
license plate. If the motorcycle is not licensed as a motor vehicle, the
decal must be attached on the side of the motorcycle and may be
attached to the fork tube. The decal must be attached in a manner so
that it is visible while a rider is on the motorcycle. The issued decals
must be of a size to work within the constraints of the electronic
licensing system, not to exceed three inches high and three inches
wide.

(g) Display of a registration decal is not required for an off-highway
motorcycle:

(1) while being operated on private property; or

5



84.788 Registration.

(2) while competing in a closed-course competition event.
Subd. 4. Registration card; signature; replacement fee. The
commissioner shall provide to the registrant a registration card that
includes the registration number, the date of registration, the make
and serial number of the off-highway motorcycle, the owner's name
and address, and additional information the commissioner may
require. The registration is not valid unless signed by at least one
owner. Information concerning registrations must be kept by the
commissioner. Upon a satisfactory showing that the registration card
has been lost or destroyed, the commissioner shall issue a
replacement registration card upon payment of a fee of $4. The fees
collected from replacement registration cards must be credited to the
off-highway motorcycle account.
Subd. 5. Report of transfers; fee. A person who sells or transfers
ownership of an off-highway motorcycle registered under this section
shall report the sale or transfer to the commissioner within 15 days of
the date of transfer. An application for transfer must be executed by
the registered owner and the buyer on a form prescribed by the
commissioner with the owner's registration certificate, a bill of sale,
and a $4 fee.
Subd. 6. Registration fees. (a) The fee for registration of an off
highway motorcycle under this section, other than those registered by
a dealer or manufacturer under paragraph (b) or (c), is $30 for three
years and $4 for a duplicate or transfer.

(b) The total registration fee for off-highway motorcycles owned by
a dealer and operated for demonstration or testing purposes is $50 per
year. Dealer registrations are not transferable.

(c) The total registration fee for off-highway motorcycles owned by
a manufacturer and operated for research, testing, experimentation,
or demonstration purposes is $150 per year. Manufacturer
registrations are not transferable.

(d) The fees collected under this subdivision must be deposited in
the state treasury and credited to the off-highway motorcycle account.
Subd. 7. Renewal. An owner of an off-highway motorcycle must
renew registration in a manner prescribed by the commissioner upon
payment of the appropriate registration fee in subdivision 6.
Subd. 8. Vehicles owned by state or political subdivision. A
registration number must be issued without the payment of a fee for
off-highway motorcycles owned by the state or political subdivision
upon application.
Subd. 9. Licensing by political subdivisions. A political subdivision
of this state may not require licensing or registration of off-highway
motorcycles covered by sections 84.787 to 84.796.
Subd. 10. Registration by minors prohibited. A person under the
age of 18 may not register an off-highway motorcycle.
Subd. 11. Refunds. The commissioner may issue a refund on a
registration, not including any issuing fees paid under subdivision 3,
paragraph (e), or section 84.027, subdivision 15, paragraph (a),
clause (3), if the refund request is received within 12 months of the
original registration and:

6
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84.789 Requirements of makers of off-highway motorcycles; sound emissions.

(1) the off-highway motorcycle was registered incorrectly by the
commissioner or the deputy registrar; or

(2) the off-highway motorcycle was registered twice, once by the
dealer and once by the customer.

84.789 REQUIREMENTS OF MAKERS OF OFF-HIGHWAY
MOTORCYCLES; SOUND EMISSIONS.
Subdivision 1. Identification number. An off-highway motorcycle
made after January 1, 1994, and sold in the state, must have a
manufacturer's permanent identification number stamped in letters
and numbers on the vehicle in the form and at a location prescribed by
the commissioner.
Subd. 2. Registration number. An off-highway motorcycle made
after January 1, 1995, and sold in the state, must be designed and
made to provide an area to affix the registration number. This area
must be at a location and of dimensions prescribed by the
commissioner.
Subd. 3. Sound emissions. (a) On and after July 1, 2006, off
highway motorcycles, when operating on public lands, shall at all times
be equipped with a silencer or other device that limits sound emissions
according to this subdivision.

(b) Sound emissions of competition off-highway motorcycles
manufactured on or after January 1, 1998, are limited to not more
than 96 dbA and, if manufactured prior to January 1, 1998, to not
more than 99 dbA, when measured from a distance of 20 inches using
test procedures established by the Society of Automotive Engineers
under Standard J-1287, as applicable.

(c) Sound emissions of all other off-highway motorcycles are limited
to not more than 96 dbA if manufactured on or after January 1, 1986,
and not more than 99 dbA if manufactured prior to January 1, 1986,
when measured from a distance of 20 inches using test procedures
established by the Society of Automotive Engineers under Standard J
1287, as applicable.

(d) Off-highway motorcycles operating in closed course competition
events are excluded from the requirements of this subdivision.

84.79 RULEMAKING; ACCIDENT REPORT.
(a) With a view of achieving proper use of off-highway motorcycles

consistent with protection of the environment, the commissioner, in
consultation with the commissioners of public safety and
transportation, shall adopt rules under chapter 14 relating to:

(1) registration of off-highway motorcycles and display of
registration numbers;

(2) use of off-highway motorcycles insofar as game and fish
resources are affected;

(3) use of off-highway motorcycles on public lands and waters
under the jurisdiction of the commissioner;

(4) uniform signs to be used by the state, counties, and cities
necessary or desirable to control, direct, or regulate the operation and
use of off-highway motorcycles; and

7



84.791 Education and training.

(4) off-highway motorcycle sound levels.
(b) The commissioner of public safety, in consultation with the

commissioners of natural resources and transportation, may adopt
rules under chapter 14 regulating the use of off-highway motorcycles
on public roads.

(c) The operator and an officer investigating an accident of an off
highway motorcycle resulting in injury requiring medical attention or
hospitalization to or death of a person or total damage to an extent of
$500 or more shall forward within ten days a written report of the
accident to the commissioner on a form prescribed by the
commissioner.

84.791 EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
Subdivision 1. Program established; when required. (a) The
commissioner shall establish a comprehensive off-highway motorcycle
environment and safety education and training program, including the
preparation and dissemination of vehicle information and safety advice
to the public, the training of off-highway motorcycle operators, and the
issuance of off-highway motorcycle safety certificates to operators
under the age of 16 years who successfully complete the off-highway
motorcycle environment and safety education and training courses.

(b) An individual who is convicted of violating a law related to the
operation of an off-highway motorcycle must successfully complete the
environment and safety education and training program established
under paragraph (a) before continuing operation of an off-highway
motorcycle.
Subd. 2. Fees. For the purposes of administering the program and to
defray a portion of the expenses of training and certifying vehicle
operators, the commissioner shall collect a fee not to exceed $5 from
each person who receives the training. The commissioner shall collect
a fee for issuing a duplicate off-highway motorcycle safety certificate.
The commissioner shall establish the fee for a duplicate off-highway
motorcycle safety certificate, to include a $1 issuing fee for licensing
agents, that neither significantly overrecovers nor underrecovers
costs, including overhead costs, involved in providing the service. The
fees, except for the issuing fee for licensing agents under this
subdivision, shall be deposited in the state treasury and credited to the
off-highway motorcycle account in the natural resources fund.
Subd. 3. Cooperation and consultation. The commissioner shall
cooperate with private organizations and associations, private and
public corporations, and local governmental units in furtherance of the
program established under this section. The commissioner shall
consult with the commissioner of public safety in regard to training
program subject matter and performance testing that leads to the
certification of off-road motorcycle operators.
Subd. 4. Off-highway motorcycle safety courses; reciprocity
with other states. The commissioner may enter into reciprocity
agreements or otherwise certify off-highway motorcycle environment
and safety education and training courses from other states that are
substantially similar to in-state courses. Proof of completion of a
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course subject to a reciprocity agreement or certified as substantially
similar is adequate to meet the safety certificate requirements of
sections 84.787 to 84.796.
Subd. S. Exemption from rulemaking and legislative approval.
The fees provided for under subdivision 2 are not subject to the
rulemaking provisions of chapter 14 and section 14.386 does not
apply. The commissioner may establish the fees under subdivision 2
notwithstanding section 16A.1283.

84.792 SIGNAL FROM OFFICER TO STOP (REPEALED, SEE
609.487)

84.793 YOUTHFULOPERATORSi PROHIBITIONS.
Subdivision 1. Prohibitions on youthful operators. (a) After
January 1, 1995, a person less than 16 years of age operating an off
highway motorcycle on public lands or waters must possess a valid off
highway motorcycle safety certificate issued by the commissioner.

(b) Except for operation on public road rights-of-way that is
permitted under section 84.795, subdivision 1 , a driver's license
issued by the state or another state is required to operate an off
highway motorcycle along or on a public road right-of-way.

(c) A person under 12 years of age may not:
(1) make a direct crossing of a public road right-of-way;
(2) operate an off-highway motorcycle on a public road right-of-way

in the state; or
(3) operate an off-highway motorcycle on public lands or waters

unless accompanied on another off-highway motorcycle by a person 18
years of age or older.

(d) Except for public road rights-of-way of interstate highways, a
person less than 16 years of age may make a direct crossing of a
public road right-of-way of a trunk, county state-aid, or county
highway only if that person is accompanied on another off-highway
motorcycle by a person 18 years of age or older who holds a valid
driver's license.

(e) A person less than 16 years of age may operate an off-highway
motorcycle on public road rights-of-way in accordance with section
84.795, subdivision 1, paragraph (a), only if that person is
accompanied on another off-highway motorcycle by a person 18 years
of age or older who holds a valid driver's license.
Subd. 2. Helmet required. A person less than 18 years of age may
not operate an off-highway motorcycle on public land, public waters,
or on a public road right-of-way unless wearing a safety helmet
approved by the commissioner of public safety.
Subd. 3. Prohibitions on owner. An owner of an off-highway
motorcycle may not knowingly allow it to be operated contrary to this
section.
Subd. 4. Eye protection required. A person may not operate an
off-highway motorcycle without an eye-protective device.

9
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84.794 OFF-HIGHWAY MOTORCYCLE ACCOUNT; RECEIPTS AND
ALLOCATIONS.
Subdivision 1. Registration revenue. Fees from the registration of
off-highway motorcycles and the unrefunded gasoline tax attributable
to off-highway motorcycle use under section 296A.18 must be
deposited in the state treasury and credited to the off-highway
motorcycle account in the natural resources fund.
Subd. 2. Purposes. (a) Subject to appropriation by the legislature,
money in the off-highway motorcycle account may only be spent for:

(1) administration, enforcement, and implementation of sections
84.787 to 84.796;

(2) acquisition, maintenance, and development of off-highway
motorcycle trails and use areas; and

(3) grants-in-aid to counties and municipalities to construct and
maintain off-highway motorcycle trails and use areas.

(b) The distribution of funds made available for grants-in-aid must
be gUided by the statewide comprehensive outdoor recreation plan.

84.795 OPERATION REQUIREMENTS; LOCAL REGULATION.
Subdivision 1. Operation on public road rights-ot-way. (a) A
person may not operate an off-highway motorcycle within the right-of
way of a town road or a trunk, county state-aid, or county highway in
this state unless the right-of-way encompasses:

(1) a trail administered by the commissioner and designated for off
highway motorcycle use or multiple use; or

(2) a corridor access trail designated under paragraph (b).
(b) A road authority, as defined in section 160.02, subdivision 25,

may designate, with the approval of the commissioner, corridor access
trails on public road rights-of-way for gaining access to established off
highway motorcycle trails.

(c) A person may not operate an off-highway motorcycle upon a
trunk, county state-aid, or county highway in this state unless the
vehicle is equipped with at least one headlight and one taillight, each
of minimum candlepower as prescribed by rule of the commissioner,
and with brakes conforming to standards prescribed by rule of the
commissioner, all of which are subject to the approval of the
commissioner of public safety.

(d) A person may not operate an off-highway motorcycle at any
time within the right-of-way of an interstate highway or freeway within
this state.
Subd. 2. Crossing public road right-ot-way. (a) A person
operating an off-highway motorcycle may make a direct crossing of a
public road right-of-way provided:

(1) the crossing is made at an angle of approximately 90 degrees to
the direction of the road and at a place where no obstruction prevents
a qUick and safe crossing;

(2) the off-highway motorcycle is brought to a complete stop before
crossing the shoulder or main traveled way of the road;

(3) the driver yields the right-of-way to all oncoming traffic that
constitutes an immediate hazard;
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(4) in crossing a divided road, the crossing is made only at an
intersection of the road with another public road; and

(5) if the crossing is made between the hours of one-half hour after
sunset to one-half hour before sunrise or in conditions of reduced
visibility, only if both front and rear lights are on.

(b) Chapters 169 and 169A apply to the operation of off-highway
motorcycles upon streets and highways, except for those provisions
relating to required equipment and those provisions that by their
nature have no application.
Subd. 3. Exemptions. Subdivisions 1 and 2 do not apply to vehicles
registered for public road use under chapter 168 when being operated
on a traveled portion of a public road.
Subd. 4. Operation generally. A person may not drive or operate
an off-highway motorcycle:

(1) at a rate of speed greater than reasonable or proper under the
surrounding circumstances;

(2) in a careless, reckless, or negligent manner so as to endanger
or to cause injury or damage to the person or property of another;

(3) in a tree nursery or planting in a manner that damages or
destroys growing stock;

(4) without a brake operational by either hand or foot;
(5) at a speed exceeding ten miles per hour on the frozen surface of

public waters within 100 feet of a person fishing or a fishing shelter; or
(6) in a manner that violates operation rules adopted by the

commissioner.
Subd. 5. Operating under influence of alcohol or controlled
substance. A person may not operate or be in control of an off
highway motorcycle anywhere in this state or on the ice of any
boundary water of this state while under the influence of alcohol or a
controlled substance, as provided in section 169A.20, and is subject to
sections 169A.50 to 169A.53. A conservation officer of the Department
of Natural Resources is a peace officer for the purposes of sections
169A.20 and 169A.50 to 169A.53 as applied to the operation of an off
highway motorcycle in a manner not subject to registration under
chapter 168.
Subd. 6. Operation prohibited on airports. A person may not
drive or operate an off-highway motorcycle on an airport defined in
section 360.013, subdivision 39.
Subd. 7. Organized contests. Nothing in this section or chapter 169
prohibits the use of off-highway motorcycles within the right-of-way of
a state trunk or county state-aid highway or upon public lands or
waters under the jurisdiction of the commissioner of natural resources,
in an organized contest or event, subject to the consent of the official
or board having jurisdiction over the highway or public lands or
waters. In permitting the contest or event, the official or board having
jurisdiction may prescribe restrictions, conditions, or permit revocation
procedures, as the official or board considers advisable.
Subd. 8. Regulations by political subdivisions. A county, city, or
town, acting through its governing body, may regulate the operation of
off-highway motorcycles on public lands, waters, and property under
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its jurisdiction other than public road rights-of-way within its
boundaries, by resolution or ordinance of the governing body and by
giving appropriate notice, provided that:

(1) the regulations must be consistent with sections 84.787 to
84.796 and rules adopted under section 84.79;

(2) an ordinance may not impose a fee for the use of public land or
water under the jurisdiction of either the Department of Natural
Resources or another agency of the state, or for the use of an access
to it owned by the state, a county, or a city; and

(3) an ordinance may not require an off-highway motorcycle
operator to possess a motor vehicle driver's license while operating an
off-highway motorcycle.

84.796 PENALTIES.
(a) A person who violates a provIsion of section 84.788, 84.789,

84.793, or 84.795 is guilty of a misdemeanor.
(b) A person who violates a provision of a rule adopted under

section 84.79 is guilty of a petty misdemeanor

OFF-ROAD VEHICLES

84.797 DEFINITIONS.
Subdivision 1. Scope. The definitions in this section apply to
sections 84.797 to 84.805.
Subd. 2. City. "City" means a statutory or home rule charter city.
Subd. 3. Commissioner. "Commissioner" means the commissioner
of natural resources.
Subd. 4. Dealer. "Dealer" means a person engaged in the business
of selling off-road vehicles at wholesale or retail.
Subd. 5. Manufacturer. "Manufacturer" means a person engaged in
the business of manufacturing off-road vehicles.
Subd. 6. Off-road. "Off-road" means on trails or non public roads or
for cross-country travel on natural terrain. For purposes of sections
84.797 to 84.805, nonpublic roads include state forest roads, county
forest roads, and other roads and trails that are not operated by a
public road authority as defined in section 160.02, subdivision 25.
Subd. 7. Off-road vehicle. "Off-road vehicle" or "vehicle" means a
motor-driven recreational vehicle capable of cross-country travel on
natural terrain without benefit of a road or trail. Off-road vehicle does
not include a snowmobile; an all-terrain vehicle; a motorcycle; a
watercraft; a farm vehicle being used for farming; a vehicle used for
military, fire, emergency, or law enforcement purposes; a construction
or logging vehicle used in the performance of its common function; a
motor vehicle owned by or operated under contract with a utility,
whether publicly or privately owned, when used for work on utilities; a
commercial vehicle being used for its intended purpose; snow
grooming equipment when used for its intended purpose; or an
aircraft.
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Subd. 8. Off-road vehicle use area. "Off-road vehicle use area"
means an area that is posted or designated for off-road vehicle use in
accordance with rules adopted by the managing authority.
Subd. 9. Owner. "Owner" means a person, other than a person with
a security interest, that has a property interest in or title to an off-road
vehicle and is entitled to the use and possession of the vehicle.
Subd. 10. Person. Person" has the meaning given in section 336.1
201(b)(27).
Subd. 11. Public road right-of-way. "Public road right-of-way"
means the entire right-of-way of a roadway that is not privately
owned, including the traveled portions, banks, ditches, shoulders, and
medians.
Subd. 12. Off-road vehicle staging area. Off-road vehicle staging
area" means a parking lot, trail head, campground, or other location to
or from which an off-road vehicle is transported by truck, trailer, or
other motor vehicle so that it may be placed into operation or removed
from operation on public lands. Off-road vehicle staging area does not
include a location to which an off-road vehicle is transported primarily
for servicing, maintenance, repair, storage, or sale.

84.798 REGISTRATION.
Subdivision 1. General requirements. (a) Unless exempted under
paragraph (b) or subdivision 2, after January 1, 1995, a person may
not operate and an owner may not give permission for another to
operate an off-road vehicle on off-road vehicle-designated trails or
areas on land administered by the commissioner, or on off-road
vehicle grant-in-aid trails and areas funded under section 84.803,
unless the vehicle has been registered under this section.

(b) Annually on the third Saturday of May, nonregistered off-road
vehicles may be operated at the Iron Range Off-Highway Vehicle
Recreation Area.
Subd. 2. Exemptions. Registration is not required for an off-road
vehicle that is:

(1) owned and used by the United States, the state, another state,
or a political subdivision; or

(2) registered in another state or country and has not been in this
state for more than 30 consecutive days.
Subd. 3. Application; issuance. (a) Application for registration or
continued registration must be made to the commissioner, or an
authorized deputy registrar of motor vehicles in a form prescribed by
the commissioner. The form must state the name and address of every
owner of the off-road vehicle. Upon receipt of the application and the
appropriate fee, the commissioner shall register the off-road vehicle
and assign a registration number that must be affixed to the vehicle in
accordance with subdivision 4.

(b) A deputy registrar of motor vehicles acting under section 168.33
is also a deputy registrar of off-road vehicles. The commissioner of
natural resources in cooperation with the commissioner of public
safety may prescribe the accounting and procedural requirements
necessary to ensure efficient handling of registrations and registration
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fees. Deputy registrars shall strictly comply with the accounting and
procedural requirements. In addition to other fees prescribed by law, a
filing fee of $4.50 is charged for each off-road vehicle registration
renewal, duplicate or replacement registration card, and replacement
decal and a filing fee of $7 is charged for each off-road vehicle
registration and registration transfer issued by:

(1) a deputy registrar and must be deposited in the treasury of the
jurisdiction where the deputy is appointed, or retained if the deputy is
not a public official; or

(2) the commissioner and must be deposited in the state treasury
and credited to the off-road vehicle account.
Subd. 4. Registration sticker. An off-road vehicle must display a
registration sticker issued by the commissioner. If the vehicle is
licensed as a motor vehicle, the registration sticker must be affixed on
the upper left corner of the rear license plate. If the vehicle is not
licensed as a motor vehicle, the owner shall provide a plate not less
than four inches high and 7-1/2 inches wide. The plate must be
attached to the rear of the vehicle at least 12 inches from the ground.
The registration sticker must be affixed on the upper left corner of the
plate. Plates and registration stickers must be maintained in a clean
and legible condition.
Subd. 5. Registration card; signature; replacement fee. The
commissioner shall provide to the registrant a registration card that
includes the registration number, date of expiration, make and serial
number of the off-road vehicle, owner's name and address, and
additional information the commissioner may require. The registration
is not valid unless signed by at least one owner. Information
concerning each registration must be kept by the commissioner. If a
registration card is lost or destroyed, the commissioner shall issue a
replacement registration card on payment of a fee of $4. The fees
collected from replacement registration cards must be credited to the
off-road vehicle account in the natural resources fund.
Subd. 6. Registration fees. (a) The fee for registration of an off
road vehicle under this section, other than those registered by a dealer
or manufacturer under paragraph (b) or (c), is $30 for three years and
$4 for a duplicate or transfer.

(b) The total registration fee for off-road vehicles owned by a dealer
and operated off-road for demonstration or testing purposes is $50 per
year. Dealer registrations are not transferable.

(c) The total registration fee for off-road vehicles owned by a
manufacturer and operated off-road for research, testing,
experimentation, or demonstration purposes is $150 per year.
Manufacturer registrations are not transferable.

(d) The fees collected under this subdivision must be credited to the
off-road vehicle account in the natural resources fund.
Subd. 7. Renewal. An owner of an off-road vehicle must renew
registration in a manner prescribed by the commissioner upon
payment of the appropriate registration fee under subdivision 5.
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Subd. 8. Licensing by political subdivisions. A political subdivision
may not require licensing or registration of off-road vehicles regulated
under sections 84.797 to 84.805.
Subd. 9. Registration by minors prohibited. A person under the
age of 18 may not register an off-road vehicle.
Subd. 10. Refunds. The commissioner may issue a refund on a
registration, not including any issuing fees paid under subdivision 3,
paragraph (b), or section 84.027, subdivision 15, paragraph (a),
clause (3), if the refund request is received within 12 months of the
original registration and the vehicle was registered incorrectly by the
commissioner or the deputy registrar.

84.799 VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
An off-road vehicle manufactured after January 1, 1995, and sold in

the state must have a manufacturer's permanent identification number
stamped in letters and numbers on the vehicle.

84.80 RULEMAKING; ACCIDENT REPORT.
Subdivision 1. Rules. The commissioner shall adopt rules under
chapter 14 relating to:

(1) the use of off-road vehicles, in a manner consistent with
protection of the environment, on public lands and waters under the
jurisdiction of the commissioner of natural resources, including
measures to minimize adverse impacts on soils, waters, vegetation,
and wildlife;

(2) off-road vehicle equipment and safety standards, in consultation
with the commissioner of public safety;

(3) uniform signs to be used by the state, counties, and cities to
control, direct, or regulate the operation and use of off-road vehicles;
and

(4) maximum off-road vehicle sound levels.
Subd. 2. Accident report; requirement and form. The operator
and an officer investigating an accident involving an off-road vehicle
and resulting in injury requiring medical attention or hospitalization,
death, or total damage of $300 or more shall forward within ten days a
written report of the accident to the commissioner of natural resources
on a form prescribed by either the commissioner or the commissioner
of public safety.

84.801 SIGNAL FROM OFFICER TO STOP (REPEALED, SEE
609.487)

84.8015 EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
Subdivision 1. Program established; when required. (a) The
commissioner shall establish a comprehensive off-road vehicle
environment and safety education and training program, including the
preparation and dissemination of vehicle information and safety advice
to the public, the training of off-road vehicle operators, and the
issuance of off-road vehicle safety certificates to operators 16 to 18
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years of age who successfully complete the off-road vehicle
environment and safety education and training courses.

(b) Beginning July 1, 2006, an individual who is convicted of
violating a law related to the operation of an off-road vehicle must
successfully complete the environment and safety education and
training program established under paragraph (a) before continuing
operation of an off-road vehicle.
Subd. 2. Fees. For the purposes of administering the program and to
defray a portion of the expenses of training and certifying vehicle
operators, the commissioner shall collect a fee not to exceed $15 from
each person who receives the training. The commissioner shall collect
a fee for issuing a duplicate off-road vehicle safety certificate. The
commissioner shall establish the fee for a duplicate off-road vehicle
safety certificate that neither significantly overrecovers nor
underrecovers costs, including overhead costs, involved in providing
the service. The fees must be deposited in the state treasury and
credited to the off-road vehicle account.
Subd. 3. Cooperation and consultation.. The commissioner shall
cooperate with private organizations and associations, private and
public corporations, and local governmental units in furtherance of the
program established under this section. The commissioner shall
consult with the commissioner of public safety in regard to training
program subject matter and performance testing that leads to the
certification of off-road vehicle operators.
Subd. 4. Reciprocity with other states. The commissioner may
enter into reciprocity agreements or otherwise certify off-road vehicle
environment and safety education and training courses from other
states that are substantially similar to in-state courses. Proof of
completion of a course subject to a reciprocity agreement or certified
as substantially similar is adequate to meet the safety certificate
requirements of this section.

84.802 YOUTHFUL OPERATORS; PROHIBITIONS.
(a) A person under 16 years of age may not operate an off-road

vehicle.
(b) Except for operation on public road rights-of-way that is

permitted under section 84.804, a driver's license issued by the state
or another state is required to operate an off-road vehicle along or on
a public road right-of-way.

(c) An owner of an off-road vehicle may not knowingly allow it to be
operated in violation of this section.

84.803 OFF-ROAD VEHICLE ACCOUNT; RECEIPTS AND
ALLOCATIONS.
Subdivision 1. Registration revenue. Fees from the registration of
off-road vehicles and unrefunded gasoline tax attributable to off-road
vehicle use under section 296A.18 must be deposited in the state
treasury and credited to the off-road vehicle account in the natural
resources fund.
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84.804 Operation requirements; local regulation.

Subd. 2. Purposes. Subject to appropriation by the legislature,
money in the off-road vehicle account may only be spent for:

(1) administration, enforcement, and implementation of sections
84.773 to 84.805;

(2) acquisition, maintenance, and development of off-road vehicle
trails and use areas;

(3) grant-in-aid programs to counties and municipalities to
construct and maintain off-road vehicle trails and use areas;

(4) grants-in-aid to local safety programs; and
(5) enforcement and public education grants to local law

enforcement agencies.

84.804 OPERATION REQUIREMENTS; LOCAL REGULATION.
Subdivision 1. Operation on public road rights-ot-way. (a) A
person may not operate a vehicle off-road within a public road right
of-way in this state except on a trail designated by the commissioner
and approved by the unit of government having jurisdiction over the
rig ht-of-way.

(b) A person may not operate a vehicle off-road within a public road
right-of-way between the hours of one-half hour after sunset to one
half hour before sunrise, except on the right-hand side of the right-of
way and in the same direction as traffic on the nearest lane of the
road.

(c) A person may not operate an off-road vehicle within the right
of-way of an interstate highway.
Subd. 2. Crossing public road rights-ot-way. (a) An off-road
vehicle not registered under chapter 168 may make a direct crossing
of a public road right-of-way for the purpose of continuing on a
designated off-road trail if:

(1) the crossing is made at an angle of approximately 90 degrees to
the direction of the road and at a place where no obstruction prevents
a quick and safe crossing;

(2) the vehicle is brought to a complete stop before crossing the
shoulder or main traveled way of the road;

(3) the driver yields the right-of-way to all traffic;
(4) in crossing a divided road, the crossing is made only at an

intersection of the road with another public road; and
(5) if the crossing is made between the hours of one-half hour after

sunset to one-half hour before sunrise or in conditions of reduced
visibility, only if both front and rear lights are on.

(b) An off-road vehicle not registered under chapter 168 may be
operated on a bridge, other than a bridge that is part of the main
traveled lanes of an interstate highway, or a roadway shoulder or
inside bank of a public road right-of-way when required to avoid
obstructions to travel and no other method of avoidance is possible,
provided that the vehicle is operated in the farthest right-hand lane,
the entrance to the roadway is made within 100 feet of the bridge or
obstacle, and the crossing is made without undue delay.

(c) A person may not operate an off-road vehicle on a public street
or highway unless the off-road vehicle is equipped with at least one
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headlight and one taillight, each of minimum candlepower as
prescribed by rules of the commissioner, and with brakes conforming
to standards prescribed by rule of the commissioner, and all of which
are subject to the approval of the commissioner of public safety.

(d) Chapter 169 applies to the operation of off-road vehicles on
streets and highways, except that those provisions that by their nature
have no application and those provisions relating to reqUired
equipment do not apply to vehicles not registered under chapter 168.
Chapter 169A applies to the operation of off-road vehicles anywhere in
the state and on the ice of boundary waters.

(e) A road authority, as defined in section 160.02, subdivision 25,
may, with the approval of the commissioner, designate access trails on
public road rights-of-way for gaining access to established off-road
vehicle trails.
Subd. 3. Operation generally. A person may not drive or operate a
vehicle off-road:

(1) at a rate of speed greater than is reasonable under the
surrounding circumstances;

(2) in a careless, reckless, or negligent manner which may
endanger or cause injury or damage to the person or property of
another;

(3) without a functioning stoplight if so equipped;
(4) in a tree nursery or planting in a manner that damages or

destroys growing stock;
(5) without a brake operational by either hand or foot; or
(6) in a manner that violates rules adopted by the commissioner.

Subd. 4. Operation prohibited on airports. It is unlawful for a
person to drive or operate an off-road vehicle on an airport, as defined
in section 360.013, subdivision 39, except in connection with the
operation of the airport.
Subd. 5. Organized contests. (a) Nothing in this section or chapter
169 prohibits the use of vehicles off-road within the right-of-way of a
state trunk or county state-aid highway or on public lands or waters
under the jurisdiction of the commissioner in an organized contest or
event, subject to the consent of the official or board haVing jurisdiction
over the highway or public lands or waters.

(b) In permitting the contest or event, the official or board having
jurisdiction must obtain the commissioner's approval and may
prescribe restrictions or conditions it considers advisable.
Subd. 6. Regulation by political subdivisions. (a) Subject to
paragraphs (b) and (c), a county, city, or town acting through its
governing body may regulate the operation of off-road vehicles on
public lands, waters, and property under its jurisdiction, other than
public road rights-of-way within its boundaries, by ordinance of the
governing body and by giving appropriate notice.

(b) The ordinance must be consistent with sections 84.797 to
84.805 and rules adopted under section 84.80.

(c) An ordinance may not impose a fee for the use of public land or
water under the jurisdiction of the Department of Natural Resources or
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84.81 Definitions.

another agency of the state, or for the use of an access to the public
land or water owned by the state, a county, or a city.

84.805 PENALTIES.
A person who violates any provision of sections 84.797 to 84.804 is

guilty of a misdemeanor.

SNOWMOBILES

84.81 DEFINITIONS.
Subdivision 1. Applicability. For the purposes of Laws 1967,
chapter 876, the terms defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed
to them.
Subd. 2. Person. "Person" includes an individual, partnership,
corporation, the state and its agencies and subdivisions, and any body
of persons, whether incorporated or not.
Subd. 3. Snowmobile. "Snowmobile" means a self-propelled vehicle
designed for travel on snow or ice steered by skis or runners.
Subd. 4. Owner. "Owner" means a person, other than a lien holder,
having the property in or title to a snowmobile entitled to the use or
possession thereof.
Subd. 5. Operate. "Operate" means to ride in or on and control the
operation of a snowmobile.
Subd. 6. Operator. "Operator" means every person who operates or
is in actual physical control of a snowmobile.
Subd. 7. Register. "Register" means the act of assigning a
registration number to a snowmobile.
Subd. 8. Commissioner. "Commissioner" means the commissioner
of natural resources acting directly or through the commissioner's
authorized agent.
Subd. 9. Roadway. "Roadway" means that portion of a highway
improved, designed, or ordinarily used for vehicular travel.
Subd. 10. Dealer. "Dealer" means a person, partnership, or
corporation engaged in the business of selling snowmobiles at
wholesale or retail.
Subd. 11. Manufacturer. "Manufacturer" means a person,
partnership, or corporation engaged in the business of manufacturing
snowmobiles.
Subd. 12. Collector snowmobile. "Collector snowmobile" means a
snowmobile that is 25 years old or older, was originally produced as a
separate identifiable make by a manufacturer, and is owned and
operated solely as a collector's item.
Subd. 13. Metal traction device. "Metal traction device" means any
metal device or array of metal devices attached to a snowmobile track
to enhance traction that is:

(1) made of metal, except that metal cleats affixed perpendicular to
the direction of travel of a snowmobile track which was manufactured
in 1981 or earlier shall not be considered a metal traction device; or

(2) affixed to a snowmobile track with metal components that
extend more than one-fourth inch from the bottom of the track.
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84.82 SNOWMOBILE REGISTRATION.
Subdivision 1. Repealed, 1984
Subd. la. General requirements. A person may not operate or
transport a snowmobile unless the snowmobile has been registered
under this section. A person may not sell a snowmobile without
furnishing the buyer a bill of sale on a form prescribed by the
commissioner.
Subd. 2. Application, issuance, reports, additional fee. (a)
Application for registration or reregistration shall be made to the
commissioner or an authorized deputy registrar of motor vehicles in a
format prescribed by the commissioner and shall state the legal name
and address of every owner of the snowmobile.

(b) A person who purchases a snowmobile from a retail dealer shall
make application for registration to the dealer at the point of sale. The
dealer shall issue a dealer temporary ten-day registration permit to
each purchaser who applies to the dealer for registration. Each retail
dealer shall submit completed registration and fees to the deputy
registrar at least once a week. No fee may be charged by a dealer to a
purchaser for providing the temporary permit.

(c) Upon receipt of the application and the appropriate fee as
hereinafter provided, the commissioner or deputy registrar shall issue
to the applicant, or provide to the dealer, an assigned registration
number or a commissioner or deputy registrar temporary ten-day
permit. Once issued, the registration number must be affixed to the
snowmobile in a clearly visible and permanent manner for enforcement
purposes as the commissioner of natural resources shall prescribe. A
dealer subject to paragraph (b) shall provide the registration materials
or temporary permit to the purchaser within the temporary ten-day
permit period. The registration is not valid unless signed by at least
one owner.

(d) Each deputy registrar of motor vehicles acting pursuant to
section 168.33, shall also be a deputy registrar of snowmobiles. The
commissioner of natural resources in agreement with the
commissioner of public safety may prescribe the accounting and
procedural requirements necessary to assure efficient handling of
registrations and registration fees. Deputy registrars shall strictly
comply with these accounting and procedural requirements.

(e) A fee of $2 in addition to that otherwise prescribed by law shall
be charged for:

(1) each snowmobile registered by the registrar or a deputy
registrar and the additional fee shall be disposed of in the manner
provided in section 168.33, subdivision 2; or

(2) each snowmobile registered by the commissioner and the
additional fee shall be deposited in the state treasury and credited to
the snowmobile trails and enforcement account in the natural
resources fund.
Subd. 3. Fees for registration. (a) The fee for registration of each
snowmobile, other than those used for an agricultural purpose, as
defined in section 84.92, subdivision 1c, or those registered by a
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84.82 Snowmobile registration.

dealer or manufacturer pursuant to clause (b) or (c) shall be as
follows: $45 for three years and $4 for a duplicate or transfer.

(b) The total registration fee for all snowmobiles owned by a dealer
and operated for demonstration or testing purposes shall be $50 per
year.

(c) The total registration fee for all snowmobiles owned by a
manufacturer and operated for research, testing, experimentation, or
demonstration purposes shall be $150 per year. Dealer and
manufacturer registrations are not transferable.
Subd. 4. Renewal. Every owner of a snowmobile shall renew its
registration in such manner as the commissioner shall prescribe, upon
payment of the same registration fees provided in subdivision 3
hereof.
Subd. 5. Snowmobiles owned by state or political subdivision.
A registration number shall be issued without the payment of a fee for
snowmobiles owned by the state of Minnesota or a political subdivision
thereof upon application therefor.
Subd. 6. Exemptions. Registration is not required under this section
for: (1) a snowmobile owned and used by the United States, another
state, or a political subdivision thereof;

(2) a snowmobile registered in a country other than the United
States temporarily used within this state;

(3) a snowmobile that is covered by a valid license of another state
and has not been within this state for more than 30 consecutive days;

(4) a snowmobile used exclusively in organized track racing events;
(5) a snowmobile in transit by a manufacturer, distributor, or

dealer; or
(6) a snowmobile at least 15 years old in transit by an individual for

use only on land owned or leased by the individual.
Subd. 7. Out of state snowmobiles. The commissioner of natural
resources may issue special permits to out of state snowmobiles from
a state or country where registration is not required to operate in
Minnesota for limited periods of time not to exceed 30 days in
connection with organized group outings, trailrides, races, rallies and
other promotional events.
Subd. 7a. Collector snowmobiles. The commissioner may issue a
special permit to a person or organization to operate or transport a
collector snowmobile without registration in parades or organized
group outings, such as races, rallies, and other promotional events and
for up to ten days each year for personal transportation. The
commissioner may impose a reasonable restriction on a permittee and
may revoke, amend, suspend, or modify a permit for cause.
Subd. 8. Registration by persons under 18 prohibited. No
person under the age of 18 years may register a snowmobile.
Subd. 9. Repealed, 1985
Subd. 10. Proof of sales tax payment. A person applying for initial
registration of a snowmobile must provide a snowmobile purchaser's
certificate, showing a complete description of the snowmobile, the
seller's name and address, the full purchase price of the snowmobile,
and the trade-in allowance, if any. The certificate must include
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information showing either (1) that the sales and use tax under
chapter 297A was paid or (2) the purchase was exempt from tax under
chapter 297A. The commissioner of public safety, in consultation with
the commissioner and the commissioner of revenue, shall prescribe
the form of the certificate.

The certificate is not required if the applicant provides a receipt,
invoice, or other document that shows the snowmobile was purchased
from a retailer maintaining a place of business in this state as defined
in section 297A.66, subdivision 1.
Subd. 11. Refunds. The commissioner may issue a refund on a
registration, not including any issuing fees paid under subdivision 2,
paragraph (e), or section 84.027, subdivision 15, paragraph (a),
clause (3), if the refund request is received within 12 months of the
original registration and:

(1) the snowmobile was registered incorrectly by the commissioner
or the deputy registrar; or

(2) the snowmobile was registered twice, once by the dealer and
once by the customer.

84.8205 SNOWMOBILE STATE TRAIL STICKER.
Subdivision 1. Sticker required; fee. (a) Except as provided in
paragraph (b), a person may not operate a snowmobile on a state or
grant-in-aid snowmobile trail unless a snowmobile state trail sticker is
affixed to the snowmobile. The commissioner of natural resources shall
issue a sticker upon application and payment of a $15 fee. The fee for
a three-year snowmobile state trail sticker that is purchased at the
time of snowmobile registration is $30. In addition to other penalties
prescribed by law, a person in violation of this subdivision must
purchase an annual state trail sticker for a fee of $30. The sticker is
valid from November 1 through April 30. Fees collected under this
section, except for the issuing fee for licensing agents, shall be
deposited in the state treasury and credited to the snowmobile trails
and enforcement account in the natural resources fund and, except for
the electronic licensing system commission established by the
commissioner under section 84.027, subdivision 15, must be used for
grants-in-aid, trail maintenance, grooming, and easement acquisition.

(b) A state trail sticker is not required under this section for:
(1) a snowmobile owned by the state or a political subdivision of the

state that is registered under section 84.82, subdivision 5;
(2) a snowmobile that is owned and used by the United States,

another state, or a political subdivision thereof that is exempt from
registration under section 84.82, subdivision 6;

(3) a collector snowmobile that is operated as provided in a special
permit issued for the collector snowmobile under section 84.82,
subdivision 7a; or

(4) a person operating a snowmobile only on the portion of a trail
that is owned by the person or the person's spouse, child, or parent.
Subd. 2. Placement of sticker. The state trail sticker shall be
permanently affixed to either:
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84.821 Requirements of makers of snowmobiles.

(1) the forward half of the snowmobile directly above or below the
headlight of the snowmobile;

(2) above the expiration year on the top portion of the snowmobile
registration validation decal; or

(3) the lower right corner of a registration plate issued to a dealer
or manufacturer under section 84.82, subdivision 3.
Subd. 3. License agents. The commissioner may appoint agents to
issue and sell state trail stickers. The commissioner may revoke the
appointment of an agent at any time. The commissioner may adopt
additional rules as provided in section 97A.485, subdivision 11. An
agent shall observe all rules adopted by the commissioner for
accounting and handling of stickers pursuant to section 97A.485,
subdivision 11. An agent shall promptly deposit and remit all money
received from the sale of the stickers, exclusive of the issuing fee, to
the commissioner.
Subd. 4. Issuance of stickers. The commissioner and agents shall
issue and sell snowmobile state trail stickers.
Subd. 5. Agent's fee. In addition to the fee for a sticker, an issuing
fee of $1 per sticker shall be charged. The issuing fee may be retained
by the seller of the sticker. Issuing fees for stickers issued by the
commissioner shall be deposited in the snowmobile trails and
enforcement account in the natural resources fund and retained for the
operation of the electronic licensing system.
Subd. 6. Duplicate state trail stickers. The commissioner and
agents shall issue a duplicate sticker to persons whose sticker is lost or
destroyed using the process established under section 97A.405,
subdivision 3, and rules promulgated thereunder. The fee for a
duplicate state trail sticker is $2, with an issuing fee of 50 cents.

84.821 REQUIREMENTS OF MAKERS OF SNOWMOBILES.
Subdivision 1. Identification number. All snowmobiles made after
June 30, 1972, and sold in Minnesota, shall bear the maker's
permanent identification number stamped in letters and numbers in
the form and at a location prescribed by rule of the commissioner.
Subd. 2. Area for registration number. All snowmobiles made
after June 30, 1972, and sold in Minnesota, shall be designed and
made to provide an area on which to affix the registration number.
This area shall be at a location and of dimensions prescribed by rule of
the commissioner.

84.83 SNOWMOBILE TRAILS AND ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNT;
RECEIPTS AND ALLOCATIONS.
Subdivision 1. Creation. There is created in the state treasury an
account known as the snowmobile trails and enforcement account in
the natural resources fund.
Subd. 2. Money deposited in the account. Fees from the
registration of snowmobiles and the unrefunded gasoline tax
attributable to snowmobile use pursuant to section 296A.18 shall be
deposited in the state treasury and credited to the snowmobile trails
and enforcement account.
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Subd. 3. Purposes for the account. The money deposited in the
account and interest earned on that money may be expended only as
appropriated by law for the following purposes:

(1) for a grant-in-aid program to counties and municipalities for
construction and maintenance of snowmobile trails, including
maintenance of trails on lands and waters of Voyageurs National Park,
on Lake of the Woods, on Rainy Lake, and on the following lakes in St.
Louis County: Burntside, Crane, Little Long, Mud, Pelican, Shagawa,
and Vermilion;

(2) for acquisition, development, and maintenance of state
recreational snowmobile trails;

(3) for snowmobile safety programs; and
(4) for the administration and enforcement of sections 84.81 to

84.91 and appropriated grants to local law enforcement agencies.
Subd. 4. Provisions applicable to funding recipients. (a)
Recipients of Minnesota trail assistance program funds must be
afforded the same protection and be held to the same standard of
liability as a political subdivision under chapter 466 for activities
associated with the administration, design, construction, maintenance,
and grooming of snowmobile trails.

(b) Recipients of Minnesota trail assistance program funds who
maintain ice trails on public waters listed under subdivision 3, clause
(1), or on waters of Voyageurs National Park are expressly immune
from liability under section 466.03, subdivision 6e.
Subd. 4a. Trail continuation on lands acquired by the state.
When the commissioner acquires lands with easements or other
agreements for snowmobile trails that have received grant-in-aid
financing under this section, the commissioner shall:

(1) continue the easements or other agreements for the
snowmobile trail; or

(2) develop an alternative route for the trail, including acquiring any
necessary easements or other agreements for the trail right-of-way
and providing funding for all expenses associated with clearing and
marking the snowmobile trail.
Subd. 5. Fines and forfeited bail. The disposition of fines and
forfeited bail collected from prosecutions of violations of sections 84.81
to 84.91 or rules adopted thereunder, and violations of section
169A.20 that involve off-road recreational vehicles, as defined in
section 169A.03, subdivision 16, are governed by section 97A.065.

84.84 TRANSFER OR TERMINATION OF SNOWMOBILE
OWNERSHIP.

Within 15 days after the transfer of ownership, or any part thereof,
other than a security interest, or the destruction or abandonment of
any snowmobile, written notice thereof shall be given to the
commissioner in such form as the commissioner shall prescribe. Every
owner or part owner of a snowmobile shall, upon failure to give such
notice, be subject to the penalties imposed by Laws 1967, chapter
876.
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84.85 Licensing by political subdivisions.

84.85 LICENSING BY POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS.
No political subdivision of this state shall require licensing or

registration of snowmobiles covered by the provisions of Laws 1967,
chapter 876.

84.86 RULES.
Subdivision 1. Required rules. With a view of achieving maximum
use of snowmobiles consistent with protection of the environment the
commissioner of natural resources shall adopt rules in the manner
provided by chapter 14, for the following purposes:

(1) Registration of snowmobiles and display of registration
numbers.

(2) Use of snowmobiles insofar as game and fish resources are
affected.

(3) Use of snowmobiles on public lands and waters, or on grant-in
aid trails.

(4) Uniform signs to be used by the state, counties, and cities,
which are necessary or desirable to control, direct, or regulate the
operation and use of snowmobiles.

(5) Specifications relating to snowmobile mufflers.
(6) A comprehensive snowmobile information and safety education

and training program, including but not limited to the preparation and
dissemination of snowmobile information and safety advice to the
public, the training of snowmobile operators, and the issuance of
snowmobile safety certificates to snowmobile operators who
successfully complete the snowmobile safety education and training
course. For the purpose of administering such program and to defray
expenses of training and certifying snowmobile operators, the
commissioner shall collect a fee from each person who receives the
youth or adult training. The commissioner shall collect a fee, to include
a $1 issuing fee for licensing agents, for issuing a duplicate
snowmobile safety certificate. The commissioner shall establish both
fees in a manner that neither significantly overrecovers nor
underrecovers costs, including overhead costs, involved in providing
the services. The fees are not subject to the rulemaking provisions of
chapter 14 and section 14.386 does not apply. The fees may be
established by the commissioner notwithstanding section 16A.1283.
The fees, except for the issuing fee for licensing agents under this
subdivision, shall be deposited in the snowmobile trails and
enforcement account in the natural resources fund and the amount
thereof, except for the electronic licensing system commission
established by the commissioner under section 84.027, subdivision 15,
and issuing fees collected by the commissioner, is appropriated
annually to the Enforcement Division of the Department of Natural
Resources for the administration of such programs. In addition to the
fee established by the commissioner, instructors may charge each
person up to the established fee amount for class materials and
expenses. The commissioner shall cooperate with private organizations
and associations, private and public corporations, and local
governmental units in furtherance of the program established under
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this clause. School districts may cooperate with the commissioner and
volunteer instructors to provide space for the classroom portion of the
training. The commissioner shall consult with the commissioner of
public safety in regard to training program subject matter and
performance testing that leads to the certification of snowmobile
operators.

(7) The operator of any snowmobile involved in an accident
resulting in injury requiring medical attention or hospitalization to or
death of any person or total damage to an extent of $500 or more,
shall forward a written report of the accident to the commissioner on
such form as the commissioner shall prescribe. If the operator is killed
or is unable to file a report due to incapacitation, any peace officer
investigating the accident shall file the accident report within ten
business days.
Subd. 2. Public safety rules. The commissioner of public safety
may adopt rules not inconsistent herewith in the manner prOVided by
chapter 14, regulating the use of snowmobiles on streets and
highways.

84.862 SNOWMOBILE TRAINING REQUIRED.
Subdivision 1. Youth and adult safety training. (a) Any resident
born after December 31, 1976, who operates a snowmobile in
Minnesota, must possess:

(1) a valid snowmobile safety certificate;
(2) a driver's license that has a valid snowmobile qualification

indicator issued under section 171.07, subdivision 12; or
(3) an identification card that has a valid snowmobile qualification

indicator issued under section 171.07, subdivision 12.
(b) For youth or adults taking the youth course, the certificate or

qualification indicator may only be issued upon successful completion
of a course authorized under section 84.86. Either the youth course
under this paragraph or the adult course under paragraph (c) may be
completed by persons 16 years of age or older.

(c) Persons 16 years of age or older may take the adult snowmobile
safety training course. The certificate or qualification indicator may
only be issued upon successful completion of a safety course designed
for adults or persons 16 years of age or older.
Subd. 2. Repealed, 2004
Subd. 2a. Certificates issued in other states. If a person
completes a safety course in another state that is recognized by the
commissioner under a reciprocity agreement or certified by the
commissioner as substantially similar to requirements in this state,
evidence that the person has completed that course is acceptable in
lieu of a certificate under this section.
Subd. 3. Training for offenders. Any person who is convicted for a
second or subsequent speeding violation in a snowmobile season, or
any conviction for careless or reckless operation of a snowmobile,
must successfully complete a training course in subdivision 1 before
continuing operation of a snowmobile.
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84.87 Operation; regulations by political subdivisions.

84.87 OPERATION; REGULATIONS BY POLITICAL
SUBDIVISIONS.
Subdivision 1. Operation on streets and highways. (a) No person
shall operate a snowmobile upon the roadway, shoulder, or inside
bank or slope of any trunk, county state-aid, or county highway in this
state and, in the case of a divided trunk or county highway, on the
right-of-way between the opposing lanes of traffic, except as provided
in sections 84.81 to 84.90. No person shall operate a snowmobile
within the right-of-way of any trunk, county state-aid, or county
highway between the hours of one-half hour after sunset to one-half
hour before sunrise, except on the right-hand side of such right-of-way
and in the same direction as the highway traffic on the nearest lane of
the roadway adjacent thereto. No snowmobile shall be operated at any
time within the right-of-way of any interstate highway or freeway
within this state.

(b) Notwithstanding any provision of paragraph (a) to the contrary:
(1) under conditions prescribed by the commissioner of

transportation, the commissioner of transportation may allow two-way
operation of snowmobiles on either side of the trunk highway right-of
way where the commissioner of transportation determines that two
way operation will not endanger users of the trunk highway or riders of
the snowmobiles using the trail;

(2) under conditions prescribed by a local road authority as defined
in section 160.02, subdivision 25 , the road authodty may allow two
way operation of snowmobiles on either side of the right-of-way of a
street or highway under the road authority's jurisdiction, where the
road authority determines that two-way operation will not endanger
users of the street or highway or riders of the snowmobiles using the
trail;

(3) the commissioner of transportation under clause (1) and the
local road authority under clause (2) shall notify the commissioner of
natural resources and the local law enforcement agencies responsible
for the streets or highways of the locations of two-way snowmobile
trails authorized under this paragraph; and

(4) two-way snowmobile trails authorized under this paragraph shall
be posted for two-way operation at the authorized locations.

(c) A snowmobile may make a direct crossing of a street or highway
at any hour of the day provided:

(1) the crossing is made at an angle of approximately 90 degrees to
the direction of the highway and at a place where no obstruction
prevents a quick and safe crossing; and

(2) the snowmobile is brought to a complete stop before crossing
the shoulder or main traveled way of the highway; and

(3) the driver yields the right-of-way to all oncoming traffic which
constitutes an immediate hazard; and

(4) in crossing a divided highway, the crossing is made only at an
intersection of such highway with another public street or highway;
and
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(5) if the crossing is made between the hours of one-half hour after
sunset to one-half hour before sunrise or in conditions of reduced
visibility, only if both front and rear lights are on; and

(6) a snowmobile may be operated upon a bridge, other than a
bridge that is part of the main traveled lanes of an interstate highway,
when required for the purpose of avoiding obstructions to travel when
no other method of avoidance is possible; provided the snowmobile is
operated in the extreme right-hand lane, the entrance to the roadway
is made within 100 feet of the bridge and the crossing is made without
undue delay.

(d) No snowmobile shall be operated upon a public street or
highway unless it is equipped with at least one headlamp, one tail
lamp, each of minimum candlepower as prescribed by rules of the
commissioner, reflector material of a minimum area of 16 square
inches mounted on each side forward of the handle bars, and with
brakes each of which shall conform to standards prescribed by rule of
the commissioner pursuant to the authority vested in the
commissioner by section 84.86, and each of which shall be subject to
approval of the commissioner of public safety.

(e) A snowmobile may be operated upon a public street or highway
other than as provided by paragraph (c) in an emergency during the
period of time when and at locations where snow upon the roadway
renders travel by automobile impractical.

(f) All provisions of chapters 169 and 169A shall apply to the
operation of snowmobiles upon streets and highways, except for those
relating to required equipment, and except those which by their nature
have no application. Section 169.09 applies to the operation of
snowmobiles anywhere in the state or on the ice of any boundary
water of the state.

(g) Any sled, trailer, or other device being towed by a snowmobile
must be eqUipped with reflective materials as required by rule of the
commissioner.
Subd. la. Organized contests, use of highways, etc. Nothing in
this section or chapter 169 shall prohibit the use of snowmobiles within
the right-of-way of any state trunk or county state-aid highway or
upon public lands or waters under the jurisdiction of the commissioner
of natural resources, in any organized contest, subject to the consent
of the official or board having jurisdiction over the highway or public
lands or waters.In permitting such contest, the official or board haVing
jurisdiction may prescribe such restrictions or conditions as they may
deem advisable.
Subd. 2. Operation generally. It shall be unlawful for any person to
drive or operate any snowmobile in the following unsafe or harassing
ways:

(1) at a rate of speed greater than reasonable or proper under all
the surrounding circumstances;

(2) in a careless, reckless or negligent manner so as to endanger
the person or property of another or to cause injury or damage
thereto;

(3) without a lighted head and taillight when required for safety; or
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84.87 Operation; regulations by political subdivisions.

(4) in any tree nursery or planting in a manner which damages or
destroys growing stock.
Subd. 2a. Operation prohibited on airports. It is unlawful for any
person to drive or operate any snowmobile on an airport defined in
section 360.013, subdivision 39, or other applicable law.
Subd. 2b. Repealed, 1994
Subd. 2c. Application of speed limits to testing activities. (a) A
speed limit established by the commissioner in rules adopted under
section 84.86 does not apply to a snowmobile that is being operated
as part of a testing program established by a snowmobile
manufacturer if:

(1) the snowmobile is operated for testing purposes by a driver
employed by the snowmobile manufacturer;

(2) the snowmobile is clearly marked as a test machine; and
(3) the snowmobile is operated in compliance with all other

applicable laws and rules.
(b) A card containing a photograph of the driver and identifying the

driver as a test driver for the manufacturer must be in the driver's
possession at all times when the snowmobile is being operated at a
speed in excess of the limit established by the commissioner under
section 84.86.
Subd. 3. Regulations by political subdivisions. Notwithstanding
anything in this section to the contrary, a county board may by
resolution permit the operation of snowmobiles upon the roadway,
shoulder, or inside bank or slope of any county highway or county
state aid highway if safe operation in the ditch or outside bank or slope
thereof is impossible, in which case the county board shall cause
appropriate notice thereof to be given.

Any county, city, or any town acting by its town board, may
regulate the operation of snowmobiles on public lands, waters, and
property under their jurisdiction and on streets and highways within
their boundaries by resolution or ordinance of the governing body and
by giving appropriate notice, provided such regulations are not
inconsistent with the pro'visions of sections 84.81 to 84.88 inclusive
and rules promulgated there.under. However, no such governmental
unit may adopt an ordinance which (1) imposes a fee for the use of
public land or water under the jurisdiction of either the commissioner
of natural resources or any other agency of the state, or for the use of
any access thereto owned by the state, or a county or city; or (2)
require a snowmobile operator to possess a motor vehicle driver's
license while operating a snowmobile.
Subd. 4. Snowmobile speed limit; lakes greater than 10,000
acres. Notwithstanding any law or rule to the contrary, a county may
enact an ordinance to raise the speed limit up to 65 miles per hour for
snowmobiles traveling on marked trails during daylight hours on lakes
greater than 10,000 acres, subject to the approval of the
commissioner of natural resources. Within any posted speed limit, it
remains unlawful for any person to drive or operate any snowmobile at
a rate of speed greater than is reasonable or proper under all of the
surrounding conditions or circumstances.
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water under the jurisdiction of the
resources, with the commissioner's

84.871 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS.
Subdivision 1. Mufflers. Except as provided in this section, every
snowmobile shall be equipped at all times with a muffler in good
working order which blends the exhaust noise into the overall
snowmobile noise and is in constant operation to prevent excessive or
unusual noise. The exhaust system shall not emit or produce a sharp
popping or crackling sound. This section does not apply to organized
races or similar competitive events held on

(1) private lands, with the permission of the owner, lessee, or
custodian of the land;

(2) public lands and
commissioner of natural
permission; or

(3) other public lands, with the consent of the public agency owning
the land. No person shall have for sale, sell, or offer for sale on any
new snowmobile any muffler that fails to comply with the
specifications required by the rules of the commissioner after the
effective date of the rules.
Subd. 2. Repealed, 1999

84.8712 METAL TRACTION DEVICES; PROHIBITION ON PAVED
TRAILS.
Subdivision 1. Prohibition. A person may not use a snowmobile
with metal traction devices on a paved public trail, except as otherwise
prOVided by a local government with jurisdiction over a trail or any
portion of a paved state trail designated by the commissioner.
Subd. 2. Civil citation; authority to issue. Conservation officers
and other licensed peace officers may issue civil citations to a person
who operates a snowmobile in violation of this section. The citation
must impose a penalty of $50 for the first offense, $200 for the second
offense, and $500 for third and subsequent offenses.
Subd. 3. Appeals. Civil citations for offenses under this section may
be appealed under the procedures in section 116.072, subdivision 6, if
the recipient of the citation requests a hearing by notifying the
commissioner in writing within 15 days after receipt of the citation. For
the purposes of the enforcement of this section, the terms
"commissioner" and "agency" as used in section 116.072 mean the
commissioner of natural resources. If a hearing is not requested within
the is-day period, the citation becomes a final order not subject to
further review.
Subd. 4. Enforcement. Civil citations for offenses under this section
may be enforced under section 116.072, subdivision 9. If a person fails
to pay a penalty owed under this section, the person may not operate
a snowmobile until the penalty is paid. Penalty amounts must be
remitted within 30 days of issuance of the penalty citation.
Subd. 5. Allocation of penalty amounts. Penalty amounts collected
from civil citations issued under this section are deposited to the unit
of government employing the officer that issues the civil citation. The
commissioner must deposit penalty amounts received by the state in
the snowmobile trails and enforcement account established by section
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84.8713 Metal traction device sticker (automatically expired July 1, 2004) MS 2002
Repeaied, 1999

84.83, subdivision 1. The penalty amounts in the account must be
dedicated for the repair of paved public trails.
Subd. 6. Selection of remedy. A person operating a snowmobile in
violation of this section is guilty of a petty misdemeanor punishable by
a fine of no more than $50 for the first offense, no more than $300 for
the second offense, and no more than $600 for the third and
subsequent offenses. A peace officer may not seek both civil and petty
misdemeanor penalties for a violation of this section.

84.8713 METAL TRACTION DEVICE STICKER (AUTOMATICALLY
EXPIRED JULY 1, 2004) MS 2002 REPEALED, 1999

84.8715 REPEALED, 1999

84.872 YOUTHFUL SNOWMOBILE OPERATORS; PROHIBITIONS.
Subdivision 1. Restrictions on operation. (a) Notwithstanding
anything in section 84.87 to the contrary, no person under 14 years of
age shall make a direct crossing of a trunk, county state-aid, or county
highway as the operator of a snowmobtle, or operate a snowmobile
upon a street or highway within a municipality. A person 14 years of
age or older, but less than 18 years of age, may make a direct
crossing of a trunk, county state-aid, or county highway only if the
person has in immediate possession:

(1) a valid snowmobile safety certificate issued by the
commissioner;

(2) a driver's license that has a valid snowmobile qualification
indicator issued under section 171.07, subdivision 12; or

(3) an identification card that has a valid snowmobile qualification
indicator issued under section 171.07, subdivision 12.

(b) Notwithstanding section 84.862, no person under the age of 14
years shall operate a snowmobile unless supervised by or accompanied
by one of the following listed persons on the same or an accompanying
snowmobile, or on a device towed by the same or an accompanying
snowmobile: the person's parent, legal guardian, or other person 18
years of age or older designated by the parent or guardian. However,
a person 12 years of age or older but under the age of 14 years may
operate a snowmobile if the person has in immediate possession a
valid snowmobile safety certificate issued by the commissioner or an
identification card with a valid snowmobile qualification indicator
issued under section 171.07, subdivision 12.

(c) The snowmobile safety certificate exceptions under paragraph
(b) do not allow a person under the age of 14 years to make a direct
crossing of a highway as the operator of a snowmobile or to operate a
snowmobile upon a street or highway, as prohibited under paragraph
(a).
Subd. la. Helmet required. (a) No person under the age of 18 shall
operate or ride a snowmobile in this state without wearing protective
headgear that complies with standards established by the
commissioner of public safety.
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(b) The provisions of this subdivision shall not apply to persons
during their participation in a parade that has been granted a permit
or other official authorization by a local unit of government or to a
person operating a snowmobile on land that is owned by the person or
the person's parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles, or aunts.
Subd. 2. Owner's duties. It is unlawful for any person who is the
owner or in lawful control of a snowmobile to permit the snowmobile to
be operated contrary to the provisions of this section.
Subd. 3. Reporting convictions; suspensions. When the judge of
a juvenile court, or any of its duly authorized agents, shall determine
that any person, while less than 18 years of age, has violated the
provisions of sections 84.81 to 84.88, or any other state or local law or
ordinance regulating the operation of snowmobiles, the judge, or duly
authorized agent, shall immediately report this determination to the
commissioner and may recommend the suspension of the person's
snowmobile safety certificate. The commissioner is hereby authorized
to suspend the certificate, without a hearing.

84.873 REPEALED, 1997

84.88 PENALTIES.
Subdivision 1. Penalty. Any person who shall violate any provision
of sections 84.81 to 84.89 or any rule of the commissioner of natural
resources or of the commissioner of public safety promulgated
pursuant to law shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Subd. 2. Owner's penalty. A person registered as owner of a
snowmobile may be fined not to exceed $300 if a snowmobile bearing
the person's registration number is operated contrary to the provisions
of sections 84.81 to 84.88, or 97B.091. The registered owner may not
be so fined if (a) the snowmobile was reported as stolen to the
commissioner or a law enforcement agency at the time of the alleged
unlawful act, or if (b) the registered owner demonstrates that the
snowmobile either was stolen or was not in use at the time of the
alleged unlawful act, or if (c) the registered owner furnishes to law
enforcement officers upon request the identity of the person in actual
physical control of the snowmobile at the time of such violation. The
provisions of this subdivision do not apply to any person who rents or
leases a snowmobile if such person keeps a record of the name and
address of the person or persons renting or leasing such snowmobile,
the registration number thereof, the departure date and time, and
expected time of return thereof. Such record shall be preserved for at
least six months and shall be prima facie evidence that the person
named therein was the operator thereof at the time it was operated
contrary to sections 84.81 to 84.88, or 97B.091. The provisions of this
subdivision do not prohibit or limit the prosecution of a snowmobile
operator for violating any of the sections referred to in this subdivision.

84.89 CONFISCATION OF SNOWMOBILE USED IN BURGLARY.
A law enforcement officer shall seize any snowmobile, as defined in

section 84.81, used for the purpose of gaining access to property for
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84.90 Limitations on the operation of recreational motor vehicles.

the purpose of committing the crime of burglary, as defined in section
609.582. Any snowmobile seized pursuant to this section shall be held,
subject to the order of the district court of the county in which the
burglary was committed, and shall be confiscated after conviction of
the person from whom the snowmobile was seized and disposed of in
accordance with the procedure provided for equipment used in
committing game and fish violations by section 97A.225, except that
the balance of the proceeds from the sale of a confiscated snowmobile
which are paid into the state treasury shall be credited to the general
fund.

84.90 LIMITATIONS ON THE OPERATION OF RECREATIONAL
MOTOR VEHICLES.
Subdivision 1. Definitions. For the purposes of this section the
following terms have the meanings given them: (a) "Recreational
motor vehicle" means any self-propelled vehicle and any vehicle
propelled or drawn by a self-propelled vehicle used for recreational
purposes, including but not limited to snowmobile, trail bike or other
all-terrain vehicle, hovercraft, or motor vehicle licensed for highway
operation which is being used for off-road recreational purposes. (b)
"Snowmobile" has the same meaning given by section 84.81,
subdivision 3.
Subd. 2. Within metropolitan area. Within the seven county
metropolitan area, no person shall enter and operate a recreational
motor vehicle on lands not owned by the person, except where
otherwise allowed by law, without the written or oral permission of the
owner, occupant, or lessee of such lands. Written permission may be
given by a posted notice of any kind or description that the owner,
occupant, or lessee prefers, so long as it specifies the kind of vehicles
allowed, such as by saying "Recreational Vehicles Allowed,"
"Snowmobiles Allowed," "Trail Bikes Allowed," "All-Terrain Vehicles
Allowed," or words substantially similar.
Subd. 3. Outside metropolitan area. Outside the seven county
metropolitan area, no person shall enter on any land not owned by the
person for the purpose of operating a recreational motor vehicle after
being notified, either orally or by written or posted notice, by the
owner, occupant, or lessee not to do so. Where posted notice is used,
signs shall bear letters not less than two inches high and shall state
one of the following: "Recreational Vehicles Prohibited," "Snowmobiles
Prohibited," "Trail Bikes Prohibited," "All-Terrain Vehicles Prohibited,"
or words substantially similar. In lieu of the above notice an owner,
occupant or lessee may post any sign prohibiting recreational motor
vehicles which has been adopted by rule of the commissioner of
natural resources. The notice or sign shall be posted at corners and
ordinary ingress and egress to the property and when so posted shall
serve so as to raise a conclusive presumption that a person operating
a recreational motor vehicle thereon had knowledge of entering upon
such posted lands. Failure to post notice as provided in this subdivision
shall not deprive a person of the right to bring a civil action for
damage to one's person or property as otherwise provided by law.
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Subd. 4. Posting; trail facilities. It is unlawful for a person to post,
mutilate, or remove any notice or sign proVided in this section upon
any lands or waters over which the person has no right, title, interest,
or license. It is unlawful for a person other than a duly constituted
legal authority to so post any public lands, including but not limited to
tax-forfeited lands, as above described. It is unlawful for a person to
mutilate, destroy, damage, or remove any shelter, comfort station or
other trail facility on any trail established on state-owned land or on
any recreational trail which is funded in whole or in part by state
grant-in-aid funds.
Subd. 5. Gates; fencing. No person shall enter or leave the lands of
another with a recreational motor vehicle, or pass from one portion of
such lands to another portion, through a closed gate, without returning
the gate to its original position. No person shall enter or leave the
lands of another with a recreational motor vehicle by cutting any wire
or tearing down or destroying any fence.
Subd. 6. Additional prohibitions. Nothing in this section shall limit
or otherwise qualify the power of municipalities, counties, school
districts, or other political subdivisions of the state or any agency of
the state to impose additional restrictions or prohibitions on the
operation of recreational motor vehicles on property not owned by the
operator in accordance with law.
Subd. 7. Penalty. A person violating the provisions of this section is
gUilty of a misdemeanor.

84.901 REPEALED, 2005

84.91 OPERATION OF SNOWMOBILES AND ALL-TERRAIN
VEHICLES BY PERSONS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL
OR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES.
Subdivision 1. Acts prohibited. (a) No owner or other person
having charge or control of any snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle shall
authorize or permit any individual the person knows or has reason to
believe is under the influence of alcohol or a controlled substance or
other substance to operate the snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle
anywhere in this state or on the ice of any boundary water of this
state.

(b) No owner or other person haVing charge or control of any
snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle shall knowingly authorize or permit
any person, who by reason of any physical or mental disability is
incapable of operating the vehicle, to operate the snowmobile or all
terrain vehicle anywhere in this state or on the ice of any boundary
water of this state.

(c) A person who operates or is in physical control of a snowmobile
or all-terrain vehicle anywhere in this state or on the ice of any
boundary water of this state is subject to chapter 169A. In addition to
the applicable sanctions under chapter 169A, a person who is
convicted of violating section 169A.20 or an ordinance in conformity
with it while operating a snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle, or who
refuses to comply with a lawful request to submit to testing under
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84.911 Reports of death.

sections 169A.50 to 169A.53 or an ordinance in conformity with it,
shall be prohibited from operating the snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle
for a period of one year. The commissioner shall notify the person of
the time period during which the person is prohibited from operating a
snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle.

(d) Administrative and judicial review of the operating privileges
prohibition is governed by section 97B.066, subdivisions 7 to 9, if the
person does not have a prior impaired driving conviction or prior
license revocation, as defined in section 169A.03. Otherwise,
administrative and judicial review of the prohibition is governed by
section 169A.53.

(e) The court shall promptly forward to the commissioner and the
Department of Public_Safety copies of all convictions and criminal and
civil sanctions imposed under this section and chapters 169 and 169A
relating to snowmobiles and all-terrain vehicles.

(f) A person who violates paragraph (a) or (b), or an ordinance in
conformity with either of them, is guilty of a misdemeanor. A person
who operates a snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle during the time
period the person is prohibited from operating a vehicle under
paragraph (c) is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Subd. 2.Repealed, 1997
Subd. 3.Repealed, 1997
Subd. 4. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 5. Repealed, 1997
Subd. Sa. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 6. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 7. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 8.Repealed, 1997

84.911 REPORTS OF DEATH.
Subdivision 1. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 2.Repealed, 1997
Subd. 3. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 4. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 5. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 6. Repealed, 1997
Subd. 7. Coroner to report death. Every coroner or medical
examiner shall report in writing to the Department of Natural
Resources the death of any person within the jurisdiction of the
coroner or medical examiner as the result of an accident involving an
off-road recreational vehicle, as defined in section 169A.03,
subdivision 16, and the circumstances of the accident. The report shall
be made within 15 days after the death.

In the case of drivers killed in off-road recreational vehicle accidents
and of the death of passengers 14 years of age or older, who die
within four hours after accident, the coroner or medical examiner shall
examine the body and shall make tests as are necessary to determine
the presence and percentage concentration of alcohol, and drugs if
feasible, in the blood of the victim. This information shall be included
in each report submitted pursuant to the provisions of this subdivision
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and shall be tabulated by the Department of Natural Resources.
Periodically, the commissioner of natural resources must transmit a
summary of the reports to the commissioner of public safety.

84.912 REPEALED, 1997

84.915 LAND USE FOR CERTAIN VEHICLES RESTRICTED.
After June 1, 1993, the commissioner may not allow the use of

state lands or acquire private lands for development or operation of a
motor sports area for use by all-terrain vehicles, motorcycles, or four
wheel drive trucks without legislative approval. This restriction does
not apply to recreational trails.

ALL TERRAIN VEHICLES

84.92 DEFINITIONS.
Subdivision 1. Scope. The definitions in this section apply to
sections 84.92 to 84.929.
Subd. la. Agricultural zone. "Agricultural zone" means the areas in
Minnesota lying south and west of a line starting at the Minnesota
North Dakota border and formed by rights-of-way of Trunk Highway
No. 10, thence easterly along Trunk Highway No. 10 to Trunk Highway
No. 23, thence easterly along Trunk Highway No. 23 to Trunk Highway
No. 95, thence easterly along Trunk Highway No. 95 to its termination
at the Minnesota-Wisconsin border.
Subd. lb. Accompanied. "Accompanied" means being subject to
continuous direction or control.
Subd. lc. Agricultural purpose. "Agricultural purpose" means used
exclusively for an agricultural use as defined in subdivision ld.
Subd. ld. Agricultural use. "Agricultural use" means use in
agriculturally related activities or harvesting of wood for commercial or
firewood purposes by any person.
Subd. le. City. "City" means a home rule charter or statutory city.
Subd. 2. Commissioner. "Commissioner" means the commissioner
of natural resources.
Subd. 3. Dealer. "Dealer" means a person engaged in the business
of selling all-terrain vehicles at wholesale or retail.
Subd. 4. Manufacturer. "Manufacturer" means a person engaged in
the business of manufacturing all-terrain vehicles.
Subd. 5. Owner. "Owner" means a person, other than a person with
a security interest, having a property interest in or title to an all
terrain vehicle and entitled to the use and possession of the vehicle.
Subd. G. Person. "Person" means an individual or an organization as
defined in section 336.1-201 (b)(27).
Subd. Ga. Public road right-of-way. "Public road right-of-way"
means the entire right-of-way of a public road, including the traveled
portions, banks, ditches, shoulders, and medians of a roadway, that is
not privately owned,
Subd. 7. Register. "Register" means the act of assigning a
registration number to an all-terrain vehicle.
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84.922 Registration.

Subd. 8. All-terrain vehicle or vehicle. "All-terrain vehicle" or
"vehicle" means a motorized flotation-tired vehicle of not less than
three low pressure tires, but not more than six tires, that is limited in
engine displacement of less than 800 cubic centimeters and includes a
class 1 all-terrain vehicle and class 2 all-terrain vehicle.
Subd. 9. Class 1 all-terrain vehicle. "Class 1 all-terrain vehicle"
means an all-terrain vehiclel that has a total dry weight of less than
900 pounds. I
Subd. 10. Class 2 all-terrain vehicle. "Class 2 all-terrain vehicle"
means an all-terrain vehicle that has a total dry weight of 900 to 1,500
pounds.

84.922 REGISTRATION.
Subdivision 1. General requirements. Unless exempted in
subdivision la, a person may not operate and an owner may not give
permission for another to operate an all-terrain vehicle within the state
unless the vehicle has been registered with the commissioner of
natural resources, or is exempt from registration.
Subd. la. Exemptions. All-terrain vehicles exempt from registration
are:

(1) vehicles owned and used by the United States, the state,
another state, or a political subdivision;

(2) vehicles registered in another state or country that have not
been in this state for more than 30 consecutive days; and

(3) vehicles used exclusively in organized track racing events.
Subd. 2. Application, issuance, reports. (a) Application for
registration or continued registration shall be made to the
commissioner or an authorized deputy registrar of motor vehicles in a
form prescribed by the commissioner. The form must state the name
and address of every owner of the vehicle.

(b) A person who purchases an all-terrain vehicle from a retail
dealer shall make application for registration to the dealer at the point
of sale. The dealer shall issue a dealer temporary ten-day registration
permit to each purchaser who applies to the dealer for registration.
The dealer shall submit the completed registration application and fees
to the deputy registrar at least once each week. No fee may be
charged by a dealer to a purchaser for providing the temporary permit.

(c) Upon receipt of the application and the appropriate fee, the
commissioner or deputy registrar shall issue to the applicant, or
provide to the dealer, an assigned registration number or a
commissioner or deputy registrar temporary ten-day permit. Once
issued, the registration number must be affixed to the vehicle in a
manner prescribed by the commissioner. A dealer subject to paragraph
(b) shall provide the registration materials or temporary permit to the
purchaser within the ten-day temporary permit period. The
commissioner shall use the snowmobile registration system to register
vehicles under this section.

(d) Each deputy registrar of motor vehicles acting under section
168.33, is also a deputy registrar of all-terrain vehicles. The
commissioner of natural resources in agreement with the
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84.922 Registration.

commissioner of public safety may prescribe the accounting and
procedural requirements necessary to assure efficient handling of
registrations and registration fees. Deputy registrars shall strictly
comply with the accounting and procedural requirements.

(e) In addition to other fees prescribed by law, a filing fee of $4.50
is charged for each all-terrain vehicle registration renewal, duplicate or
replacement registration card, and replacement decal and a filing fee
of $7 is charged for each all-terrain vehicle registration and
registration transfer issued by:

(1) a deputy registrar and shall be deposited in the treasury of the
jurisdiction where the deputy is appointed, or retained if the deputy is
not a public official; or

(2) the commissioner and shall be deposited to the state treasury
and credited to the all-terrain vehicle account in the natural resources
fund.
Subd. 2a. Private use registration. All-terrain vehicles may be
registered for private use that are used exclusively for private or
agricultural use or used exclusively on private property. Private use
registration is valid from the date of issuance until ownership of the
all-terrain vehicle is transferred. Private or agricultural use
registrations are not transferable.
Subd. 3. Registration card; signature. The commissioner shall
provide to the registrant a registration card that includes the
registration number, the date of registration, the make and serial
number of the vehicle, the owner's name and address, and additional
information the commissioner may require. Information concerning
each registration shall be retained by the commissioner. The
registration is not valid unless signed by at least one owner. Upon a
satisfactory showing that the registration card has been lost or
destroyed the commissioner shall issue a replacement registration card
upon payment of a fee of $4. The fees collected from replacement
registration cards shall be deposited in the all-terrain vehicle account
in the natural resources fund.
Subd. 4. Report of transfers. A person who sells or transfers
ownership of a vehicle registered under this section shall report the
sale or transfer to the commissioner within 15 days of the date of
transfer. An application for transfer must be executed by the
registered owner and the purchaser on a form prescribed by the
commissioner with the owner's registration certificate, a bill of sale and
a $4 fee.
Subd. S. Fees for registration. (a) The fee for a three-year

. registration of an all-terrain vehicle under this section, other than
those registered by a dealer or manufacturer under paragraph (b) or
(c), is:

(1) for public use before January 1, 2005, $23;
(2) for public use on January 1, 2005, and after, $30;
(3) for private use, $6; and
(4) for a duplicate or transfer, $4.
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84.923 Requirements of makers of ali-terrain vehicies.

(b) The total registration fee for all-terrain vehicles owned by a
dealer and operated for demonstration or testing purposes is $50 per
year. Dealer registrations are not transferable.

(c) The total registration fee for all-terrain vehicles owned by a
manufacturer and operated for research, testing, experimentation, or
demonstration purposes is $150 per year. Manufacturer registrations
are not transferable.

(d) The fees collected under this subdivision must be credited to the
all-terrain vehicle account.
Subd. 6. Renewal. Every owner of an all-terrain vehicle must renew
registration in a manner prescribed by the commissioner upon
payment of the registration fees in subdivision 5.
Subd. 7. Vehicles owned by state or political subdivision. A
registration number must be issued without the payment of a fee for
all-terrain vehicles owned by the state or a political subdivision upon
application.
Subd. 8. Repealed, 1989
Subd. 9. Licensing by political subdivisions. No political
subdivision of this state shall require licensing or registration of all-
terrain vehicles covered by sections 84.92 to 84.929. I

Subd. 10. Registration by minors prohibited. No person under
the age of 18 may register an all-terrain vehicle.
Subd. 11. Proof of sales tax payment. A person applying for initial
registration in Minnesota of an all-terrain vehicle shall provide a
purchaser's certificate showing a complete description of the all-terrain
vehicle, the seller's name and address, the full purchase price of the
all-terrain vehicle, and the trade-in allowance, if any. The certificate
also must include information showing either that (1) the sales and
use tax under chapter 297A was paid, or (2) the purchase was exempt
from tax under chapter 297A. The certificate is not required if the
applicant provides a receipt, invoice, or other document that shows the
all-terrain vehicle was purchased from a retailer maintaining a place of
business in this state as defined in section 297A.66, subdivision 1.
Subd. 12. Refunds. The commissioner may issue a refund on a
registration, not including any issuing fees paid under subdivision 2,
paragraph (e), or section 84.027, subdivision 15, paragraph (a),
clause (3), if the refund request is received within 12 months of the
original registration and: '

(1) the vehicle was registered incorrectly by the commissioner or
the deputy registrar; or

(2) the vehicle was registered twice, once by the dealer and once by
the customer. '

84.923 REQUIREMENTS OF MAKERS OF ALL-TERRAIN
VEHICLES.
Subdivision 1. Identification number. All vehicles made after
January 1, 1985, and sold in the state, must have manufacturer's
permanent identification number stamped in letters and numbers on
the vehicle in the form and at a location prescribed by. the
commissioner.
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84.924 Rulemaking; accident report.

Subd. 2. Registration number. All vehicles made after January 1,
1985, and sold in the state, must be designed and made to provide an
area to affix the registration number. This area shall be at a location
and of dimensions prescribed by the commissioner.

84.924 RULE MAKING; ACCIDENT REPORT.
Subdivision 1. Commissioner of natural resources. With a view
of achieving proper use of all-terrain vehicles consistent with
protection of the environment, the commissioner of natural resources
shall adopt rules under chapter 14 relating to:

(1) registration of all-terrain vehicles and display of registration
numbers;

(2) use of all-terrain vehicles insofar as game and fish resources are
affected;

(3) use of all-terrain vehicles on public lands and waters;
(4) uniform signs to be used by the state, counties, and cities

necessary or desirable to control, direct, or regulate the operation and
use of all-terrain vehicles; and

(5) specifications relating to all-terrain vehicle mufflers.
Subd. 2. Commissioner of public safety. The commissioner of
public safety may adopt rules under chapter 14 regulating the use of
all-terrain vehicles on streets and highways.
Subd. 3. Accident report; requirement and form. The operator
and an officer investigating an accident of an all-terrain vehicle
involved in an accident resulting in injury requiring medical attention
or hospitalization to or death of a person or total damage to an extent
of $500 or more shall within ten business days forward a written
report of the accident to the commissioner of natural resources on a
form prescribed by either the commissioner of natural resources or by
the commissioner of public safety. If the operator is killed or is unable
to file a report due to incapacitation, any peace officer investigating
the accident shall file the accident report within ten business days.
Periodically, the commissioner of natural resources must transmit a
summary of the accident reports to the commissioner of public safety.

84.925 EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM.
Subdivision 1. Program established. (a) The commissioner shall
establish a comprehensive all-terrain vehicle environmental and safety
education and training program, including the preparation and
dissemination of vehicle information and safety advice to the public,
the training of all-terrain vehicle operators, and the issuance of all
terrain vehicle safety certificates to vehicle operators over the age of
12 years who successfully complete the all-terrain vehicle
environmental and safety education and training course.

(b) For the purpose of administering the program and to defray a
portion of the expenses of training and certifying vehicle operators, the
commissioner shall collect a fee of $15 from each person who receives
the training. The commissioner shall collect a fee, to include a $1
issuing fee for licensing agents, for issuing a duplicate all-terrain
vehicle safety certificate. The commissioner shall establish the fee for
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84.925 Education and training program.

a duplicate all-terrain vehicle safety certificate that neither significantly
overrecovers nor underrecovers costs, including overhead costs,
involved in providing the service. Fee proceeds, except for the issuing
fee for licensing agents under this subdivision, shall be deposited in
the all-terrain vehicle account in the natural resources fund. In
addition to the fee established by the commissioner, instructors may
charge each person the cost of class material and expenses.

(c) The commissioner shall cooperate with private organizations and
associations, private and public corporations, and local governmental
units in furtherance of the program established under this section.
School districts may cooperate with the commissioner and volunteer
instructors to provide space for the classroom portion of the training.
The commissioner shall consult with the commissioner of public safety
in regard to training program subject matter and performance testing
that leads to the certification of vehicle operators. By June 30, 2003,
the commissioner shall incorporate a riding component in the safety
education and training program.
Subd. 2. Repealed, 1989
Subd. 3. All-terrain vehicle safety courses; reciprocity with
other states. The comrhissioner may enter into reciprocity
agreement? or otherwise certify all-terrain vehicle environmental and
safety education and training courses from other states that are
substantially similar to in-state cours~s. Proof of completion of a
course subject to a reciprocity agreement or certified as substantially
similar is adequate to meet the safety certificate requirements of
sections 84.92 to 84.929.
Subd. 4. Exemption from rulemaking and legislative approval.
The fee to issue a duplicate all-terrain vehicle safety certificate under
subdivision 1 is not subject to the rulemaking provisions of chapter 14
and section 14.386 does not apply. The commissioner may establish
the duplicate all-terrain safety certificate fee notwithstanding section
16A.1283.
Subd. 5. Training requirements. (a) An individual who was born
after July 1, 1987, and who is 16 years of age or older, must
successfully complete the independent study course component of all
terrain vehicle safety trai~ing befote operating an all-terrain vehicle on
public lands. .

(b) An individual who is convicted of violating a law related to the
operation of an all-terrain vehicle must successfully complete the
independent study course component of all-terrain vehicle safety
training before continuing operation of an all-terrain vehicle.

(c) An individual who is convicted for a second or subsequent
excess speed, trespass, or wetland violation in an all-terrain vehicle
season, or any conviction for careless or reckless operation of an all
terrain vehicle, must successfully complete the independent study and
the testing and operatin~ course components of all-terrain vehicle
safety training before continuing operation of an all-terrain vehicle.

(d) An individual who, receives three or more citations and
convictions for violating a law related toJthe operation of an all-terrain
vehicle in a two-year period must successfully complete the
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independent study and the testing and operating course components
of all-terrain vehicle safety training before continuing operation of an
all-terrain vehicle.

(e) An individual must present evidence of compliance with this
subdivision before an all-terrain vehicle registration is issued or
renewed.

84.9254 REPEALED, 1997

84.9256 YOUTHFUL OPERATORS; PROHIBITIONS.
Subdivision 1. Prohibitions on youthful operators. (a) Except for
operation on public road rights-of-way that is permitted under section
84.928, a driver's license issued by the state or another state is
required to operate an all-terrain vehicle along or on a public road
rig ht-of-way.

(b) A person under 12 years of age shall not:
(1) make a direct crossing of a public road right-of-way;
(2) operate an all-terrain vehicle on a public road right-of-way in

the state; or
(3) operate an all-terrain vehicle on public lands or waters, except

as provided in paragraph (f).
(c) Except for public road rights-of-way of interstate highways, a

person 12 years of age but less than 16 years may make a direct
crossing of a public road right-of-way of a trunk, county state-aid, or
county highway or operate on public lands and waters, only if that
person possesses a valid all-terrain vehicle safety certificate issued by
the commissioner and is accompanied on another all-terrain vehicle by
a person 18 years of age or older who holds a valid driver's license.

(d) To be issued an all-terrain vehicle safety certificate, a person at
least 12 years old, but less than 16 years old, must:

(1) successfully complete the safety education and training program
under section 84.925, subdivision 1 , including a riding component;
and

(2) be able to properly reach and control the handle bars and reach
the foot pegs while sitting upright on the seat of the all-terrain vehicle.

(e) A person at least 11 years of age may take the safety education
and training program and may receive an all-terrain vehicle safety
certificate under paragraph (d), but the certificate is not valid until the
person reaches age 12.

(f) A person at least ten years of age but under 12 years of age
may operate an all-terrain vehicle with an engine capacity up to 90cc
on public lands or waters if accompanied by a parent or legal guardian.

(g) A person under 15 years of age shall not operate a class 2 all
terrain vehicle.
Subd. 2. Helmet required. A person less than 18 years of age shall
not operate an all-terrain vehicle on public land, public waters, or on a
public road right-of-way unless wearing a safety helmet approved by
the commissioner of public safety.
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84.9257 Passengers.

Subd. 3. Prohibitions on person in lawful control. It is unlawful
for any person who is in lawful control of an all-terrain vehicle to
permit it to be operated contrary to this section.
Subd. 4. Suspension. When the judge of a juvenile court, or its duly
authorized agent, determines that a person, while less than 18 years
of age, has violated sections 84.92 to 84.929, or other state or local
law or ordinance regulating the operation of an all-terrain vehicle, the
judge or duly authorized agent shall immediately report the
determination to the commissioner and (1) may recommend the
suspension of the person's all-terrain vehicle safety certificate, or (2)
may recommend to the commissioner of public safety, the suspension
of the person's driver's license. The commissioner may suspend the
certificate without a hearing.

84.9257 PASSENGERS.
(a) A parent or guardian may operate a class 1 all-terrain vehicle

carrying one passenger who is under 16 years of age and who wears a
safety helmet approved by the commissioner of public safety.

(b) For the purpose of this section, "guardian" means a legal
guardian of a person under age 16, or a person 18 or older who has
been authorized by the parent or legal guardian to supervise the
person under age 16.

(c) A person 18 years of age or older may operate an all-terrain
vehicle carrying one passenger who is 16 or 17 years of age and wears
a safety helmet approved by the commissioner of public safety.

(d) A person 18 years of age or older may operate an all-terrain
vehicle carrying one passenger who is 18 years of age or older.

(e) An operator of a class 2 all-terrain vehicle may carry two
passengers.

84.926 VEHICLE USE ON PUBLIC LANDS; EXCEPTIONS.
Subdivision 1. Exception by permit. Notwithstanding sections
84.773, subdivision 1, and 84.777, on a case by case basis, the
commissioner may issue a permit authorizing a person to operate an
off-highway vehicle on individual public trails under the commissioner's
jurisdiction during specified times and for specified purposes.
Subd. 2. All-terrain vehicles; managed or limited forests; off
trail. Notwithstanding section 84.777, but subject to the
commissioner's authority under subdivision 5, on state forest lands
classified as managed or limited, other than the Richard J. Dorer
Memorial Hardwood Forest, a person may use an all-terrain vehicle off
forest trails or forest roads when:

(1) hunting big game or transporting or installing hunting stands
during October, November, and December, when in possession of a
valid big game hunting license;

(2) retrieving big game in September, when in possession of a valid
big game hunting license;

(3) tending traps during an open trapping season for protected
furbearers, when in possession of a valid trapping license; or
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84.927 All-Terrain Vehicle account; receipts and allocations.

(4) trapping minnows, when in possession of a valid minnow dealer,
private fish hatchery, or aquatic farm license.
Subd. 3. All-terrain vehicles; closed forests; hunting.
Notwithstanding section 84.777, the commissioner may determine
whether all-terrain vehicles are allowed on specific forest roads, on
state forest lands classified as closed, for the purpose of hunting big
game during an open big game season. The determination shall be by
written order as published in the State Register and is exempt from
chapter 14. Section 14.386 does not apply.
Subd. 4. Off-road and all-terrain vehicles; limited or managed
forests; trails. Notwithstanding section 84.777, but subject to the
commissioner's authority under subdivision 5, on state forest lands
classified as limited or managed, other than the Richard J. Dorer
Memorial Hardwood Forest, a person may use vehicles registered
under chapter 168 or section 84.798 or 84.922, including class 2 all
terrain vehicles, on forest trails that are not designated for a specific
use when:

(1) hunting big game or transporting or installing hunting stands
during October, November, and December, when in possession of a
valid big game hunting license;

(2) retrieving big game in September, when in possession of a valid
big game hunting license;

(3) tending traps during an open trapping season for protected
furbearers, when in possession of a valid trapping license; or

(4) trapping minnows, when in possession of a valid minnow dealer,
private fish hatchery, or aquatic farm license.
Subd. 5. Limitations on off-trail and undesignated trail use. The
commissioner may designate areas on state forest lands that are not
subject to the exceptions provided in subdivisions 2 and 4. Such
designations are not subject to the rulemaking provisions of chapter
14 and section 14.386 does not apply. Before designating such areas,
the commissioner shall hold a public meeting in the county where the
largest portion of the forest lands are located to provide information to
and receive comment from the public regarding the proposed
designation. Sixty days before the public meeting, notice of the
proposed designation shall be published in the legal newspapers that
serve the counties in which the lands are located, in a statewide
Department of Natural Resources news release, and in the State
Register.

84.927 ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE ACCOUNT; RECEIPTS AND
ALLOCATIONS.
Subdivision 1. Registration revenue. Fees from the registration of
all-terrain vehicles and the unrefunded gasoline tax attributable to all
terrain vehicle use under section 296A.18, as well as the net proceeds
from the sale of all-terrain vehicles forfeited pursuant to section
169A.63, shall be deposited in the state treasury and credited to the
all-terrain vehicle account in the natural resources fund.
Subd. 2. Purposes. Subject to appropriation by the legislature,
money in the all-terrain vehicle account may only be spent for:
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84.928 Operation requirements; local regulation.

(1) the education and training program under section 84.925;
(2) administration, enforcement, and implementation of sections

84.773 to 84.929;
(3) acquisition, maintenance, and development of vehicle trails and

use areas;
(4) grant-in-aid programs to counties and municipalities to

construct and maintain all-terrain vehicle trails and use areas;
(5) grants-in-aid to local safety programs; and
(6) enforcement and public education grants to local law

enforcement agencies.The distribution of funds made available through
grant-in-aid programs must be guided by the statewide comprehensive
outdoor recreation plan.

84.928 OPERATION REQUIREMENTS; LOCAL REGULATION.
Subdivision 1. Operation on roads and rights-of-way; class 1
vehicles. (a) Unless otherwise allowed in sections 84.92 to 84.929, a
person shall not operate a class 1 all-terrain vehicle in this state along
or on the roadway, shoulder, or inside bank or slope of a public road
right-of-way of a trunk, county state-aid, or county highway other
than in the ditch or the outside bank or slope of a trunk, county state
aid, or county highway unless prohibited under paragraph (b).

(b) A road authority as defined under section 160.02, subdivision
25, may after a public hearing restrict the use of class 1 all-terrain
vehicles in the ditch or outside bank or slope of a public road right-of
way under its jurisdiction.

(c) The restrictions in paragraphs (a), (b), (g), (h), and (i) do not
apply to the operation of a class 1 all-terrain vehicle on the shoulder,
inside bank or slope, ditch, or outside bank or slope of a trunk,
interstate, county state-aid, or county highway when the class 1 all
terrain vehicle is:

(1) owned by or operated under contract with a publicly or privately
owned utility or pipeline company; and

(2) used for work on utilities or pipelines.
(d) The commissioner may limit the use of a right-of-way for a

period of time if the commissioner determines that use of the right-of
way causes:

(1) degradation of vegetation on adjacent public property;
(2) siltation of waters of the state;
(3) impairment or enhancement to the act of taking game; or
(4) a threat to safety of the right-of-way users or to individuals on

adjacent public property.
(e) The commissioner must notify the road authority as soon as it is

known that a closure will be ordered. The notice must state the
reasons and duration of the closure.

(f) A person may operate a class 1 all-terrain vehicle registered for
private use and used for agricultural purposes or a class 2 all-terrain
vehicle on a public road right-of-way of a trunk, county state-aid, or
county highway in this state if the class 1 or class 2 all-terrain vehicle
is operated on the extreme right-hand side of the road, and left turns
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may be made from any part of the road if it is safe to do so under the
prevailing conditions.

(g) A person shall not operate a class 1 all-terrain vehicle within the
public road right-of-way of a trunk, county state-aid, or county
highway from April 1 to August 1 in the agricultural zone unless the
vehicle is being used exclusively as transportation to and from work on
agricultural lands. This paragraph does not apply to an agent or
employee of a road authority, as defined in section 160.02, subdivision
25, or the Department of Natural Resources when performing or
exercising official duties or powers.

(h) A person shall not operate a class 1 all-terrain vehicle within the
public road right-of-way of a trunk, county state-aid, or county
highway between the hours of one-half hour after sunset to one-half
hour before sunrise, except on the right-hand side of the right-of-way
and in the same direction as the highway traffic on the nearest lane of
the adjacent roadway.

(i) A person shall not operate a class 1 all-terrain vehicle at any
time within the right-of-way of an interstate highway or freeway within
this state.
Subd. la. Crossing a public road right-of-way. (a) An all-terrain
vehicle may make a direct crossing of a public road right-of-way
prOVided:

(1) the crossing is made at an angle of approximately 90 degrees to
the direction of the road and at a place where no obstruction prevents
a quick and safe crossing;

(2) the vehicle is brought to a complete stop before crossing the
shoulder or main traveled way of the road;

(3) the driver yields the right-of-way to all oncoming traffic that
constitutes an immediate hazard;

(4) in crossing a divided road, the crossing is made only at an
intersection of the road with another public road; and

(5) if the crossing is made between the hours of one-half hour after
sunset to one-half hour before sunrise or in conditions of reduced
visibility, only if both front and rear lights are on.

(b) An all-terrain vehicle may be operated upon a bridge, other than
a bridge that is part of the main traveled lanes of an interstate
highway, or roadway shoulder or inside bank of a public road right-of
way when required for the purpose of avoiding obstructions to travel
when no other method of avoidance is possible; provided the all
terrain vehicle is operated in the extreme right-hand lane, the
entrance to the roadway is made within 100 feet of the bridge or
obstacle, and the crossing is made without undue delay.

(c) A person shall not operate an all-terrain vehicle upon a public
street or highway unless the vehicle is equipped with at least one
headlight and one taillight, each of minimum candlepower as
prescribed by rules of the commissioner, and with brakes conforming
to standards prescribed by rule of the commissioner, and all of which
are subject to the approval of the commissioner of public safety.

(d) An all-terrain vehicle may be operated upon a public road right
of-way other than as provided by paragraph (b) in an emergency
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84.928 Operation requirements; local regulation.

during the period of time when and at locations where the condition of
the roadway renders travel by automobile impractical.

(e) Chapters 169 and 169A apply to the operation of all-terrain
vehicles upon streets and highways, except for those provisions
relating to required equipment and except those provisions which by
their nature have no application.

(f) A sled, trailer, or other device being towed by an all-terrain
vehicle must be equipped with reflective materials as required by rule
of the commissioner.

(g) A driver's license is not required to operate an all-terrain vehicle
along or on a public road right-of-way if the right-of-way encompasses
a trail administered by the commissioner and designated for all-terrain
vehicle use or multiple use.

(h) A road authority as defined in section 160.02, subdivision 25,
may by permit designate corridor access trails on public road rights-of
way for purposes of accessing established all-terrain vehicle trails. A
driver's license is not required to operate an all-terrain vehicle on a
designated corridor access trail.
Subd. 2. Operation generally. A person may not drive or operate
an all-terrain vehicle:

(1) at a rate of speed greater than reasonable or proper under the
surrounding circumstances;

(2) in a careless, reckless, or negligent manner so as to endanger
or to cause injury or damage to the person or property of another;

(3) without headlight and taillight lighted at all times if the vehicle
is equipped with headlight and taillight;

(4) without a functioning stoplight if so equipped;
(5) in a tree nursery or planting in a manner that damages or

destroys growing stock;
(6) without a brake operational by either hand or foot;
(7) with more than one person on the vehicle, except as allowed

under section 84.9257;
(8) at a speed exceeding ten miles per hour on the frozen surface of

public waters within 100 feet of a person not on an all-terrain vehicle
or within 100 feet of a fishing shelter;

(9) with a snorkel device that has a raised air intake six inches or
more above the vehicle manufacturer's original air intake, except
within the Iron Range Off-Highway Vehicle Recreation Area as
described in section 85.013, subdivision 12a, or other public off
highway vehicle recreation areas; or

(10) in a manner that violates operation rules adopted by the
commissioner.
Subd. 3. Repealed, 1994
Subd. 4. Operation prohibited on airports. Except for employees
and agents while acting incident to the operation of the airport, it is
unlawful for a person to drive or operate an all-terrain vehicle on an
airport defined in section 360.013, subdivision 39.
Subd. 5. Organized contests, use of highways and public lands
and waters. Nothing in this section or chapter 169 prohibits the use
of all-terrain vehicles within the right-of-way of a state trunk or county
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state-aid highway or upon public lands or waters under the jurisdiction
of the commissioner of natural resources, in an organized contest or
event, subject to the consent of the official or board having jurisdiction
over the highway or public lands or waters.In permitting the contest or
event, the official or board having jurisdiction may prescribe
restrictions or conditions as they may deem advisable.
Subd. 6. Regulations by political subdivisions. (a)
Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, a city or town, acting through
its governing body, may by resolution or ordinance prohibit the
operation of all-terrain vehicles on city streets or town roads in its
jurisdiction provided the regulations are otherwise consistent with
sections 84.92 to 84.929.

(b) A county or city, or a town acting by its town board, may
regulate the operation of all-terrain vehicles on public lands, waters,
and property under its jurisdiction other than public road rights-of-way
within its boundaries, by resolution or ordinance of the governing body
and by giving appropriate notice, provided:

(1) the regulations must be consistent with sections 84.92 to
84.929 and rules adopted under section 84.924;

(2) an ordinance may not impose a fee for the use of public land or
water under the jurisdiction of either the Department of Natural
Resources or other agency of the state, or for the use of an access to
it owned by the state or a county or a city; and

(3) an ordinance may not require an all-terrain vehicle operator to
possess a motor vehicle driver's license while operating an all-terrain
vehicle.

(c) Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, a county board by
ordinance may allow the operation of all-terrain vehicles on the road
right-of-way shoulder, or inside bank or slope of a county highway or
county state-aid highway, if:

(1) the highway is in the agricultural zone; or
(2) safe operation in the ditch or outside slope is impossible, and

the county posts the appropriate notice.
Subd. 7. Repealed, 1989
Subd. 8. Operation; class 2 vehicles. Except as provided in section
84.926, subdivision 4, operation of class 2 all-terrain vehicles on public
lands is limited to forest roads, minimum maintenance roads, and
trails designated or signed for class 2 all-terrain vehicles.

84.929 PENALTIES.
Any person who violates any provision of sections 84.92 to 84.928

or rules of the commissioner is gUilty of a misdemeanor.

84.930 MOTORIZED TRAIL GRANTS-IN-AID.
(a) This section applies to grants-in-aid for motorized trail

construction and maintenance under sections 84.794, 84.803, 84.83,
and 84.927.

(b) If the commissioner of natural resources determines that a
grant-in-aid recipient has violated any federal or state law or any of
the terms of the grant agreement with the commissioner, the
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Session Law: Transition

commissioner may withhold all grant payments for any work occurring
after the date the recipient was notified of the violation and seek
restitution for any property damage caused by the violation.

(c) A grant-in-aid recipient may appeal the commissioner's decision
under paragraph (b) in a contested case hearing under section 14.58.

SESSION LAW: TRANSITION
The commissioner of natural resources shall distinguish between

class 1 registration and class 2 registration for all-terrain vehicles
under Minnesota Statutes, section 84.922. A class 2 all-terrain vehicle
that is not registered as a class 2 all-terrain vehicle on December 12,
2006, shall be registered as a class 2 vehicle when the registration
next expires or when the registrant requests a duplicate registration.
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86B.106 Barring vehicles from unsafe ice.

MINNESOTA STATUTES
CHAPTERS 86B, 92, 97A, 97B, and USA

MINNESOTA RULES
CHAPTER 6232, (Selected Section)

ASSOCIATED RECREATION, TRESPASS,
GAME AND FISH, AND LITTER

86B.l06 BARRING VEHICLES FROM UNSAFE ICE.
(a) Whenever ice conditions on a body of water deteriorate to such

an extent that there is substantial danger to persons using motorized
vehicles, including snowmobiles and all-terrain vehicles, the sheriff of
the county where the body of water is located may prohibit or restrict
the use of motorized vehicles on all or a portion of the body of water.
If the body of water is located in more than one county, all counties
involved must coordinate any prohibitions or restrictions that are
imposed. A county sheriff acting under this section shall, as s,oon as
practicable, post all common access sites and publicize the prohibitions
or restrictions. The commissioner must be notified immediately and
may review and suspend any restrictions imposed. Restrictions may be
lifted as soon as conditions warrant.

(b) A person may not operate a motorized vehicle in violation of a
prohibition or restriction imposed under this section.

(c) This section does not apply to a person who:
(1) is a member of a sanctioned circuit watercross association and

can provide proof of membership; (2) operates a snowmobile with a
silenced exhaust and is practicing for a sanctioned event; and

(3) receives written permission from a conservation officer who
must set the date, time, and location of the practice.

86B.l07 REMOVAL OF SUBMERGED VEHICLES FROM WATERS
OF THE STATE.
Subdivision 1. Definitions. (a) For purposes of this section,
"vehicle" means a motor vehicle as defined in section 97A.015,
subdivision 32, or a watercraft as defined in section 86B.005,
subdivision 18 . (b) For purposes of this section, "owner" means the
registered owner, last registered' owner, or legal owner of a vehicle if
the vehicle is not registered.
Subd. 2. Responsibility for removal. (a) The owner of a
submerged vehicle is responsible for removing the vehicle from waters
of the state, unless the vehicle is permitted or otherwise exempt from
removal. Removal must be completed within 30 days of the vehicle
entering the water or being discovered in the water, unless the owner
is notified in writing by the political subdivision having jurisdiction that
the removal must be completed sooner. Upon request of the political
subdivision the commissioner may extend the 30-day time period for
removal.

(b) The owner of the vehicle shall report that the vehicle is
submerged in a body of water. The owner shall report the date and the
circumstances surrounding the submergence to the sheriff of the
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92.70 Land use trespass.

county where the body of water is located within 48 hours of the
vehicle entering the water.

(c) If the vehicle is not removed according to paragraph (a), the
political subdivision in whose jurisdiction the lake or watercourse is
located shall remove the vehicle. The owner of the vehicle is subject to
a civil penalty of not less than twice nor more than five times the costs
incurred by the political subdivision to remove, process, and dispose of
the vehicle. Civil penalties imposed under this section may be enforced
and distributed as provided in section 115A.99.

(d) The owner of a submerged vehicle is not responsible for removal
of the vehicle if the vehicle was used without the owner's knowledge.
This includes, but is not limited to, the operation of a vehicle that was
under the control of a member of the owner's household. If the driver
or operator of the vehicle is known, the driver or operator is
responsible for removing the vehicle according to this section.

92.70 LAND USE TRESPASS.
Subdivision 1. Public land definition. "Public land" means publicly
owned land or interests in land including land and interests in land that
are owned by the state, counties, or road authorities, administered by
the commissioner of natural resources, owned by the state as beds of
navigable waters, acquired as conservation easements with benefits
running to the state, a county, or the public under the conservation
reserve program, water bank program, or other state or county
programs.
Subd. 2. Casual trespass. (a) A person who uses public land for
personal use or personal economic gain where the use is prohibited is
guilty of trespass and a petty misdemeanor and shall be subject to a
penalty not to exceed $50 per occurrence and is subject to a civil
penalty for twice the amount of actual damages.

(b) A person violating paragraph (a) may be issued a ticket by a
sheriff, conservation officer, or personnel of the department
designated by the commissioner. The ticket must identify the trespass,
where the trespass occurred, and the official observing the trespass. A
copy of the ticket must be sent to the public agency responsible for
managing the land.

(c) The civil penalty shall be paid to the public agency responsible
for managing the public land. A civil penalty paid to the state is
appropriated to the state agency responsible for managing the land to
restore the damage and improve state land.

(d) Within 60 days after a ticket is issued, the public agency
responsible for managing the public land where the trespass occurred
must make a determination of whether a civil penalty will be sought
for the trespass and notify the person.
Subd. 3. Willful trespass. (a) A person who willfully and knowingly
uses public land for personal use or personal economic gain where the
use is prohibited is gUilty of trespass and a misdemeanor and is liable
to the state or county for a civil penalty three times the amount of the
damage.
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(b) A person violating paragraph (a) may be issued a ticket and
summons for a court appearance. The prosecuting authority shall
prosecute the misdemeanor and shall bring an action for the civil
penalty or, on failure to do so, the attorney general at the request of
the public agency responsible for managing the land may prosecute
the misdemeanor and shall bring an action for the civil penalty.

(c) Damages must be determined as the greater of:
(1) the cost to restore the public land to the condition it was in

before the trespass occurred plus an amount to compensate the public
for the loss of use; or

(2) the economic gain realized by the person committing the
trespass.

(d) The civil penalty shall be paid to the court and the court
administrator shall pay:

(1) for a trespass on county land, the entire amount to the county
to be used for restoration of the trespass and county land
improvement purposes;

(2) for a trespass on state land, the civil penalty to the state agency
responsible for managing the public land which is appropriated for
restoration of the trespass and state land improvement purposes.
Subd. 4. Separate actions. The prosecution for criminal trespass
and the civil penalty are separate criminal and civil actions. If a
trespass occurs, an action may be commenced for the criminal
penalty, the civil penalty, or the civil penalty and the criminal penalty.

97A.133 STATE MANAGEMENT WILDLIFE AREAS. (SELECTED
SUBDIVISION)
Subd. 3. All-terrain vehicle travel within designated wildlife
management areas. (a) On lands acquired by the state under
chapter 84A that are designated after January 1, 1986, as wildlife
management areas, the commissioner shall, by January 15, 2004,
identify, designate, and sign at least 90 miles of all-terrain vehicle
trails, not including public roads that are maintained and open to
travel by other noncommercial vehicles, in corridors of disturbance
that:

(1) the commissioner determines are appropriate to connect trails,
forest roads established under section 89.71, subdivision 1, and public
highways to provide reasonable travel for all-terrain vehicles; or

(2) are areas of historic all-terrain vehicle use, including trails that
end within a wildlife management area.The designated trails must be
either within or contiguous to the wildlife management areas. The
commissioner shall consult with wildlife management area users,
including both motorized and non motorized trail users, in identifying
and designating trails under this paragraph. Trail establishment must
be in compliance with other state and federal law. Local governments
and other trail sponsors may propose the designation of trails,
including the designation as a grant-in-aid trail for the purposes of
funding under section 84.927, subdivision 2. Designation of trails by
the commissioner, authorized under this subdivision, shall be by
written order published in the State Register. Designations are not
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subject to the rulemaking provisions of chapter 14 and section 14.386
does not apply.

(b) The following roads shall be open to travel by all-terrain vehicles
when the roads are open to other noncommercial vehicles:
(1) the Rapid River Forest Road, beginning at the west boundary of the
Red Lake Wildlife Management Area at the southwest corner of Section
7, Township 156 North, Range 35 West, Beltrami County, thence in an
easterly and northeasterly direction through the Red Lake Wildlife
Management Area to the east boundary of the Red Lake Wildlife
Management Area at the southwest corner of Section 7, Township 157
North, Range 33 West, Lake of the Woods County;

(2) the Blanchard Forest Road, beginning at the junction of the
North Shore Road along the northern shore of Upper Red Lake and the
Blanchard State Forest Road at the west section line of Section 30,
Township 155 North, Range 31 West, Beltrami County, thence in a
westerly direction to the west section line of Section 31, Township 155
North, Range 32 West;

(3) the Moose River Forest Road, beginning at the junction of Dick's
Parkway State Forest Road and the Moose River State Forest Road at
the southwest corner of Section 31, Township 36 West, Range 158
North, thence in a westerly direction along the Moose River State
Forest Road to the junction of Beltrami County Road 706; and

(4) the existing west access road to the Moose River dike, which is
included in meeting the required all-terrain vehicle trail mileage
specified in paragraph (a).

(c) The commissioner shall sign each road and trail designated
under this subdivision indicating the motorized uses allowed.

(d) During the regular firearms deer season, on all wildlife
management area lands within the area described in paragraph (e), a
person licensed to take deer may operate an all-terrain vehicle:

(1) before legal shooting hours;
(2) after legal shooting hours; and
(3) from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
(e) Paragraph (d) applies from where State Highway No. 1

intersects the west boundary of the Red Lake Indian Reservation, then
west to State Highway No. 219, then north on State Highway No. 219
to State Highway No. 89, then north on State Highway No. 89 to
County Highway No.6, then east on County Highway No.6 to County
Highway No. 54 and County Highway No. 1 (Beltrami/Marshall county
line) then north along the Beltrami/Marshall county line to Roseau
county line, then east on Beltrami/Roseau county line to Dick's
Parkway, then south on Dick's Parkway to County Road No. 704,
Beltrami County, then south to County State-Aid Highway No. 44 to
Fourtown, then south on State Highway No. 89 to the north boundary
of the Red Lake Indian Reservation, then west and south following the
boundary of the Red Lake Indian Reservation to where it intersects
State Highway No. 1.

(f) For the purposes of this subdivision, "corridors of disturbance"
means rights-of-way such as ditches, ditch banks, transmission lines,
pipelines, permanent roads, winter roads, and recreational trails. The
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existence of a corridor of disturbance eligible for corridor designation
may be demonstrated by physical eVidence, document recorded in the
office of the county recorder or other public official, aerial survey, or
other evidence similar to the above. Cross-country motorized use of
land shall not cause that land to be considered a corridor of
disturbance.

978.001 TRESPASS.
Subdivision 1. Agricultural land definition. For purposes of this
section, "agricultural land" means land:

(1) that is plowed or tilled;
(2) that has standing crops or crop residues;
(3) within a maintained fence for enclosing domestic livestock;
(4) that is planted native or introduced grassland or hay land; or
(5) that is planted to short rotation woody crops as defined in

section 418.048, subdivision 4.
Subd. la. Outdoor recreation definition. "Outdoor recreation"
means any voluntary activity, including hunting, fishing, trapping,
boating, hiking, camping, and engaging in winter sports, which is
conducted primarily for the purposes of pleasure, rest, or relaxation
and is dependent upon or derives its principal benefit from natural
surroundings.
Subd. 2. Permission required to enter agricultural land for
outdoor recreation purposes. Except as provided in subdivisions 5
and 6, a person may not enter agricultural land for outdoor recreation
purposes, without first obtaining permission of the owner, occupant, or
lessee.
Subd. 3. Remaining on land prohibited after notice. Except as
provided in subdivision 6, a person may not remain on any land for
outdoor recreation purposes after being orally told not to do so by the
owner, occupant, or lessee.
Subd. 4. Entering posted land prohibited; signs. (a) Except as
provided in subdivision 6, a person may not enter, for outdoor
recreation purposes, any land that is posted under this subdivision
without first obtaining permission of the owner, occupant, or lessee.

(b) The owner, occupant, or lessee of private land, or an authorized
manager of public land may prohibit outdoor recreation on the land by
posting signs once each year that:

(1) state "no trespassing" or similar terms;
(2) display letters at least two inches high;
(3) either:
(i) are signed by the owner, occupant, lessee, or authorized

manager; or
(ii) include the legible name and telephone number of the owner,

occupant, lessee, or authorized manager; and
(4) either:
(i) are at intervals of 1,000 feet or less along the boundary of the

area, or in a wooded area where boundary lines are not clear, at
intervals of 500 feet or less; or
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(ii) mark the primary corners of each parcel of land and access
roads and trails at the point of entrance to each parcel of land except
that corners only accessible through agricultural land need not be
posted.

(c) A person may not erect a sign that prohibits outdoor recreation
or trespassing where the person does not have a property right, title,
or interest to use the land.
Subd. 5. Retrieving wounded game. Except as provided in
subdivision 3, a person on foot may, without permission of the owner,
occupant, or lessee, enter land that is not posted under subdivision 4,
to retrieve a wounded animal that was lawfully shot. The hunter must
leave the land immediately after retrieving the wounded game.
Subd. 6. Retrieving hunting dogs. A person on foot may, without
permission of the owner, occupant, or lessee, enter private land
without a firearm to retrieve a hunting dog. After retrieving the dog,
the person must immediately leave the premises.
Subd. 7. Taking with firearms in certain areas. (a) A person may
not take a wild animal with a firearm within 500 feet of a bUilding
occupied by a human or livestock without the written permission of the
owner, occupant, or lessee:

(1) on another person's private land; or
(2) on a public right-of-way.
(b) A person may not take a wild animal with a firearm without the

permission of the owner, occupant, or lessee, within 500 feet of a
stockade or corral containing livestock.

(c) A person may not take a wild animal on any land where the
person is prohibited from entering by this section.
Subd. 8. Destruction of property; gate closing. A person may
not:

(1) wound or kill another person's domestic animal;
(2) destroy, cut, or tear down another person's fence, building,

grain, crops, live tree, or sign erected under subdivision 4; or
(3) pass through another person's closed gate without returning the

gate to its original position.

978.002 CIVIL TRESPASS.
Subdivision 1. Authority to issue. Conservation officers, sheriffs,
and deputies may issue citations to a person who trespasses in
violation of section 84.90 or 978.001 or removes a sign posted to
prevent trespass without permission of the owner of the property.
Subd. 2. Penalty amount. The citation must impose the following
penalty amounts:

(1) $50 for the first violation;
(2) $200 for the second violation in a three-year period;
(3) for a third or subsequent violation in a three-year period, the

penalty shall be $500 and loss of every license or registration being
used; and

(4) $50 for removal of a sign posted pursuant to this section.
Subd. 3. Appeals. Citations may be appealed under the procedures
in section 116.072, subdivision 6, if the person requests a hearing by
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notifying the commissioner in writing within 15 days after receipt of
the citation. If a hearing is not requested within the 15-day period, the
citation becomes a final order not subject to further review.
Subd. 4. Enforcement of field citations. Field citations may be
enforced under section 116.072, subdivisions 9 and 10.
Subd. 5. Cumulative remedy. The authority to issue field citations
is in addition to other remedies available under statutory or common
law, except that the state may not seek penalties under any other
provision of law for the incident subject to the citation.
Subd. 6. Payment of penalty. Penalty amounts shall be remitted
within 30 days of issuance of the penalty citation to the issuer.
Subd. 7. Allocation of penalty amounts. Penalty amounts are
deposited to the county or the commissioner for deposit in the game
and fish fund depending upon who issues the citation

978.066 CHEMICAL TESTING. (SELECTED SUBDIVISIONS)
Subd. 7. Administrative review. (a) At any time during the period
of prohibition or revocation imposed under this section, the person
may request in writing a review of the order imposing sanctions under
this section. If the person makes a request for administrative review
within 30 days following receipt of a notice and order imposing
sanctions, the request shall stay imposition of the civil penalty. Upon
receiving the request for reView, the commissioner or the
commissioner's designee shall review the order, the evidence upon
which the order was based, and other material information brought to
the attention of the commissioner and determine whether sufficient
cause exists to sustain the order.

(b) Within 15 days after receiving the request, the commissioner
shall issue a written report ordering that the prohibition, revocation, or
civil penalty be either sustained or rescinded. The review provided in
this subdivision is not subject to the contested case provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act under chapter 14. The availability of
administrative review does not have an effect upon the availability of
judicial review under this section.
Subd. 8. Judicial review. (a) Within 30 days following receipt of a
notice and order imposing sanctions under this section, a person may
petition the court for review. The petition must be filed with the district
court administrator in the county where the incident occurred giving
rise to the test demand and refusal, together with proof of service of a
copy on the commissioner and the prosecuting authority for
misdemeanor offenses for the jurisdiction in which the incident
occurred. A responsive pleading is not required of the commissioner of
natural resources, and court fees may not be charged for the
appearance of the representative of the commissioner in the matter.

(b) The petition must be captioned in the name of the person
making the petition as petitioner and the commissioner as respondent.
The petition must state specifically the grounds upon which the
petitioner seeks rescission of the order imposing sanctions.

(c) The filing of the petition does not stay the revocation or
prohibition against hunting. However, the filing of a petition stays
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imposition of the civil penalty. The judicial review shall be conducted
according to the Rules of Civil Procedure.
Subd. 9. Hearing. (a) A hearing under this section must be before a
district court judge in the county where the incident occurred which
gave rise to the test demand and refusal. The hearing must be to the
court and may be conducted at the same time as hearings upon
pretrial motions in the criminal prosecution under section 978.065.
The hearing must be recorded. The commissioner must be represented
by the prosecuting authority for misdemeanor offenses for the
jurisdiction in which the incident occurred which gave rise to the test
demand and refusal.

(b) The hearing must be held at the earliest practicable date and in
any event no later than 60 days following the filing of the petition for
review. The reviewing court may order a temporary stay of the
balance of the prohibition or revocation if the hearing has not been
conducted within 60 days after filing of the petition, upon the
application of the petitioner and upon terms the court deems proper.

(c) The scope of the hearing must be limited to the issues of:
(1) whether the officer had probable cause to believe that the

person violated section 978.065;
(2) whether one of the conditions in subdivision 1 eXisted;
(3) whether the person was informed as prescribed in subdivision 3;

and
(4) whether the person refused to submit to testing.
(d) It is an affirmative defense for the petitioner to prove that, at

the time of the refusal, the petitioner's refusal to permit the test was
based upon reasonable grounds.

(e) The court shall order that the prohibition or revocation be either
sustained or rescinded and shall either sustain or rescind the civil
penalty. The court shall forward a copy of the order to the
commissioner.

115A.99 LITTER PENALTIES AND DAMAGES.
Subdivision 1. Civil penalty. (a) A person who unlawfully places
any portion of solid waste in or on public or private lands, shorelands,
roadways, or waters is subject to a civil penalty of not less than twice
nor more than five times the costs incurred by a state agency or
political subdivision to remove, process, and dispose of the waste.

(b) A state agency or political subdivision that incurs costs as
described in this section may bring an action to recover the civil
penalty, related legal, administrative, and court costs, and damages
for injury to or pollution of the lands, shorelands, roadways, or waters
where the waste was placed if owned or managed by the entity
bringing the action.
Subd. 2. Deposit of penalties and damages. Civil penalties and
damages collected under subdivision 1 must be collected and
distributed as required in section 487.33.
Subd. 3. Joinder; private action for damages. A private person
may join an action by the state or a political subdivision to recover a
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civil penalty under subdivision 1 to allow the person to recover
damages for waste unlawfully placed on the person's property.

6232.0300 GENERAL RESTRICTIONS FOR TAKING DEER.
Subp. 7. All-terrain vehicle or snowmobile use by licensed
hunters.

A. A person licensed to take deer must not operate an all-terrain
vehicle or snowmobile in an area open for the taking of deer by
firearms during legal shooting hours on a day that they are licensed to
take deer within that area except from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. each
day.

B. A person licensed to take deer who does not possess a firearm,
either cased or uncased, may use an all-terrain vehicle or snowmobile
to retrieve and transport a deer that is known to be dead from the
close of shooting hours to two hours after the close of shooting hours
during the regular firearms deer season and for one day after the
season on wildlife management areas north and west of a line
described as follows:

State Trunk Highway (STH) 1 from the west boundary of the
state to STH 89; then north along STH 89 to Fourtown; then
north on County State Aid Highway (CSAH) 44, Beltrami
County, to County Road 704, Beltrami County; then north on
County Road 704 to Dick's Parkway State Forest Road; then
north on Dick's Parkway to CSAH 5, Roseau County; then
north on CSAH 5 to Warroad; then north on STH 11 to STH
313; then north on STH 313 to the north boundary of the
state.
C. For purposes of this chapter, all-terrain vehicles are vehicles,

including trail bikes, three-wheelers, four-wheelers, tracked vehicles,
or other manufactured or homemade vehicles, not licensed for
highway use. Motor vehicles licensed for and being lawfully operated
on a public road or highway, or farm tractors being used for
agricultural purposes, are exempt from this subpart. This subpart
applies to all lands and waters regardless of ownership except as
provided in item B, and except that:

(1) the owner of the land on which the all-terrain vehicle or
snowmobile is operated is exempt; and

(2) a person with the landowner's permission to operate an all
terrain vehicle or snowmobile on the land is exempt. A permit to
operate these vehicles during the restricted hours may be issued by a
conservation officer in the event of an emergency or other unusual
conditions. Legal use of snowmobiles during the open deer season is
governed by part 6100.5100.
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169A.Ol Citation; application.

CHAPTER 169A
MINNESOTA IMPAIRED DRIVING CODE

169A.01 CITATION; APPLICATION.
Subdivision 1. Citation. This chapter may be cited as the Minnesota
Impaired Driving Code.
Subd. 2. Application. Unless otherwise indicated, the provisions of
this chapter apply to any person who drives, operates, or is in physical
control of a motor vehicle within this state or on any boundary water
of this state. The provisions of this chapter are applicable and uniform
throughout the state and in all its political subdivisions and
municipalities.
Subd. 3. Local ordinances. No local authority may enact or enforce
any rule or regulation that conflicts with a provision of this chapter
unless expressly authorized to do so in this chapter. Local authorities
may adopt traffic regulations that do not conflict with the provisions of
this chapter. However, if any local ordinance regulating traffic covers
the same subject for which a penalty is provided for in this chapter,
the penalty provided for the violation of the local ordinance must be
identical to the penalty provided for in this chapter for the same
offense.

169A.03 DEFINITIONS.
Subdivision 1. Scope. (a) As used in this Chapter, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise, the terms defined in this section have the
meanings given.

(b) If a term defined in section 169.01, but not defined in this
chapter, is used in this chapter, the term has the meaning given in
section 169.01, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
Subd. 2. Alcohol concentration. "Alcohol concentration" means:

(1) the number of grams of alcohol per 100 milliliters of blood;
(2) the number of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of breath; or
(3) the number of grams of alcohol per 67 milliliters of urine.

Subd. 3. Aggravating factor. "Aggravating factor" includes:
(1) a qualified prior impaired driving incident within the ten years

immediately preceding the current offense;
(2) having an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or more as measured at

the time, or within two hours of the time, of the offense; or
(3) having a child under the age of 16 in the motor vehicle at the

time of the offense if the child is more than 36 months younger than
the offender.
Subd. 4. Commercial motor vehicle. "Commercial motor vehicle"
has the meaning given in section 169.01, subdivision 75.
Subd. 5. Commissioner. "Commissioner" means the commissioner
of public safety or a designee.
Subd. Sa. Control analysis. "Control analysis" means a procedure
involving a solution that yields a predictable alcohol concentration
reading.
Subd. 6. Controlled substance. "Controlled substance" has the
meaning given in section 152.01, subdivision 4.
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Subd. 7. Driver. "Driver" has the meaning given in section 169.01,
subdivision 25.
Subd. 8. Gross misdemeanor. "Gross misdemeanor" means a crime
for which a person may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more
than one year, or to payment of a fine of not more than $3,000, or
both.
Subd. 9. Hazardous substance. "Hazardous substance" means any
chemical or chemical compound that is listed as a hazardous substance
in rules adopted under chapter 182 (occupational safety and health).
Subd. 10. Head Start bus. "Head Start bus" has the meaning given
in section 169.01, subdivision 80.
Subd. 11. Infrared or other approved breath-testing
instrument. "Infrared or other approved breath-testing instrument"
means a breath-testing instrument that employs infrared or other
technology and has been approved by the commissioner of public
safety for determining alcohol concentration.
Subd. 12. Misdemeanor. "Misdemeanor" means a crime for which a
person may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than 90 days,
or to payment of a fine of not more than $1,000, or both.
Subd. 13. Motorboat. "Motorboat" has the meaning given in section
866.005, subdivision 9.
Subd. 14. Motorboat in operation. "Motorboat in operation" does
not include a motorboat that is anchored, beached, or securely
fastened to a dock or other permanent mooring or a motorboat that is
being rowed or propelled by other than mechanical means.
Subd. 15. Motor vehicle. "Motor vehicle" means every vehicle that
is self-propelled and every vehicle that is propelled by electric power
obtained from overhead trolley wires. The term includes motorboats in
operation and off-road recreational vehicles, but does not include a
vehicle moved solely by human power.
Subd. 16. Off-road recreational vehicle. "Off-road recreational
vehicle" means an off-highway motorcycle as defined in section
84.787, subdivision 7; off-road vehicle as defined in section 84.797,
subdivision 7; snowmobile as defined in section 84.81, subdivision 3;
and all-terrain vehicle as defined in section 84.92, subdivision 8.
Subd. 17. Owner. "Owner" has the meaning given in section 169.01,
subdivision 26.
Subd. 18. Peace officer. "Peace officer" means:

(1) a State Patrol officer;
(2) University of Minnesota peace officer;
(3) police officer of any municipality, including towns having powers

under section 368.01, or county; and
(4) for purposes of violations of this chapter in or on an off-road

recreational vehicle or motorboat, or for violations of section 976.065
or 976.066, a state conservation officer.
Subd. 19. Police officer. "Police officer" has the meaning given in
section 169.01, subdivision 27.
Subd. 20. Prior impaired driving conviction. "Prior impaired
driving conviction" includes
a prior conviction under:
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(1) section 169A.20 (driving while impaired); 169A.31 (alcohol
related school bus or Head Start bus driving); or 360.0752 (impaired
aircraft operation);

(2) section 609.21 (criminal vehicular homicide and injury,
substance-related offenses), subdivision 1, clauses (2) to (6);
subdivision 2, clauses (2) to (6); subdivision 2a, clauses (2) to (6);
subdivision 2b, clauses (2) to (6); subdivision 3, clauses (2) to (6); or
subdivision 4, clauses (2) to (6);

(3) Minnesota Statutes 1998, section 169.121 (driver under
influence of alcohol or controlled substance); 169.1211 (alcohol
related driving by commercial vehicle drivers); or 169.129 (aggravated
DWI-related violations; penalty);

(4) Minnesota Statutes 1996, section 84.91, subdivision 1,
paragraph (a) (operating snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle while
impaired); or 866.331, subdivision 1, paragraph (a) (operating
motorboat while impaired); or

(5) an ordinance from this state, or a statute or ordinance from
another state, in conformity with any provision listed in clause (i), (2),
(3), or (4).A "prior impaired driving conviction" also includes a prior
juvenile adjudication that would have been a prior impaired driving
conviction if committed by an adult.
Subd. 21. Prior impaired driving-related loss of license. (a)
"Prior impaired driving-related loss of license" includes a driver's
license suspension, revocation, cancellation, denial, or disqualification
under:

(1) section 169A.31 (alcohol-related school bus or Head Start bus
driving); 169A.50 to 169A.53 (implied consent law); 169A.54
(impaired driving convictions and adjudications; administrative
penalties); 171.04 (persons not eligible for drivers' licenses); 171.14
(cancellation); 171.16 (court may recommend suspension); 171.165
(commercial driver's license, disqualification); 171.17 (revocation); or
171.18 (suspension); because of an alcohol-related incident;

(2) section 609.21 (criminal vehicular homicide and injury,
substance-related offenses), subdivision 1, clauses (2) to (6);
subdivision 2, clauses (2) to (6); subdivision 2a, clauses (2) to (6);
subdivision 2b, clauses (2) to (6); subdivision 3, clauses (2) to (6); or
subdivision 4, clauses (2) to (6);

(3) Minnesota Statutes 1998, section 169.121 (driver under
influence of alcohol or controlled substance); 169.1211 (alcohol
related driving by commercial vehicle drivers); or 169.123 (chemical
tests for intoxication); or

(4) an ordinance from this state, or a statute or ordinance from
another state, in conformity with any provision listed in clause (i), (2),
or (3).

(b) "Prior impaired driving-related loss of license" also includes the
revocation of snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle operating privileges
under section 84.911 (chemical testing), or motorboat operating
privileges under section 866.335 (testing for alcohol and controlled
substances), for violations that occurred on or after August 1, 1994;
the revocation of snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle operating privileges
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under section 84.91 (operation of snowmobiles and all-terrain vehicles
by persons under the influence of alcohol or controlled substances); or
the revocation of motorboat operating privileges under section
868.331 (operation while using alcohol or drugs or with a physical or
mental disability).

(c) "Prior impaired driving-related loss of license" does not include
any license action stemming solely from a violation of section 169A.33
(underage drinking and driving), 171.09 (conditions of a restricted
license), or 340A.503 (persons under the age of 21, illegal acts).
Subd. 22. Qualified prior impaired driving incident. "Qualified
prior impaired driving incident" includes prior impaired driving
convictions and prior impaired driving-related losses of license.
Subd. 23. School bus. "School bus" has the meaning given in
section 169.01, subdivision 6.
Subd. 24. Street or highway. "Street or highway" has the meaning
given in section 169.01, subdivision 29.
Subd. 25. Vehicle. "Vehicle" has the meaning given in section
169.01, subdivision 2.

169A.05 PARENTHETICAL REFERENCES.
Words set forth in parentheses after references to sections or

subdivisions in this chapter are mere catchwords included solely for
convenience in reference. They are not substantive and may not be
used to construe or limit the meaning of any statutory language.

169A.07 FIRST-TIME OWl VIOLATOR; OFF-ROAD VEHICLE OR
BOAT.

A person who violates section 169A.20 (driving while impaired)
while using an off-road recreational vehicle or motorboat and who
does not have a qualified prior impaired driving incident is subject only
to the criminal penalty provided in section 169A.25 (second-degree
driving while impaired), 169A.26 (third-degree driving while impaired),
or 169A.27 (fourth-degree driving while impaired); and loss of
operating privileges as provided in section 84.91, subdivision 1
(operation of snowmobiles or all-terrain vehicles by persons under the
influence of alcohol or controlled substances), or 868.331, subdivision
1 (operation of motorboats while using alcohol or with a physical or
mental disability), whichever is applicable. The person is not subject to
the provisions of section 169A.275, subdivision 5, (submission to the
level of care recommended in chemical use assessment for repeat
offenders and offenders with alcohol concentration of 0.20 or more);
169A.277 (long-term monitoring); 169A.285 (penalty assessment);
169A.44 (conditional release); 169A.54 (impaired driving convictions
and adjudications; administrative penalties); or 169A.54, subdivision
11 (chemical use assessment); the license revocation sanctions of
sections 169A.50 to 169A.53 (implied consent law); or the plate
impoundment provisions of section 169A.60 (administrative
impoundment of plates).
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169A.09 Determining qualified prior DWl incidents.

169A.09 DETERMINING QUALIFIED PRIOR DWI INCIDENTS.
Prior impaired driving convictions and prior impaired driving-related

losses of license must arise out of a separate course of conduct to be
considered as multiple qualified prior impaired driving incidents under
this chapter. When a person has a prior impaired driving conviction
and a prior impaired driving-related loss of license based on the same
course of conduct, either the conviction or the loss of license may be
considered a qualified prior impaired driving incident, but not both.

169A.095 DETERMINING NUMBER OF AGGRAVATING FACTORS.
When determining the number of aggravating factors present for

purposes of this chapter, subject to section 169A.09 (sanctions for
prior behavior to be based on separate courses of conduct), each
qualified prior impaired driving incident within the ten years
immediately preceding the current offens
e is counted as a separate aggravating factor.

169A.20 DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED.
Subdivision 1. Driving while impaired crime. It is a crime for any
person to drive, operate, or be in physical control of any motor vehicle
within this state or on any boundary water of this state:

(1) when the person is under the influence of alcohol;
(2) when the person is under the influence of a controlled

substance;
(3) when the person is knowingly under the influence of a

hazardous substance that affects the nervous system, brain, or
muscles of the person so as to substantially impair the person's ability
to drive or operate the motor vehicle;

(4) when the person is under the influence of a combination of any
two or more of the elements named in clauses (i), (2), and (3);

(5) when the person's alcohol concentration at the time, or as
measured within two hours of the time, of driving, operating, or being
in physical control of the motor vehicle is 0.08 or more;

(6) when the vehicle is a commercial motor vehicle and the person's
alcohol concentration at the time, or as measured within two hours of
the time, of driving, operating, or being in physical control of the
commercial motor vehicle is 0.04 or more; or

(7) when the person's body contains any amount of a controlled
substance listed in schedule I or II, or its metabolite, other than
marijuana or tetrahydrocannabinols.
Subd. 2. Refusal to submit to chemical test crime. It is a crime
for any person to refuse to submit to a chemical test of the person's
blood, breath, or urine under section 169A.51 (chemical tests for
intoxicationL or 169A.52 (test refusal or failure; revocation of license).
Subd. 3. Sentence. A person who violates this section may be
sentenced as provided in section 169A.24 (first-degree driving while
impaired), 169A.25 (second-degree driving while impaired), 169A.26
(third-degree driving while impaired), or 169A.27 (fourth-degree
driving while impaired).
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169A.24 FIRST-DEGREE DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED.
Subdivision 1. Degree described. A person who violates section
169A.20 (driving while impaired) is guilty of first-degree driving while
impaired if the person:

(1) commits the violation within ten years of the first of three or
more qualified prior impaired driving incidents;

(2) has previously been convicted of a felony under this section; or
(3) has previously been convicted of a felony under section 609.21,

subdivision 1, clause (2), (3), (4), (5), or (6); subdivision 2, clause
(2), (3), (4), (5), or (6); subdivision 2a, clause (2), (3), (4), (5), or
(6); subdivision 3, clause (2), (3), (4), (5), or (6); or subdivision 4,
clause (2), (3), (4), (5), or (6).
Subd. 2. Criminal penalty. A person who commits first-degree
driving while impaired is guilty of a felony and may be sentenced to
imprisonment for not more than seven years, or to payment of a fine
of not more than $14,000, or both. The person is subject to the
mandatory penalties described in section 169A.276 (mandatory
penalties; felony violations).

169A.25 SECOND-DEGREE DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED.
Subdivision 1. Degree described. (a) A person who violates section
169A.20, subdivision 1 (driving while impaired crime), is gUilty of
second-degree driving while impaired if two or more aggravating
factors were present when the violation was committed.

(b) A person who violates section 169A.20, subdivision 2 (refusal
to submit to chemical test crime), is guilty of second-degree driving
while impaired if one aggravating factor was present when the
violation was committed.
Subd. 2. Criminal penalty. Second-degree driving while impaired is
a gross misdemeanor. The mandatory penalties described in section
169A.275 and the long-term monitoring described in section 169A.277
may be applicable.

169A.26 THIRD-DEGREE DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED.
Subdivision 1. Degree described. (a) A person who violates section
169A.20, subdivision 1 (driving while impaired crime), is gUilty of
third-degree driving while impaired if one aggravating factor was
present when the violation was committed.

(b) A person who violates section 169A.20, subdivision 2 (refusal to
submit to chemical test crime), is guilty of third-degree driving while
impaired.
Subd. 2. Criminal penalty. Third-degree driving while impaired is a
gross misdemeanor. The mandatory penalties described in section
169A.275 and the long-term monitoring described in section 169A.277
may be applicable.

169A.27 FOURTH-DEGREE DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED.
Subdivision 1. Degree described. A person who violates section
169A.20, subdivision 1 (driving while impaired crime), is guilty of
fourth-degree driving while impaired.
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Subd. 2. Criminal penalty. Fourth-degree driving while impaired is a
misdemeanor.

169A.275 MANDATORY PENALTIES; NONFELONY VIOLATIONS.
Subdivision 1. Second offense. (a) The court shall sentence a
person who is convicted of a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while
impaired) within ten years of a qualified prior impaired driving incident
to either:

(1) a minimum of 30 days of incarceration, at least 48 hours of
which must be served in a local correctional facility; or

(2) eight hours of community work service for each day less than
30 days that the person is ordered to serve in a local correctional
facility. Notwithstanding section 609.135 (stay of imposition or
execution of sentence), the penalties in this paragraph must be
executed, unless the court departs from the mandatory minimum
sentence under paragraph (b) or (c).

(b) Prior to sentencing, the prosecutor may file a motion to have a
defendant described in paragraph (a) sentenced without regard to the
mandatory minimum sentence established by that paragraph. The
motion must be accompanied by a statement on the record of the
reasons for it. When presented with the prosecutor's motion and if it
finds that substantial mitigating factors exist, the court shall sentence
the defendant without regard to the mandatory minimum sentence
established by paragraph (a).

(c) The court may, on its own motion, sentence a defendant
described in paragraph (a) without regard to the mandatory minimum
sentence established by that paragraph if it finds that substantial
mitigating factors exist and if its sentencing departure is accompanied
by a statement on the record of the reasons for it. The court also may
sentence the defendant without regard to the mandatory minimum
sentence established by paragraph (a) if the defendant is sentenced to
probation and ordered to participate in a program established under
section 169A.74 (pilot programs of intensive probation for repeat DWI
offenders) .

(d) When any portion of the sentence required by paragraph (a) is
not executed, the court should impose a sentence that is proportional
to the extent of the offender's prior criminal and moving traffic
violation record. Any sentence required under paragraph (a) must
include a mandatory sentence that is not subject to suspension or a
stay of imposition or execution, and that includes incarceration for not
less than 48 hours or at least 80 hours of community work service.
Subd. 2. Third offense. (a) The court shall sentence a person who is
convicted of a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired)
within ten years of the first of two qualified prior impaired driving
incidents' to either:

(1) a minimum of 90 days of incarceration, at least 30 days of
which must be served consecutively in a local correctional facility; or

(2) a program of intensive supervision of the type described in
section 169A.74 (pilot programs of intensive probation for repeat DWI
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offenders) that requires the person to consecutively serve at least six
days in a local correctional facility.

(b) The court may order that the person serve not more than 60
days of the minimum penalty under paragraph (a), clause (1), on
home detention or in an intensive probation program described in
section 169A.74.

(c) Notwithstanding section 609.135, the penalties in this
subdivision must be imposed and executed.
Subd. 3. Fourth offense. (a) Unless the court commits the person to
the custody of the commissioner of corrections as provided in section
169A.276 (mandatory penalties; felony Violations), the court shall
sentence a person who is convicted of a violation of section 169A.20
(driving while impaired) within ten years of the first of three qualified
prior impaired driving incidents to either:

(1) a minimum of 180 days of incarceration, at least 30 days of
which must be served consecutively in a local correctional facility;

(2) a program of intensive supervision of the type described in
section 169A.74 (pilot programs of intensive probation for repeat DWI
offenders) that requires the person to consecutively serve at least six
days in a local correctional facility; or

(3) a program of staggered sentencing involving a minimum of 180
days of incarceration, at least 30 days of which must be served
consecutively in a local correctional facility.

(b) The court may order that the person serve not more than 150
days of the minimum penalty under paragraph (a), clause (1), on
home detention or in an intensive probation program described in
section 169A.74. Notwithstanding section 609.135, the penalties in
this subdivision must be imposed and executed.
Subd. 4. Fifth offense or more. (a) Unless the court commits the
person to the custody of the commissioner of corrections as provided
in section 169A.276 (mandatory penalties; felony violations), the court
shall sentence a person who is convicted of a violation of section
169A.20 (driving while impaired) within ten years of the first of four or
more qualified prior impaired driving incidents to either:

(1) a minimum of one year of incarceration, at least 60 days of
which must be served consecutively in a local correctional facility;

(2) a program of intensive supervision of the type described in
section 169A.74 (pilot programs of intensive probation for repeat DWI
offenders) that requires the person to consecutively serve at least six
days in a local correctional facility; or

(3) a program of staggered sentencing involving a minimum of one
year of incarceration, at least 60 days of which must be served
consecutively in a local correctional facility.

(b) The court may order that the person serve the remainder of the
minimum penalty under paragraph (a), clause (1), on intensive
probation using an electronic monitoring system or, if such a system is
unavailable, on home detention. Notwithstanding section 609.135, the
penalties in this subdivision must be imposed and executed.
Subd. S. Level of care recommended in chemical use
assessment. Unless the court commits the person to the custody of
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the commiSSioner of corrections as provided in section 169A.276
(mandatory penalties; felony violations), in addition to other penalties
required under this section, the court shall order a person to submit to
the level of care recommended in the chemical use assessment
conducted under section 169A.70 (alcohol safety program; chemical
use assessments) if the person is convicted of violating section
169A.20 (driving while impaired) while having an alcohol concentration
of 0.20 or more as measured at the time, or within two hours of the
time, of the offense or if the violation occurs within ten years of one or
more qualified prior impaired driving incidents.
Subd. 6. Definitions. (a) For purposes of this section, the following
terms have the meanings given.

(b) "Staggered sentencing" means a sentencing procedure in which
the court sentences a person convicted of a gross misdemeanor or
felony violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) to an
executed sentence of incarceration in a local correctional facility, to be
served in equal segments in three or more consecutive years. Before
reporting for any subsequent segment of incarceration after the first
segment, the offender shall be regularly involved in a structured
sobriety group and may bring a motion before the court requesting to
have that segment of incarceration stayed. The motion must be
brought before the same judge who initially pronounced the sentence.
Before bringing the motion, the offender shall participate for 30 days
in a remote electronic alcohol-monitoring program under the direction
of the person's probation agent. It is within the court's discretion to
stay the second or subsequent segment of remote electronic alcohol
monitoring or incarceration that has previously been ordered. The
court shall consider any alcohol-monitoring results and the
recommendation of the probation agent, together with any other
factors deemed relevant by the court, in deciding whether to modify
the sentence by ordering a stay of the next following segment of
remote electronic alcohol monitoring or incarceration that the court
had initially ordered to be executed.

(c) When the court stays a segment of incarceration that it has
previously ordered to be executed, that portion of the sentence must
be added to the total number of days the defendant is subject to
serving in custody if the person subsequently violates any of the
conditions of that stay of execution.

(d) A structured sobriety group is an organization that has regular
meetings focusing on sobriety and includes, but is not limited to,
Alcoholics Anonymous.

169A.276 MANDATORY PENALTIES; FELONY VIOLATIONS.
Subdivision 1. Mandatory prison sentence. (a) The court shall
sentence a person who is convicted of a violation of section 169A.20
(driving while impaired) under the circumstances described in section
169A.24 (first-degree driving while impaired) to imprisonment for not
less than three years. In addition, the court may order the person to
pay a fine of not more than $14,000.
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(b) The court may stay execution of this mandatory sentence as
provided in subdivision 2 (stay of mandatory sentence), but may not
stay imposition or adjudication of the sentence or impose a sentence
that has a duration of less than three years.

(c) An offender committed to the custody of the commissioner of
corrections under this subdivision is not eligible for release as provided
in section 241.26, 244.065, 244.12, or 244.17, unless the offender
has successfully completed a chemical dependency treatment program
while in prison.

(d) Notwithstanding the statutory maximum sentence provided in
section 169A.24 (first-degree driving while impaired), when the court
commits a person to the custody of the commissioner of corrections
under this subdivision, it shall provide that after the person has been
released from prison the commissioner shall place the person on
conditional release for five years. The commissioner shall impose any
conditions of release that the commissioner deems appropriate
including, but not limited to, successful completion of an intensive
probation program as described in section 169A.74 (pilot programs of
intensive probation for repeat DWI offenders). If the person fails to
comply with any condition of release, the commissioner may revoke
the person's conditional release and order the person to serve all or
part of the remaining portion of the conditional release term in prison.
The commissioner may not dismiss the person from supervision before
the conditional release term expires. Except as otherwise provided in
this section, conditional release is governed by provisions relating to
supervised release. The failure of a court to direct the commissioner of
corrections to place the person on conditional release, as required in
this paragraph, does not affect the applicability of the conditional
release provisions to the person.

(e) The commissioner shall require persons placed on supervised or
conditional release under this subdivision to pay as much of the costs
of the supervision as possible. The commissioner shall develop
appropriate standards for this.
Subd. 2. Stay of mandatory sentence. The provisions of sections
169A.275 (mandatory penalties; nonfelony violations), subdivision 3 or
4, and subdivision 5, and 169A.283 (stay of execution of sentence),
apply if the court stays execution of the sentence under subdivision 1
(mandatory prison sentence). In addition, the provisions of section
169A.277 (long-term monitoring) may apply.
Subd. 3. Driver's license revocation; no stay permitted. The
court may not stay the execution of the driver's license revocation
provisions of section 169A.54 (impaired driving convictions and
adjudications; administrative penalties).

169A.277 LONG-TERM MONITORING.
Subdivision 1. Applicability. This section applies to a person
convicted of:

(1) a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) within
ten years of the first of two or more prior impaired driving convictions;
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(2) a violation of section 169A.20, if the person is under the age of
19 years and has previously been convicted of violating section
169A.20 or Minnesota Statutes 1998, section 169.121 (driver under
the influence of alcohol or controlled substance); or

(3) a violation of section 169A.20, while the person's driver's license
or driving privileges have been canceled under section 171.04,
subdivision 1, clause (10) (persons not eligible for drivers' licenses,
inimical to public safety).
Subd. 2. Monitoring required. When the court sentences a person
described in subdivision 1 to a stayed sentence and when electronic
monitoring equipment is available to the court, the court shall require
that the person participate in a program of electronic alcohol
monitoring in addition to any other conditions of probation or jail time
it imposes. The court must order the monitoring for a minimum of 30
consecutive days during each year of the person's probationary period.
Subd. 3. Reimbursement. The court shall require partial or total
reimbursement from the person for the cost of the electronic alcohol
monitoring, to the extent the person is able to pay.

169A.28 CONSECUTIVE SENTENCES.
Subdivision 1. Mandatory consecutive sentences. (a) The court
shall impose consecutive sentences when it sentences a person for:

(1) violations of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) arising out
of separate courses of conduct;

(2) a violation of section 169A.20 when the person, at the time of
sentencing, is on probation for, or serving, an executed sentence for a
violation of section 169A.20 or Minnesota Statutes 1998, section
169.121 (driver under the influence of alcohol or controlled substance)
or 169.129 (aggravated DWl-related violations; penalty), and the prior
sentence involved a separate course of conduct; or

(3) a violation of section 169A.20 and another offense arising out of
a single course of conduct that is listed in subdivision 2, paragraph (e),
when the person has five or more qualified prior impaired driving
incidents within the past ten years.

(b) The requirement for consecutive sentencing in paragraph (a)
does not apply if the person is being sentenced to an executed prison
term for a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) under
circumstances described in section 169A.24 (first-degree driving while
impaired).
Subd. 2. Permissive consecutive sentences; multiple offenses.
(a) When a person is being sentenced for a violation of a provision
listed in paragraph (e), the court may sentence the person to a
consecutive term of imprisonment for a violation of any other provision
listed in paragraph (e), notwithstanding the fact that the offenses
arose out of the same course of conduct, subject to the limitation on
consecutive sentences contained in section 609.15, subdivision 2, and
except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c).

(b) When a person is being sentenced for a violation of section
171.09 (violation of condition of restricted license), 171.20 (operation
after revocation, suspension, cancellation, or disqualification), 171.24
(driving without valid license), or 171.30 (violation of condition of
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limited license), the court may not impose a consecutive sentence for
another violation of a provision in chapter 171 (drivers' licenses and
training schools).

(c) When a person is being sentenced for a violation of section
169.791 (failure to provide proof of insurance) or 169.797 (failure to
provide vehicle insurance), the court may not impose a consecutive
sentence for another violation of a provision of sections 169.79 to
169.7995.

(d) This subdivision does not limit the authority of the court to
impose consecutive sentences for crimes arising on different dates or
to impose a consecutive sentence when a person is being sentenced
for a crime and is also in violation of the conditions of a stayed or
otherwise deferred sentence under section 609.135 (stay of imposition
or execution of sentence).

(e) This subdivision applies to misdemeanor and gross
misdemeanor violations of the following if the offender has two or
more prior impaired driving convictions within the past ten years:

(1) section 169A.20, subdivision 1 (driving while impaired; impaired
driving offenses);

(2) section 169A.20, subdivision 2 (driving while impaired; test
refusal offense);

(3) section 169.791;
(4) section 169.797;
(5) section 171.09 (violation of condition of restricted license);
(6) section 171.20, subdivision 2 (operation after revocation,

suspension, cancellation, or disqualification);
(7) section 171.24; and
(8) section 171.30.

Subd. 3. Permissive consecutive sentences; previous offenses.
The court may order that the sentence imposed for a violation of
section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) run consecutively to a
previously imposed misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor, or felony
sentence for a violation other than section 169A.20.

169A.283 STAY OF EXECUTION OF SENTENCE.
Subdivision 1. Stay authorized. Except as otherwise provided in
sections 169A.275 (mandatory penalties; nonfelony Violations) and
169A.276 (mandatory penalties; felony violations), when a court
sentences a person convicted of a violation of section 169A.20 (driving
while impaired), the court may stay execution of the criminal sentence
described in section 169A.24 (first-degree driving while impaired),
169A.25 (second-degree driving while impaired), 169A.26 (third
degree driving while impaired), or 169A.27 (fourth-degree driving
while impaired) on the condition that the convicted person submit to
the level of care recommended in the chemical use assessment report
required under section 169A.70 (alcohol safety programs; chemical
use assessments). If the court does not order a level of care in
accordance with the assessment report recommendation as a condition
of a stay of execution, it shall state on the record its reasons for not
folloWing the assessment report recommendation.
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Subd. 2. Manner and length of stay, required report. A stay of
execution must be in the manner provided in section 609.135 (stay of
imposition or execution of sentence). The length of stay is governed by
section 609.135, subdivision 2. The court shall report to the
commissioner any stay of execution of sentence granted under this
section.
Subd. 3. No stay of license revocation. The court may not stay the
execution of the driver's license revocation provisions of section
169A.54 (impaired driving convictions and adjudications;
administrative penalties).

169A.284 CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY ASSESSMENT CHARGE;
SURCHARGE.
Subdivision 1. When required. (a) When a court sentences a
person convicted of an offense enumerated in section 169A.70,
subdivision 2 (chemical use assessment; requirement; form), it shall
impose a chemical dependency assessment charge of $125. A person
shall pay an additional surcharge of $5 if the person is convicted of a
violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) within five years
of a prior impaired driving conviction or a prior conviction for an
offense arising out of an arrest for a violation of section 169A.20 or
Minnesota Statutes 1998, section 169.121 (driver under influence of
alcohol or controlled substance) or 169.129 (aggravated DWI-related
violations; penalty). This section applies when the sentence is
executed, stayed, or suspended. The court may not waive payment or
authorize payment of the assessment charge and surcharge in
installments unless it makes written findings on the record that the
convicted person is indigent or that the assessment charge and
surcharge would create undue hardship for the convicted person or
that person's immediate family.

(b) The chemical dependency assessment charge and surcharge
required under this section are in addition to the surcharge required by
section 357.021, subdivision 6 (surcharges on criminal and traffic
offenders).
Subd. 2. Distribution of money. The county shall collect and
forward to the commissioner of finance $25 of the chemical
dependency assessment charge and the $5 surcharge, if any, within
60 days after sentencing or explain to the commissioner in writing why
the money was not forwarded within this time period. The
commissioner shall credit the money to the general fund. The county
shall collect and keep $100 of the chemical dependency assessment
charge.

169A.285 PENALTY ASSESSMENT.
Subdivision 1. Authority; amount. When a court sentences a
person who violates section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) while
having an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or more as measured at the
time, or within two hours of the time, of the violation, the court may
impose a penalty assessment of up to $1,000. The court may impose
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this assessment in addition to any other penalties or charges
authorized under law.
Subd. 2. Assessment distribution. Money collected under this
section must be distributed as follows:

(1) if the arresting officer is an employee of a political subdivision,
the assessment must be forwarded to the treasury of the political
subdivision for use in enforcement,. training, and education activities
related to driving while impaired; or

(2) if the arresting officer is an employee of the state, the
assessment must be forwarded to the state treasury and credited to
the general fund.

169A.31 ALCOHOL-RELATED SCHOOL BUS OR HEAD START BUS
DRIVING.
Subdivision 1. Crime described. It is a crime for any person to
drive, operate, or be in physical control of any class of school bus or
Head Start bus within this state when there is physical evidence
present in the person's body of the consumption of any alcohol.
Subd. 2. Gross misdemeanor alcohol-related school bus or Head
Start bus driving. A person who violates subdivision 1 is guilty of
gross misdemeanor alcohol-related school bus or Head Start bus
driving if:

(1) the violation occurs while a child under the age of 16 is in the
vehicle, if the child is more than 36 months younger than the violator;
or

(2) the violation occurs within ten years of a qualified prior impaired
driving incident.
Subd. 3. Misdemeanor alcohol-related school bus or Head Start
bus driving. Except as provided in subdivision 2, a person who
violates subdivision 1 is gUilty of misdemeanor alcohol-related school
bus or Head Start bus driving.

169A.33 UNDERAGE DRINKING AND DRIVING.
Subdivision 1. Definition. As used in this section, "motor vehicle"
does not include motorboats in operation or off-road recreational
vehicles.
Subd. 2. Crime described. It is a crime for a person under the age
of 21 years to drive, operate, or be in physical control of a motor
vehicle while consuming alcoholic beverages, or after having
consumed alcoholic beverages while there is physical evidence of the
consumption present in the person's body.
Subd. 3. Criminal penalty. A person who violates subdivision 2 is
gUilty of a misdemeanor.
Subd. 4. Administrative penalty. When a person is found to have
committed an offense under subdivision 2, the court shall notify the
commissioner of its determination. Upon receipt of the court's
determination, the commissioner shall suspend the person's driver's
license or operating privileges for 30 days, or for 180 days if the
person has previously been found to have violated subdivision 2 or a
statute or ordinance in conformity with it.
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Subd. 5. Exception. If the person's conduct violates section 169A.20
(driving while impaired) or 169A.31 (alcohol-related school bus or
Head Start bus driving), the penalties and license sanctions in those
laws or section 169A.54 (impaired driving convictions and
adjudications; administrative penalties) apply instead of the license
sanction in subdivision 4.
Subd. 6. Jurisdiction. An offense under subdivision 2 may be
prosecuted either in the jurisdiction where consumption occurs or the
jurisdiction where evidence of consumption is observed.

l69A.35 OPEN BOTTLE LAW.
Subdivision 1. Definitions. As used in this section:

(1) "alcoholic beverage" has the meaning given it in section
340A.l0l, subdivision 2;

(2) "distilled spirits" has the meaning given it in section 340A.l0l,
subdivision 9;

(3) "motor vehicle" does not include motorboats in operation or off
road recreational vehicles;

(4) "possession" means either that the person had actual
possession of the bottle or receptacle or that the person consciously
exercised dominion and control over the bottle or receptacle; and

(5) "3.2 percent malt liquor" has the meaning given it in section
340A.l0l, subdivision 19.
Subd. la. Alcoholic beverage, distilled spirit, 3.2 malt liquor;
determination. For purposes of this section only, when determining
whether a beverage is an alcoholic beverage, a distilled spirit, or 3.2
percent malt liquor:

(1) "alcohol by volume" means milliliters of alcohol per 100
milliliters of beverage; and

(2) "alcohol by weight" means grams of alcohol per 100 grams of
beverage.
Subd. 2. Drinking and consumption; crime described. It is a
crime for a person to drink or consume an alcoholic beverage, distilled
spirit, or 3.2 percent malt liquor in a motor vehicle when the vehicle is
upon a street or highway.
Subd. 3. Possession; crime described. It is a crime for a person to
have in possession, while in a private motor vehicle upon a street or
highway, any bottle or receptacle containing an alcoholic beverage,
distilled spirit, or 3.2 percent malt liquor that has been opened, or the
seal broken, or the contents of which have been partially removed.
Subd. 4. Liability of nonpresent owner; crime described. It is a
crime for the owner of any private motor vehicle or the driver, if the
owner is not present in the motor vehicle, to keep or allow to be kept
in a motor vehicle when the vehicle is upon a street or highway any
bottle or receptacle containing an alcoholic beverage, distilled spirit, or
3.2 percent malt liquor that has been opened, or the seal broken, or
the contents of which have been partially removed.
Subd. 5. Criminal penalty. A person who violates subdivisions 2 to
4 is guilty of a misdemeanor.
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Subd. 6. Exceptions. (a) This section does not prohibit the
possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages by passengers in:

(1) a bus that is operated by a motor carrier of passengers, as
defined in section 221.011, subdivision 48 ; or

(2) a vehicle providing limousine service as defined in section
221.84, subdivision 1.

(b) Subdivisions 3 and 4 do not apply to a bottle or receptacle that
is in the trunk of the vehicle if it is equipped with a trunk, or that is in
another area of the vehicle not normally occupied by the driver and
passengers if the vehicle is not equipped with a trunk. However, a
utility compartment or glove compartment is deemed to be within the
area occupied by the driver and passengers.

169A.37 LICENSE PLATE IMPOUNDMENT VIOLATION CRIMES.
Subdivision 1. Crime described. It is a crime for a person:

(1) to fail to comply with an impoundment order under section
169A.60 (administrative plate impoundment);

(2) to file a false statement under section 169A.60, subdivision 7, 8,
or 14;

(3) to operate a self-propelled motor vehicle on a street or highway
when the vehicle is subject to an impoundment order issued under
section 169A.60, unless specially coded plates have been issued for
the vehicle pursuant to section 169A.60, subdivision 13;

(4) to fail to notify the commissioner of the impoundment order
when requesting new plates;

(5) who is subject to a plate impoundment order under section
169A.60, to drive, operate, or be in control of any motor vehicle
during the impoundment period, unless the vehicle has specially coded
plates issued pursuant to section 169A.60, subdivision 13, and the
person is validly licensed to drive; or

(6) who is the transferee of a motor vehicle and who has signed a
sworn statement under section 169A.60, subdivision 14, to allow the
previously registered owner to drive, operate, or be in control of the
vehicle during the impoundment period.
Subd. 2. Criminal penalty. A person who violates subdivision 1 is
guilty of a misdemeanor.

169A.40 ARREST POWERS.
Subdivision 1. Probable cause arrest. A peace officer may lawfully
arrest a person for violation of section 169A.20 (driving while
impaired), 169A.31 (alcohol-related school bus or Head Start bus
driving), or 169A.33 (underage drinking and driving), without a
warrant upon probable cause, without regard to whether the violation
was committed in the officer's presence.
Subd. 2. Fresh pursuit. When a peace officer has probable cause to
believe that a person is driving or operating a motor vehicle in
violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired), 169A.31
(alcohol-related school bus or Head Start bus driving), or 169A.33
(underage drinking and driving) and before a stop or arrest can be
made the person escapes from the geographical limits of the officer's
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jurisdiction, the officer in fresh pursuit of the person may stop or
arrest the person in another jurisdiction within this state and may
exercise the powers and perform the duties of a peace officer under
this chapter. An officer acting in fresh pursuit pursuant to this section
is serving in the regular line of duty as fully as though within the
officer's jurisdiction.
Subd. 3. Certain OWl offenders; custodial arrest.
Notwithstanding rule 6.01 of the Rules of Criminal Procedure, a peace
officer acting without a warrant who has decided to proceed with the
prosecution of a person for violating section 169A.20 (driving while
impaired), shall arrest and take the person into custody, and the
person must be detained until the person's first court appearance, if
the officer has reason to believe that the violation occurred:

(1) under the circumstances described in section 169A.24 (first
degree driving while impaired) or 169A.25 (second-degree driving
while impaired);

(2) under the circumstances described in section 169A.26 (third
degree driving while impaired) if the person is under the age of 19;

(3) in the presence of an aggravating factor described in section
169A.03, subdivision 3, clause (2) or (3); or

(4) while the person's driver's license or driving privileges have
been canceled under section 171.04, subdivision 1, clause (10)
(persons not eligible for drivers' licenses, inimical to public safety).
Subd. 4. Other arrest powers not limited. The express grant of
arrest powers in this section does not limit the arrest powers of peace
officers pursuant to sections 626.65 to 626.70 (uniform law on fresh
pursuit) or section 629.40 (allowing arrests anywhere in state) in
cases of arrests for violation of section 169A.20 (driving while
impaired), 169A.31 (alcohol-related school bus or Head Start bus
driving), 169A.33 (underage drinking and driving), or any other
provision of law.

169A.41 PRELIMINARY SCREENING TEST.
Subdivision 1. When authorized. When a peace officer has reason
to believe from the manner in which a person is driving, operating,
controlling, or acting upon departure from a motor vehicle, or has
driven, operated, or controlled a motor vehicle, that the driver may be
violating or has violated section 169A.20 (driving while impaired),
169A.31 (alcohol-related school bus or Head Start bus driving), or
169A.33 (underage drinking and driving), the officer may require the
driver to provide a sample of the driver's breath for a preliminary
screening test using a device approved by the commissioner for this
purpose.
Subd. 2. Use of test results. The results of this preliminary
screening test must be used for the purpose of deciding whether an
arrest should be made and whether to require the tests authorized in
section 169A.51 (chemical tests for intoxication), but must not be used
in any court action except the following:

(1) to prove that a test was properly required of a person pursuant
to section 169A.51, subdivision 1;
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(2) in a civil action arising out of the operation or use of the motor
vehicle;

(3) in an action for license reinstatement under section 171.19;
(4) in a prosecution for a violation of section 169A.20, subdivision 2

(driving while impaired; test refusal);
(5) in a prosecution or juvenile court proceeding concerning a

violation of section 169A.33 (underage drinking and driving), or
340A.503, subdivision 1, paragraph (a), clause (2) (underage alcohol
consumption);

(6) in a prosecution under section 169A.31, (alcohol-related school
or Head Start bus driving); or 171.30 (limited license); or

(7) in a prosecution for a violation of a restriction on a driver's
license under section 171.09, which provides that the license holder
may not use or consume any amount of alcohol or a controlled
substance.
Subd. 3. Additional tests. Following the screening test additional
tests may be required of the driver pursuant to the provisions of
section 169A.51 (chemical tests for intoxication).
Subd. 4. Repealed, 2006

169A.42 VEHICLE IMPOUNDMENT UNDER ORDINANCE;
REDEMPTION.
Subdivision 1. Definition. As used in this section, "impoundment"
means the removal of a motor vehicle to a storage facility or impound
lot as authorized by a local ordinance.
Subd. 2. Redemption; prerequisites. If a motor vehicle is
impounded by a peace officer following the arrest or taking into
custody of a driver for a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while
impaired), or an ordinance in conformity with it, the impounded
vehicle must only be released from impoundment:

(1) to the registered owner, a person authorized by the registered
owner, a lienholder of record, or a person who has purchased the
vehicle from the registered owner, who provides proof of ownership of
the vehicle, proof of valid Minnesota driving privileges, and proof of
insurance required by law to cover the vehicle;

(2) if the vehicle is subject to a rental or lease agreement, to a
renter or lessee with valid Minnesota driving privileges who provides a
copy of the rental or lease agreement and proof of insurance required
by law to cover the vehicle; or

(3) to an agent of a towing company authorized by a registered
owner if the owner provides proof of ownership of the vehicle and
proof of insurance required by law to cover the vehicle.
Subd. 3. To whom information provided. The proof of ownership
and insurance or, if applicable, the copy of the rental or lease
agreement required by subdivision 2 must be provided to the law
enforcement agency impounding the vehicle or to a person or entity
designated by the law enforcement agency to receive the information.
Subd. 4. Liability for storage costs. No law enforcement agency,
local unit of government, or state agency is responsible or financially
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liable for any storage fees incurred due to an impoundment under this
section.

169A.43 PROSECUTORIAL RESPONSIBILITY; VENUE; CRIMINAL
HISTORY.
Subdivision 1. Definition. As used in this section, "impaired driving
offense" includes violations of sections 169A.20 to 169A.33.
Subd. 2. Prosecution. The attorney in the jurisdiction in which an
impaired driving offense occurred who is responsible for prosecution of
misdemeanor-level impaired driving offenses is also responsible for
prosecution of gross misdemeanor-level impaired driving offenses.
Subd. 3. Venue. (a) A violation of section 169A.20, subdivision 2
(refusal to submit to chemical test) may be prosecuted either in the
jurisdiction where the arresting officer observed the defendant driving,
operating, or in control of the motor vehicle or in the jurisdiction where
the refusal occurred.

(b) An underage drinking and driving offense may be prosecuted as
provided in section 169A.33, subdivision 6 (underage drinking and
driving).
Subd. 4. Criminal history information. When an attorney
responsible for prosecuting impaired driving offenses requests criminal
history information relating to prior impaired driving convictions from a
court, the court shall furnish the information without charge.

169A.44 CONDITIONAL RELEASE.
Subdivision 1. Nonfelony violations. (a) This subdivision applies to
a person charged with a nonfelony violation of section 169A.20
(driving while impaired) under circumstances described in section
169A.40, subdivision 3 (certain DWI offenders; custodial arrest).

(b) Unless maximum bail is imposed under section 629.471, a
person described in paragraph (a) may be released from detention
only if the person agrees to:

(1) abstain from alcohol; and
(2) submit to a program of electronic alcohol monitoring, involving

at least daily measurements of the person's alcohol concentration,
pending resolution of the charge. Clause (2) applies only when
electronic alcohol-monitoring equipment is available to the court. The
court shall require partial or total reimbursement from the person for
the cost of the electronic alcohol-monitoring, to the extent the person
is able to pay.
Subd. 2. Felony violations. (a) A person charged with violating
section 169A.20 within ten years of the first of three or more qualified
prior impaired driving incidents may be released from detention only if
the following conditions are imposed:

(1) the conditions described in subdivision 1, paragraph (b), if
applicable;

(2) the impoundment of the registration plates of the vehicle used
to commit the violation, unless already impounded;
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(3) if the vehicle used to commit the violation was an off-road
recreational vehicle or a motorboat, the impoundment of the off-road
recreational vehicle or motorboat;

(4) a requirement that the person report weekly to a probation
agent;

(5) a requirement that the person abstain from consumption of
alcohol and controlled substances and submit to random alcohol tests
or urine analyses at least weekly; and

(6) a requirement that, if convicted, the person reimburse the court
or county for the total cost of these services; and

(7) any other conditions of release ordered by the court.
(b) In addition to setting forth conditions of release under

paragraph (a), if required by court rule, the court shall also fix the
amount of money bail without other conditions upon which the
defendant may obtain release.

1.69A.45 EVIDENCE.
Subdivision 1. Alcohol concentration evidence. Upon the trial of
any prosecution arising out of acts alleged to have been committed by
any person arrested for violating section 169A.20 (driving while
impaired) or 169A.31 (alcohol-related school bus or Head Start bus
driving), the court may admit evidence of the presence or amount of
alcohol in the person's blood, breath, or urine as shown by an analysis
of those items. In addition, in a prosecution for a violation of section
169A.20, the court may admit evidence of the presence or amount in
the person's blood, breath, or urine, as shown by an analysis of those
items, of:

(1) a controlled substance or its metabolite; or
(2) a hazardous substance.

Subd. 2. Relevant evidence of impairment. For the purposes of
section 169A.20 (driving while impaired), evidence that there was at
the time an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more is relevant evidence
in indicating whether or not the person was under the influence of
alcohol.
Subd. 3. Evidence of refusal. Evidence of the refusal to take a test
is admissible into evidence in a prosecution under section 169A.20
(driving while impaired).
Subd. 4. Other competent evidence admissible. The preceding
provisions do not limit the introduction of any other competent
evidence bearing upon the question of whether the person violated
section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) or 169A.31 (alcohol-related
school bus or Head Start bus driving), including tests obtained more
than two hours after the alleged violation and results obtained from
partial tests on an infrared or other approved breath-testing
instrument. A result from a partial test is the measurement obtained
by analyzing one adequate breath sample, as described in section
169A.51, subdivision 5, paragraph (b) (breath test using infrared or
other approved breath-testing instrument).
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169A.46 AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES.
Subdivision 1. Impairment occurred after driving ceased. If
proven by a preponderance of the eVidence, it is an affirmative
defense to a violation of section 169A.20, subdivision 1, clause (5)
(driving while impaired, alcohol concentration within two hours of
driving), or 169A.20 by a person having an alcohol concentration of
0.20 or more as measured at the time, or within two hours of the
time, of the offense, that the defendant consumed a sufficient quantity
of alcohol after the time of the violation and before the administration
of the evidentiary test to cause the defendant's alcohol concentration
to exceed the level specified in the applicable clause. Evidence that the
defendant consumed alcohol after the time of the violation may not be
admitted in defense to any alleged violation of section 169A.20, unless
notice is given to the prosecution prior to the omnibus or pretrial
hearing in the matter.
Subd. 2. Impairment from prescription drug. If proven by a
preponderance of the evidence, it is an affirmative defense to a
violation of section 169A.20 subdivision 1, clause (7) (presence of
schedule I or II controlled substance), that the defendant used the
controlled substance according to the terms of a prescription issued for
the defendant in accordance with sections 152.11 and 152.12.

169A.47 NOTICE OF ENHANCED PENALTY.
When a court sentences a person for a violation of sections 169A.20

to 169A.31 (impaired driving offenses), it shall inform the defendant of
the statutory provisions that provide for enhancement of criminal
penalties for repeat violators, and the provisions that provide for
administrative plate impoundment and forfeiture of motor vehicles
used to commit an impaired driving offense. The notice must describe
the conduct and the time periods within which the conduct must occur
in order to result in increased penalties, plate impoundment, or
forfeiture. The failure of a court to provide this information to a
defendant does not affect the future applicability of these enhanced
penalties to that defendant.

169A.48 IMMUNITY FROM LIABILITY.
Subdivision 1. Definition. For purposes of this section, "political
subdivision" means a county, statutory or home rule charter city, or
town.
Subd. 2. Immunity. The state or political subdivision by which a
peace officer making an arrest for violation of sections 169A.20 to
169A.33 (impaired driving offenses), is employed has immunity from
any liability, civil or criminal, for the care or custody of the motor
vehicle being driven by, operated by, or in the physical control of the
person arrested if the peace officer acts in good faith and exercises
due care.

169A.50 CITATION.
Sections 169A.50 to 169A.53 may be cited as the Implied Consent

Law.
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169A.51 CHEMICAL TESTS FOR INTOXICATION.
Subdivision 1. Implied consent; conditions; election of test. (a)
Any person who drives, operates, or is in physical control of a motor
vehicle within this state or on any boundary water of this state
consents, subject to the provisions of sections 169A.50 to 169A.53
(implied consent law), and section 169A.20 (driving while impaired),
to a chemical test of that person's blood, breath, or urine for the
purpose of determining the presence of alcohol, a controlled substance
or its metabolite, or a hazardous substance. The test must be
administered at the direction of a peace officer.

(b) The test may be reqUired of a person when an officer has
probable cause to believe the person was driving, operating, or in
physical control of a motor vehicle in violation of section 169A.20
(driving while impaired), and one of the following conditions exist:

(1) the person has been lawfully placed under arrest for violation of
section 169A.20 or an ordinance in conformity with it;

(2) the person has been involved in a motor vehicle accident or
collision resulting in property damage, personal injury, or death;

(3) the person has refused to take the screening test prOVided for
by section 169A.41 (preliminary screening test); or

(4) the screening test was administered and indicated an alcohol
concentration of 0.08 or more.

(c) The test may also be required of a person when an officer has
probable cause to believe the person was driving, operating, or in
physical control of a commercial motor vehicle with the presence of
any alcohol.
Subd. 2. Implied consent advisory. At the time a test is requested,
the person must be informed:

(1) that Minnesota law requires the person to take a test:
(i) to determine if the person is under the influence of alcohol,

controlled substances, or hazardous substances;
(ii) to determine the presence of a controlled substance listed in

schedule I or II or metabolite, other than marijuana or
tetrahydrocannabinols; and

(iii) if the motor vehicle was a commercial motor vehicle, to
determine the presence of alcohol;

(2) that refusal to take a test is a crime;
(3) if the peace officer has probable cause to believe the person has

violated the criminal vehicular homicide and injury laws, that a test will
be taken with or without the person's consent; and

(4) that the person has the right to consult with an attorney, but
that this right is limited to the extent that it cannot unreasonably delay
administration of the test.
Subd. 3. Type of test. The peace officer who requires a test
pursuant to this section may direct whether the test is of blood,
breath, or urine. Action may be taken against a person who refuses to
take a blood test only if an alternative test was offered and action may
be taken against a person who refuses to take a urine test only if an
alternative test was offered.
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Subd. 4. Requirement of urine or blood test. Notwithstanding
subdivision 3, a blood or urine test may be required even after a
breath test has been administered if there is probable cause to believe
that:

(1) there is impairment by a controlled substance or a hazardous
substance that is not subject to testing by a breath test; or

(2) a controlled substance listed in schedule I or II or its metabolite,
other than marijuana or tetrahydrocannabinols, is present in the
person's body.

Action may be taken against a person who refuses to take a blood
test under this subdivision only if a urine test was offered and action
may be taken against a person who refuses to take a urine test only if
a blood test was offered.
Subd. S. Breath test using approved breath-testing instrument.

(a) In the case of a breath test administered using an infrared or
other approved breath-testing instrument, the test must consist of
analyses in the following sequence: one adequate breath-sample
analysis, one control analysis, and a second, adequate breath-sample
analysis.

(b) In the case of a test administered using an infrared or other
approved breath-testing instrument, a sample is adequate if the
instrument analyzes the sample and does not indicate the sample is
deficient.

(c) For purposes of section 169A.52 (revocation of license for test
failure or refusal), when a test is administered using an infrared or
other approved breath-testing instrument, failure of a person to
provide two separate, adequate breath samples in the proper
sequence constitutes a refusal.

(d) For purposes of section 169A.52 (revocation of license for test
failure or refusal), when a test is administered using an infrared or
other approved breath-testing instrument, a breath test consisting of
two separate, adequate breath samples within 0.02 alcohol
concentration is acceptable. A breath test consisting of two separate,
adequate breath samples failing to meet this criterion is deficient.

(e) If the first breath test is deficient, as defined by paragraph (d),
a second breath test must be administered.(f) Two deficient breath
tests, as defined by paragraph (d), constitute a refusal.
Subd. 6. Consent of person incapable of refusal not withdrawn.
A person who is unconscious or who is otherwise in a condition
rendering the person incapable of refusal is deemed not to have
withdrawn the consent provided by subdivision 1 and the test may be
given.
Subd. 7. Requirements for conducting tests; liability. (a) Only a
physician, medical technician, emergency medical technician
paramedic, registered nurse, medical technologist, medical laboratory
technician, or laboratory assistant acting at the request of a peace
officer may withdraw blood for the purpose of determining the
presence of alcohol, a controlled substance or its metabolite, or a
hazardous substance. This limitation does not apply to the taking of a
breath or urine sample.
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(b) The person tested has the right to have someone of the person's
own choosing administer a chemical test or tests in addition to any
administered at the direction of a peace officer; provided, that the
additional test sample on behalf of the person is obtained at the place
where the person is in custody, after the test administered at the
direction of a peace officer, and at no expense to the state. The failure
or inability to obtain an additional test or tests by a person does not
preclude the admission in evidence of the test taken at the direction of
a peace officer unless the additional test was prevented or denied by
the peace officer.

(c) The physician, medical technician, emergency medical
technician-paramedic, medical technologist, medical laboratory
technician, laboratory assistant, or registered nurse drawing blood at
the request of a peace officer for the purpose of determining the
concentration of alcohol, a controlled substance or its metabolite, or a
hazardous substance is in no manner liable in any civil or criminal
action except for negligence in drawing the blood. The person
administering a breath test must be fully trained in the administration
of breath tests pursuant to training given by the commissioner of
public safety.

169A.52 TEST REFUSAL OR FAILURE; LICENSE REVOCATION.
Subdivision 1. Test refusal. If a person refuses to permit a test,
then a test must not be given, but the peace officer shall report the
refusal to the commissioner and the authority having responsibility for
prosecution of impaired driving offenses for the jurisdiction in which
the acts occurred. However, if a peace officer has probable cause to
believe that the person has violated section 609.21 (criminal vehicular
homicide and injury), a test may be required and obtained despite the
person's refusal. A refusal to submit to an alcohol concentration test
does not constitute a violation of section 609.50 (obstructing legal
process), unless the refusal was accompanied by force or violence or
the threat of force or violence.
Subd. 2. Reporting test failure. (a) If a person submits to a test,
the results of that test must be reported to the commissioner and to
the authority having responsibility for prosecution of impaired driving
offenses for the jurisdiction in which the acts occurred, if the test
results indicate:

(1) an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more;
(2) an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more, if the person was

driving, operating, or in physical control of a commercial motor vehicle
at the time of the violation; or

(3) the presence of a controlled substance listed in schedule I or II
or its metabolite, other than marijuana or tetrahydrocannabinols.

(b) If a person submits to a test and the test results indicate the
presence of a hazardous substance, the results of that test must be
reported to the authority having responsibility for prosecution of
impaired driving offenses for the jurisdiction in which the acts
occurred.
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Subd. 3. Test refusal; license revocation. (a) Upon certification by
the peace officer that there existed probable cause to believe the
person had been driving, operating, or in physical control of a motor
vehicle in violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired), and
that the person refused to submit to a test, the commissioner shall
revoke the person's license or permit to drive, or nonresident
operating privilege, for a period of one year even if a test was obtained
pursuant to this section after the person refused to submit to testing.

(b) Upon certification by the peace officer that there existed
probable cause to believe the person had been driving, operating, or in
physical control of a commercial motor vehicle with the presence of
any alcohol in violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired),
and that the person refused to submit to a test, the commissioner
shall disqualify the person from operating a commercial motor vehicle
and shall revoke the person's license or permit to drive or nonresident
operating privilege according to the federal regulations adopted by
reference in section 171.165, subdivision 2 .
Subd. 4. Test failure; license revocation. (a) Upon certification by
the peace officer that there existed probable cause to believe the
person had been driving, operating, or in physical control of a motor
vehicle in violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) and
that the person submitted to a test and the test results indicate an
alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more or the presence of a controlled
substance listed in schedule I or II or its metabolite, other than
marijuana or tetrahydrocannabinols, then the commissioner shall
revoke the person's license or permit to drive, or nonresident
operating privilege:

(1) for a period of 90 days;
(2) if the person is under the age of 21 years, for a period of six

months;
(3) for a person with a qualified prior impaired driving incident

within the past ten years, for a period of 180 days; or
(4) if the test results indicate an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or

more, for twice the applicable period in clauses (1) to (3).
(b) On certification by the peace officer that there existed probable

cause to believe the person had been driving, operating, or in physical
control of a commercial motor vehicle with any presence of alcohol and
that the person submitted to a test and the test results indicated an
alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more, the commissioner shall
disqualify the person from operating a commercial motor vehicle under
section 171.165 (commercial driver's license disqualification).

(c) If the test is of a person's blood or urine by a laboratory
operated by the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, or authorized by the
bureau to conduct the analysis of a blood or urine sample, the
laboratory may directly certify to the commissioner the test results,
and the peace officer shall certify to the commissioner that there
existed probable cause to believe the person had been driving,
operating, or in physical control of a motor vehicle in violation of
section 169A.20 and that the person submitted to a test. Upon receipt
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of both certifications, the commissioner shall undertake the license
actions described in paragraphs (a) and (b).
Subd. 5. Unlicensed drivers; license issuance denial. If the
person is a resident without a license or permit to operate a motor
vehicle in this state, the commissioner shall deny to the person the
issuance of a license or permit after the date of the alleged violation
for the same period as provided in this section for revocation, subject
to review as provided in section 169A.53 (administrative and judicial
review of license revocation).
Subd. 6. Notice of revocation or disqualification; review. A
revocation under this section or a disqualification under section
171.165 (commercial driver's license disqualification) becomes
effective at the time the commissioner or a peace officer acting on
behalf of the commissioner notifies the person of the intention to
revoke, disqualify, or both, and of revocation or disqualification. The
notice must advise the person of the right to obtain administrative and
judicial review as provided in section 169A.53 (administrative and
judicial review of license revocation). If mailed, the notice and order of
revocation or disqualification is deemed received three days after
mailing to the last known address of the person.
Subd. 7. Test refusal; driving privilege lost. (a) On behalf of the
commissioner, a peace officer requiring a test or directing the
administration of a chemical test shall serve immediate notice of
intention to revoke and of revocation on a person who refuses to
permit a test or on a person who submits to a test the results of which
indicate an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more.

(b) On behalf of the commissioner, a peace officer requiring a test
or directing the administration of a chemical test of a person driving,
operating, or in physical control of a commercial motor vehicle shall
serve immediate notice of intention to disqualify and of disqualification
on a person who refuses to permit a test, or on a person who submits
to a test the results of which indicate an alcohol concentration of 0.04
or more.

(c) The officer shall:
(1) invalidate the person's driver's license or permit card by clipping

the upper corner of the card in such a way that no identifying
information including the photo is destroyed, and immediately return
the card to the person;

(2) issue the person a temporary license effective for only seven
days; and

(3) send the notification of this action to the commissioner along
with the certificate required by subdivision 3 or 4.
Subd. 8. Notice of action to other states. When a nonresident's
privilege to operate a motor vehicle in this state has been revoked or
denied, the commissioner shall give information in writing of the action
taken to the official in charge of traffic control or public safety of the
state of the person's residence and of any state in which the person
has a license.
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169A.53 ADMINISTRATIVE AND JUDICIAL REVIEW OF LICENSE
REVOCATION.
Subdivision 1. Administrative review. (a) At any time during a
period of revocation imposed under section 169A.52 (revocation of
license for test failure or refusal) or a period of disqualification
imposed under section 171.165 (commercial driver's license
disqualification), a person may request in writing a review of the order
of revocation or disqualification by the commissioner, unless the
person is entitled to review under section 171.166 (review of
disqualification). Upon receiving a request the commissioner or the
commissioner's designee shall review the order, the evidence upon
which the order was based, and any other material information
brought to the attention of the commissioner, and determine whether
sufficient cause exists to sustain the order. Within 15 days of receiving
the request the commissioner shall report in writing the results of the
review. The review provided in this subdivision is not subject to the
contested case provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act in
sections 14.001 to 14.69.

(b) The availability of administrative review for an order of
revocation or disqualification has no effect upon the availability of
judicial review under this section.

(c) Review under this subdivision must take place, if possible, at the
same time as any administrative review of the person's impoundment
order under section 169A.60, subdivision 9.
Subd. 2. Petition for judicial review. (a) Within 30 days following
receipt of a notice and order of revocation or disqualification pursuant
to section 169A.52 (revocation of license for test failure or refusal), a
person may petition the court for review. The petition must be filed
with the district court administrator in the county where the alleged
offense occurred, together with proof of service of a copy on the
commissioner, and accompanied by the standard filing fee for civil
actions. Responsive pleading is not required of the commissioner, and
court fees must not be charged for the appearance of the
commissioner in the matter.

(b) The petition must:
(1) be captioned in the full name of the person making the petition

as petitioner and the commissioner as respondent;
(2) include the petitioner's date of birth, driver's license number,

and date of the offense; and
(3) state with specificity the grounds upon which the petitioner

seeks rescission of the order of revocation, disqualification, or denial.
(c) The filing of the petition does not stay the revocation,

disqualification, or denial. The reviewing court may order a stay of the
balance of the revocation or disqualification if the hearing has not been
conducted within 60 days after filing of the petition upon terms the
court deems proper.

(d) Judicial reviews must be conducted according to the Rules of
Civil Procedure, except that prehearing discovery is mandatory and is
limited to:

(1) the notice of revocation;
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(2) the test record or, in the case of blood or urine tests, the
certificate of analysis;

(3) the peace officer's certificate and any accompanying
documentation submitted by the arresting officer to the commissioner;
and

(4) disclosure of potential witnesses, including experts, and the
basis of their testimony. Other types of discovery are available only
upon order of the court.
Subd. 3. Judicial hearing; issues, order, appeal. (a) A judicial
review hearing under this section must be before a district judge in
any county in the judicial district where the alleged offense occurred.
The hearing is to the court and may be conducted at the same time
and in the same manner as hearings upon pretrial motions in the
criminal prosecution under section 169A.20 (driving while impaired), if
any. The hearing must be recorded. The commissioner shall appear
and be represented by the attorney general or through the prosecuting
authority for the jurisdiction involved. The hearing must be held at the
earliest practicable date, and in any event no later than 60 days
following the filing of the petition for review. The judicial district
administrator shall establish procedures to ensure efficient compliance
with this subdivision. To accomplish this, the administrator may,
whenever possible, consolidate and transfer review hearings among
the locations within the judicial district where terms of district court
are held.

(b) The scope of the hearing is limited to the issues in clauses (1) to
(10) :

(1) Did the peace officer have probable cause to believe the person
was driving, operating, or in physical control of a motor vehicle or
commercial motor vehicle in violation of section 169A.20 (driving while
impaired)?

(2) Was the person lawfully placed under arrest for violation of
section 169A.20?

(3) Was the person involved in a motor vehicle accident or collision
resulting in property damage, personal injury, or death?

(4) Did the person refuse to take a screening test provided for by
section 169A.41 (preliminary screening test)?

(5) If the screening test was administered, did the test indicate an
alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more?

(6) At the time of the request for the test, did the peace officer
inform the person of the person's rights and the consequences of
taking or refusing the test as required by section 169A.51, subdivision
2?

(7) Did the person refuse to permit the test?
(8) If a test was taken by a person driving, operating, or in physical

control of a motor vehicle, did the test results indicate at the time of
testing:

(i) an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more; or
(ii) the presence of a controlled substance listed in schedule I or II

or its metabolite, other than marijuana or tetrahydrocannabinols?
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(9) If a test was taken by a person driving, operating, or in physical
control of a commercial motor vehicle, did the test results indicate an
alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more at the time of testing?

(10) Was the testing method used valid and reliable and were the
test results accurately evaluated?

(c) It is an affirmative defense for the petitioner to prove that, at
the time of the refusal, the petitioner's refusal to permit the test was
based upon reasonable grounds.

(d) Certified or otherwise authenticated copies of laboratory or
medical personnel reports, records, documents, licenses, and
certificates are admissible as substantive evidence.

(e) The court shall order that the revocation or disqualification be
either rescinded or sustained and forward the order to the
commissioner. The court shall file its order within 14 days following the
hearing. If the revocation or disqualification is sustained, the court
shall also forward the person's driver's license or permit to the
commissioner for further action by the commissioner if the license or
permit is not already in the commissioner's possession.

(f) Any party aggrieved by the decision of the reviewing court may
appeal the decision as provided in the Rules of Appellate Procedure.

(g) The civil hearing under this section shall not give rise to an
estoppel on any issues arising from the same set of circumstances in
any criminal prosecution.

169A.S4 DWI CONVICTIONS,ADJUDICATIONSi
ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.
Subdivision 1. Revocation periods for DWI convictions. Except
as provided in subdivision 7, the commissioner shall revoke the
driver's license of a person convicted of violating section 169A.20
(driving while impaired) or an ordinance in conformity with it, as
follows:

(1) for an offense under section 169A.20, subdivision 1 (driving
while impaired crime): not less than 30 days;

(2) for an offense under section 169A.20, subdivision 2 (refusal to
submit to chemical test crime): not less than 90 days;

(3) for an offense occurring within ten years of a qualified prior
impaired driving incident:

(i) if the current conviction is for a violation of section 169A.20,
subdivision 1, not less than 180 days and until the court has certified
that treatment or rehabilitation has been successfully completed where
prescribed in accordance with section 169A.70 (chemical use
assessments); or

(ii) if the current conviction is for a violation of section 169A.20,
subdivision 2, not less than one year and until the court has certified
that treatment or rehabilitation has been successfully completed where
prescribed in accordance with section 169A.70;

(4) for an offense occurring within ten years of the first of two
qualified prior impaired driving incidents: not less than one year,
together with denial under section 171.04, subdivision 1 , clause (10),
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until rehabilitation is established in accordance with standards
established by the commissioner; or

(5) for an offense occurring within ten years of the first of three or
more qualified prior impaired driving incidents: not less than two
years, together with denial under section 171.04, subdivision 1, clause
(10), until rehabilitation is established in accordance with standards
established by the commissioner.
Subd. 2. Driving while impaired by person under age 21. If the
person convicted of violating section 169A.20 (driving while impaired)
is under the age of 21 years at the time of the violation, the
commissioner shall revoke the offender's driver's license or operating
privileges for a period of six months or for the appropriate period of
time under subdivision 1, clauses (1) to (5), for the offense
committed, whichever is the greatest period.
Subd. 3. Juvenile adjudications. For purposes of this section, a
juvenile adjudication under section 169A.20 (driving while impaired),
an ordinance in conformity with it, or a statute or ordinance from
another state in conformity with it is an offense.
Subd. 4. Violations involving personal injury. Whenever
department records show that the violation involved personal injury or
death to any person, at least 90 additional days must be added to the
base periods provided in subdivisions 1 to 3.
Subd. 5. Violations involving alcohol concentration of 0.20 or
more. If the person is convicted of violating section 169A.20 (driving
while impaired) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or more
as measured at the time, or within two hours of the time, of the
offense, the commissioner shall revoke the person's driver's license for
twice the period of time otherwise provided for in this section.
Subd. 6. Applicability of implied consent revocation. (a) Any
person whose license has been revoked pursuant to section 169A.52
(license revocation for test failure or refusal) as the result of the same
incident, and who does not have a qualified prior impaired driving
incident, is subject to the mandatory revocation provisions of
subdivision 1, clause (1) or (2), in lieu of the mandatory revocation
provisions of section 169A.52.

(b) Paragraph (a) does not apply to:
(1) a person whose license has been revoked under subdivision 2

(driving while impaired by person under age 21); or
(2) a person whose driver's license has been revoked for, or who is

charged with, a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired)
with an aggravating factor described in section 169A.03, subdivision 3,
clause (2) or (3).
Subd. 7. Alcohol-related commercial vehicle driving violations.

(a) The administrative penalties described in subdivision 1 do not
apply to violations of section 169A.20, subdivision 1 (driving while
impaired crime), by a person operating a commercial motor vehicle
unless the person's alcohol concentration as measured at the time, or
within two hours of the time, of the operation was 0.08 or more or the
person violates section 169A.20, subdivision 1, clauses (1) to (4) or
(7).
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(b) The commissioner shall disqualify a person from operating a
commercial motor vehicle as provided under section 171.165
(commercial driver's license, disqualification), on receipt of a record of
conviction for a violation of section 169A.20.

(c) A person driving, operating, or in physical control of a
commercial motor vehicle with any presence of alcohol is prohibited
from operating a commercial motor vehicle for 24 hours from issuance
of an out-of-service order.
Subd. 8. Underage drinking and driving violations. The
administrative penalties described in section 169A.33, subdivision 3,
apply to violations of section 169A.33 (underage drinking and driving).
Subd. 9. Alcohol-related school bus driving violations. The
administrative penalties described in section 171.3215 (canceling
school bus endorsements for certain offenses) apply to violations of
section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) by a person driving,
operating, or in physical control of a school bus or Head Start bus.
Subd. 10. License revocation; court invalidation. (a) Except as
provided in subdivision 7, on behalf of the commissioner, a court shall
serve notice of revocation or cancellation on a person convicted of a
violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) unless the
commissioner has already revoked the person's driving privileges or
served the person with a notice of revocation for a violation of section
169A.52 (license revocation for test failure or refusal) arising out of
the same incident.

(b) The court shall invalidate the driver's license or permit in such a
way that no identifying information is destroyed.
Subd. 11. Chemical use assessment. When the evidentiary test
shows an alcohol concentration of 0.07 or more, that result must be
reported to the commissioner. The commissioner shall record that fact
on the driver's record. When the driver's record shows a second or
subsequent report of an alcohol concentration of 0.07 or more within
two years of a recorded report, the commissioner may require that the
driver have a chemical use assessment meeting the commissioner's
requirements. The assessment must be at the driver's expense. In no
event shall the commissioner deny the license of a person who refuses
to take the assessment or to undertake treatment, if treatment is
indicated by the assessment, for longer than 90 days. If an
assessment is made pursuant to this section, the commissioner may
waive the assessment required by section 169A.70.

169A.55 LICENSE REVOCATION TERMINATION; LICENSE
REINSTATEMENT.
Subdivision 1. Termination of revocation period. If the
commissioner receives notice of the driver's attendance at a driver
improvement clinic, attendance at counseling sessions, or participation
in treatment for an alcohol problem, the commissioner may, 30 days
prior to the time the revocation period would otherwise expire,
terminate the revocation period. The commissioner shall not terminate
the revocation period under this subdivision for a driver who has had a
license revoked under section 169A.52 (license revocation for test
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failure or refusal); 169A.54 (impaired driving convictions and
adjudications; administrative penalties); or Minnesota Statutes 1998,
section 169.121 (driving under the influence of alcohol or controlled
substances); or 169.123 (implied consent) for another incident during
the preceding three-year period.
Subd. 2. Reinstatement of driving privileges; notice. Upon
expiration of a period of revocation under section 169A.52 (license
revocation for test failure or refusal) or 169A.54 (impaired driving
convictions and adjudications; administrative penalties), the
commissioner shall notify the person of the terms upon which driving
privileges can be reinstated, and new registration plates issued, which
terms are: (1) successful completion of an examination and proof of
compliance with any terms of alcohol treatment or counseling
previously prescribed, if any; and (2) any other requirements imposed
by the commissioner and applicable to that particular case. The
commissioner shall notify the owner of a motor vehicle subject to an
impoundment order under section 169A.60 (administrative
impoundment of plates) as a result of the violation of the procedures
for obtaining new registration plates, if the owner is not the violator.
The commissioner shall also notify the person that if driving is
resumed without reinstatement of driving privileges or without valid
registration plates and registration certificate, the person will be
subject to criminal penalties.
Subd. 3. Reinstatement or issuance of provisional license. The
commissioner shall not issue a provisional or regular driver's license to
a person whose provisional driver's license was revoked for conviction
as a juvenile of a violation of section 169A.20, 169A.33, or 169A.35; a
violation of a provision of sections 169A.50 to 169A.53; or a crash
related moving violation; until the person, following the violation,
reaches the age of 18 and satisfactorily:

(1) completes a formal course in driving instruction approved by the
commissioner of public safety;

(2) completes an additional three months' experience operating a
motor vehicle, as documented to the satisfaction of the commissioner;

(3) completes the written examination for a driver's license with a
passing score; and

(4) complies with all other laws for reinstatement of a provisional or
regular driver's license, as applicable.

169A.60 ADMINISTRATIVE IMPOUNDMENT OF PLATES.
Subdivision 1. Definitions. (a) As used in this section, the following
terms have the meanings given in this subdivision.

(b) "Family or household member" has the meaning given in section
169A.63, subdivision 1.

(c) "Motor vehicle" means a self-propelled motor vehicle other than
a motorboat in operation or an off-road recreational vehicle.

(d) "Plate impoundment violation" includes:
(1) a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) or

169A.52 (license revocation for test failure or refusal), or a conforming
ordinance from this state or a conforming statute or ordinance from
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another state, that results in the revocation of a person's driver's
license or driving privileges, within ten years of a qualified prior
impaired driving incident;

(2) a license disqualification under section 171.165 (commercial
driver's license disqualification) resulting from a violation of section
169A.52 within ten years of a qualified prior impaired driving incident;

(3) a violation of section 169A.20 or 169A.52 while having an
alcohol concentration of 0.20 or more as measured at the time, or
within two hours of the time, of the offense;

(4) a violation of section 169A.20 or 169A.52 while having a child
under the age of 16 in the vehicle if the child is more than 36 months
younger than the offender; and

(5) a violation of section 171.24 (driving without valid license) by a
person whose driver's license or driving privileges have been canceled
under section 171.04, subdivision 1, clause (10) (persons not eligible
for driver's license, inimical to public safety).

(e) "Violator" means a person who was driving, operating, or in
physical control of the motor vehicle when the plate impoundment
violation occurred.
Subd. 2. Plate impoundment violation; impoundment order. (a)
The commissioner shall issue a registration plate impoundment order
when:

(1) a person's driver's license or driving privileges are revoked for a
plate impoundment violation; or

(2) a person is arrested for or charged with a plate impoundment
violation described in subdivision 1, paragraph (d), clause (5).

(b) The order must require the impoundment of the registration
plates of the motor vehicle involved in the plate impoundment
violation and all motor vehicles owned by, registered, or leased in the
name of the violator, including motor vehicles registered jointly or
leased in the name of the violat.or and another. The commissioner shall
not issue an impoundment order for the registration plates of a rental
vehicle, as defined in section 168.041, subdivision 10, or a vehicle
registered in another state.
Subd. 3. Notice of impoundment. An impoundment order is
effective when the commissioner or a peace officer acting on behalf of
the commissioner notifies the violator or the registered owner of the
motor vehicle of the intent to impound and order of impoundment. The
notice must advise the violator of the duties and obligations set forth
in subdivision 6 (surrender of plates) and of the right to obtain
administrative and judicial review. The notice to the registered owner
who is not the violator must include the procedure to obtain new
registration plates under subdivision 8. If mailed, the notice and order
of impoundment is deemed received three days after mailing to the
last known address of the violator or the registered owner.
Subd. 4. Peace officer as agent for notice of impoundment. On
behalf of the commissioner, a peace officer issuing a notice of intent to
revoke and of revocation for a plate impoundment violation shall also
serve a notice of intent to impound and an order of impoundment. On
behalf of the commissioner, a peace officer who is arresting a person
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for or charging a person with a plate impoundment violation described
in subdivision 1, paragraph (d), clause (5), shall also serve a notice of
intent to impound and an order of impoundment. If the vehicle
involved in the plate impoundment violation is accessible to the officer
at the time the impoundment order is issued, the officer shall seize the
registration plates subject to the impoundment order. The officer shall
destroy all plates seized or impounded under this section. The officer
shall send to the commissioner copies of the notice of intent to
impound and the order of impoundment and a notice that registration
plates impounded and seized under this section have been destroyed.
Subd. 5. Temporary permit. If the motor vehicle is registered to
the violator, the officer shall issue a temporary vehicle permit that is
valid for seven days when the officer issues the notices under
subdivision 4. If the motor vehicle is registered in the name of
another, the officer shall issue a temporary vehicle permit that is valid
for 45 days when the notices are issued under subdivision 3. The
permit must be in a form determined by the registrar and whenever
practicable must be posted on the left side of the inside rear window of
the vehicle. A permit is valid only for the vehicle for which it is issued.
Subd. 6. Surrender of plates. Within seven days after issuance of
the impoundment notice, a person who receives a notice of
impoundment and impoundment order shall surrender all registration
plates subject to the impoundment order that were not seized by a
peace officer under subdivision 4. Registration plates required to be
surrendered under this subdivision must be surrendered to a
Minnesota police department, sheriff, or the State Patrol, along with a
copy of the impoundment order. A law enforcement agency receiving
registration plates under this subdivision shall destroy the plates and
notify the commissioner that they have been destroyed. The
notification to the commissioner shall also include a copy of the
impoundment order.
Subd. 7. Vehicle not owned by violator. A violator may file a
sworn statement with the commissioner within seven days of the
issuance of an impoundment order stating any material information
relating to the impoundment order, including that the vehicle has been
sold or destroyed, and supplying the date, name, location, and address
of the person or entity that purchased or destroyed the vehicle. The
commissioner shall rescind the impoundment order if the violator
shows that the impoundment order was not properly issued.
Subd. 8. Reissuance of registration plates. (a) The commissioner
shall rescind the impoundment order of a person subject to an order
under this section, other than the violator, if:

(1) the violator had a valid driver's license on the date of the plate
impoundment violation and the person files with the commissioner an
acceptable sworn statement containing the following information:

(i) that the person is the registered owner of the vehicle from which
the plates have been impounded under this section;

(ii) that the person is the current owner and possessor of the
vehicle used in the violation;
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(iii) the date on which the violator obtained the vehicle from the
registered owner;

(iv) the residence addresses of the registered owner and the
violator on the date the violator obtained the vehicle from the
registered owner;

(v) that the person was not a passenger in the vehicle at the time
of the plate impoundment violation; and

(vi) that the person knows that the violator may not drive, operate,
or be in physical control of a vehicle without a valid driver's license; or

(2) the violator did not have a valid driver's license on the date of
the plate impoundment violation and the person made a report to law
enforcement before the violation stating that the vehicle had been
taken from the person's possession or was being used without
permission.

(b) A person who has failed to make a report as provided in
paragraph (a), clause (2), may be issued special registration plates
under subdivision 13 for a period of one year from the effective date of
the impoundment order. Following this period, the person may apply
for regular registration plates.

(c) If the order is rescinded, the owner shall receive new
registration plates at no cost, if the plates were seized and destroyed.
Subd. 9. Administrative review. (a) At any time during the
effective period of an impoundment order, a person may request in
writing a review of the impoundment order by the commissioner. On
receiving a request, the commissioner or the commissioner's designee
shall review the order, the evidence upon which the order was based,
and any other material information brought to the attention of the
commissioner, and determine whether sufficient cause exists to
sustain the order. The commissioner shall report in writing the results
of the review within 15 days of receiving the request. The review
provided in this subdivision is not subject to the contested case
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act in sections 14.001 to
14.69. As a result of this review, the commissioner may authorize the
issuance at no cost of new registration plates to the registered owner
of the vehicle if the registered owner's license or driving privileges
were not revoked as a result of the plate impoundment violation.

(b) Review under this subdivision must take place, if possible, at
the same time as any administrative review of the person's license
revocation under section 169A.53 (administrative and judicial review
of license revocation).
Subd. 10. Petition for judicial review. (a) Within 30 days following
receipt of a notice and order of impoundment under this section, a
person may petition the court for review. The petition must include
proof of service of a copy of the petition on the commissioner. The
petition must include the petitioner's date of birth, driver's license
number, and date of the plate impoundment violation, as well as the
name of the violator and the law enforcement agency that issued the
plate impoundment order. The petition must state with specificity the
grounds upon which the petitioner seeks rescission of the order for
impoundment. The petition may be combined with any petition filed
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under section 169A.53 (administrative and judicial review of license
revocation).

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the judicial review
and hearing are governed by section 169A.53 and must take place at
the same time as any judicial review of the person's license revocation
under section 169A.53. The filing of the petition does not stay the
impoundment order. The reviewing court may order a stay of the
balance of the impoundment period if the hearing has not been
conducted within 60 days after filing of the petition upon terms the
court deems proper. The court shall order either that the
impoundment be rescinded or sustained, and forward the order to the
commissioner. The court shall file its order within 14 days following the
hearing.

(c) In addition to the issues described in section 169A.53,
subdivision 3 (judicial review of license revocation), the scope of a
hearing under this subdivision is limited to:

(1) if the impoundment is based on a plate impoundment violation
described in subdivision 1, paragraph (d), clause (3) or (4), whether
the peace officer had probable cause to believe the violator committed
the plate impoundment violation and whether the evidence
demonstrates that the plate impoundment violation occurred; and

(2) for all other cases, whether the peace officer had probable
cause to believe the violator committed the plate impoundment
violation.

(d) In a hearing under this subdivision, the following records are
admissible in evidence:

(1) certified copies of the violator's driving record; and
(2) certified copies of vehicle registration records bearing the

violator's name.
Subd. 11. Rescission of revocation and dismissal or acquittal;
new plates. If:

(1) the driver's license revocation that is the basis for an
impoundment order is rescinded; and

(2) the charges for the plate impoundment violation have been
dismissed with prejudice or the violator has been acquitted of the plate
impoundment violation; then the registrar of motor vehicles shall issue
new registration plates for the vehicle at no cost, when the registrar
receives an application that includes a copy of the order rescinding the
driver's license revocation and either the order dismissing the charges
or the judgment of acquittal.
Subd. 12. Charge for reinstatement of plates in certain
situations. When the registrar of motor vehicles reinstates a person's
registration plates after impoundment for reasons other than those
described in subdivision 11, the registrar shall charge the person $50
for each vehicle for which the registration plates are being reinstated.
Subd. 13. Special registration plates. (a) At any time during the
effective period of an impoundment order, a violator or registered
owner may apply to the commissioner for new registration plates,
which must bear a special series of numbers or letters so as to be
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readily identified by traffic law enforcement officers. The commissioner
may authorize the issuance of special plates if:

(1) the violator has a qualified licensed driver whom the violator
must identify;

(2) the violator or registered owner has a limited license issued
under section 171.30;

(3) the registered owner is not the violator and the registered
owner has a valid or limited driver's license;

(4) a member of the registered owner's household has a valid
driver's license; or

(5) the violator has been reissued a valid driver's license.
(b) The commissioner may not issue new registration plates for that

vehicle subject to plate impoundment for a period of at least one year
from the date of the impoundment order. In addition, if the owner is
the violator, new registration plates may not be issued for the vehicle
unless the person has been reissued a valid driver's license in
accordance with chapter 171.

(c) A violator may not apply for new registration plates for a vehicle
at any time before the person's driver's license is reinstated.

(d) The commissioner may issue the special plates on payment of a
$50 fee for each vehicle for which special plates are requested.

(e) Paragraphs (a) to (d) notwithstanding, the commissioner must
issue upon request new registration plates for a vehicle for which the
registration plates have been impounded if:

(1) the impoundment order is rescinded;
(2) the vehicle is transferred in compliance with subdivision 14; or
(3) the vehicle is transferred to a Minnesota automobile dealer

licensed under section 168.27, a financial institution that has
submitted a repossession affidavit, or a government agency.
Subd. 14. Sale of vehicle subject to impoundment order. (a) A
registered owner may not sell or transfer a motor vehicle during the
time its registration plates have been ordered impounded or during the
time its registration plates bear a special series number, unless:

(1) the sale is for a valid consideration;
(2) the transferee and the registered owner are not family or

household members;
(3) the transferee signs an acceptable sworn statement with the

commissioner attesting that:
(i) the transferee and the violator are not family or household

members;
(ii) the transferee understands that the vehicle is subject to an

impoundment order; and
(iii) it is a crime under section 169A.37 to file a false statement

under this section or to allow the previously registered owner to drive,
operate, or be in control of the vehicle during the impoundment
period; and

(4) all elements of section 168A.l0 (transfer of interest by owner)
are satisfied.
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(b) If the conditions of paragraph (a) are satisfied, the registrar
may transfer the title to the new owner upon proper application and
issue new registration plates for the vehicle.
Subd. 15. Acquiring another vehicle. If the violator applies to the
commissioner for registration plates for any vehicle during the
effective period of the plate impoundment, the commissioner shall not
issue registration plates unless the violator qualifies for special
registration plates under subdivision 13 and unless the plates issued
are special plates as described in subdivision 13.
Subd. 16. Fees credited. Fees collected from the sale or
reinstatement of license plates under this section must be paid into the
state treasury and credited one-half to the vehicle services operating
account in the special revenue fund specified in section 299A.705 and
one-half to the general fund.
Subd. 17. Plate impoundment; penalty. Criminal penalties for
violating this section are governed by section 169A.37.
Subd. 18. Stop of vehicles bearing special plates. The authority
of a peace officer to stop a vehicle bearing special plates is governed
by section 168.0422.

169A.63 VEHICLE FORFEITURE.
Subdivision 1. Definitions. (a) As used in this section, the following
terms have the meanings given them.

(b) "Appropriate agency" means a law enforcement agency that has
the authority to make an arrest for a violation of a designated offense
or to reqUire a test under section 169A.51 (chemical tests for
intoxication).

(c) "Claimant" means an owner of a motor vehicle or a person
claiming a leasehold or security interest in a motor vehicle.

(d) "Designated license revocation" includes a license revocation
under section 169A.52 (license revocation for test failure or refusal) or
a license disqualification under section 171.165 (commercial driver's
license disqualification) resulting from a violation of section 169A.52;
within ten years of the first of two or more qualified prior impaired
driving incidents.

(e) "Designated offense" includes:
(1) a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) under the

circumstances described in section 169A.24 (first-degree driving while
impaired), or 169A.25 (second-degree driving while impaired); or

(2) a violation of section 169A.20 or an ordinance in conformity with
it:

(i) by a person whose driver's license or driving privileges have
been canceled as inimical to public safety under section 171.04,
subdivision 1, clause (10), and not reinstated; or

(ii) by a person who is subject to a restriction on the person's
driver's license under section 171.09 (commissioner's license
restrictions), which provides that the person may not use or consume
any amount of alcohol or a controlled substance.

(f) "Family or household member" means:
(1) a parent, stepparent, or guardian;
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(2) any of the following persons related by blood, marriage, or
adoption: brother, sister, stepbrother, stepsister, first cousin, aunt,
uncle, nephew, niece, grandparent, great-grandparent, great-uncle,
great-aunt; or

(3) persons residing together or persons who regularly associate
and communicate with one another outside of a workplace setting.

(g) "Motor vehicle" and "vehicle" do not include a vehicle which is
stolen or taken in violation of the law.

(h) "Owner" means a person legally entitled to possession, use, and
control of a motor vehicle, including a lessee of a motor vehicle if the
lease agreement has a term of 180 days or more. There is a rebuttable
presumption that a person registered as the owner of a motor vehicle
according to the records of the Department of Public Safety is the legal
owner. For purposes of this section, if a motor vehicle is owned jointly
by two or more people, each owner's interest extends to the whole of
the vehicle and is not subject to apportionment.

(i) "Prosecuting authority" means the attorney in the jurisdiction in
which the designated offense occurred who is responsible for
prosecuting violations of a designated offense or a designee. If a state
agency initiated the forfeiture, and the attorney responsible for
prosecuting the designated offense declines to pursue forfeiture, the
Attorney General's Office or its designee may initiate forfeiture under
this section.

(j) "Security interest" means a bona fide security interest perfected
according to section 168A.17, subdivision 2, based on a loan or other
financing that, if a vehicle is reqUired to be registered under chapter
168, is listed on the vehicle's title.
Subd. 2. Seizure. (a) A motor vehicle subject to forfeiture under this
section may be seized by the appropriate agency upon process issued
by any court haVing jurisdiction over the vehicle.

(b) Property may be seized without process if:
(1) the seizure is incident to a lawful arrest or a lawful search;
(2) the vehicle subject to seizure has been the subject of a prior

judgment in favor of the state in a criminal injunction or forfeiture
proceeding under this section; or

(3) the appropriate agency has probable cause to believe that the
delay occasioned by the necessity to obtain process would result in the
removal or destruction of the vehicle. If property is seized without
process under this clause, the prosecuting authority must institute a
forfeiture action under this section as soon as is reasonably possible by
serving a notice of seizure and intent to forfeit at the address of the
owner as listed in the records of the Department of Public Safety.
Subd. 3. Right to possession vests immediately; custody. All
right, title, and interest in a vehicle subject to forfeiture under this
section vests in the appropriate agency upon commission of the
conduct resulting in the designated offense or designated license
revocation giving rise to the forfeiture. Any vehicle seized under this
section is not subject to replevin, but is deemed to be in the custody of
the appropriate agency subject to the orders and decrees of the court
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having jurisdiction over the forfeiture proceedings. When a vehicle is
seized under this section, the appropriate agency may:

(1) place the vehicle under seal;
(2) remove the vehicle to a place designated by it;
(3) place a disabling device on the vehicle; and
(4) take other steps reasonable and necessary to secure the vehicle

and prevent waste.
Subd. 4. Bond by owner for possession. If the owner of a vehicle
that has been seized under this section seeks possession of the vehicle
before the forfeiture action is determined, the owner may, subject to
the approval of the appropriate agency, give security or post bond
payable to the appropriate agency in an amount equal to the retail
value of the seized vehicle. On posting the security or bond, the seized
vehicle may be returned to the owner only if a disabling device is
attached to the vehicle. The forfeiture action must proceed against the
security as if it were the seized vehicle.
Subd. 5. Evidence. Certified copies of court records and motor
vehicle and driver's license records concerning qualified prior impaired
driving incidents are admissible as substantive evidence where
necessary to prove the commission of a designated offense or the
occurrence of a designated license revocation.
Subd. 6. Vehicle subject to forfeiture. (a) A motor vehicle is
subject to forfeiture under this section if it was used in the commission
of a designated offense or was used in conduct resulting in a
designated license revocation.

(b) Motorboats subject to seizure and forfeiture under this section
also include their trailers.
Subd. 7. Limitations on vehicle forfeiture. (a) A vehicle is
presumed subject to forfeiture under this section if:

(1) the driver is convicted of the designated offense upon which the
forfeitu re is based;

(2) the driver fails to appear for a scheduled court appearance with
respect to the designated offense charged and fails to voluntarily
surrender within 48 hours after the time required for appearance; or

(3) the driver's conduct results in a designated license revocation
and the driver fails to seek judicial review of the revocation in a timely
manner as required by section 169A.53, subdivision 2, (petition for
judicial review), or the license revocation is judicially reviewed and
sustained under section 169A.53, subdivision 2.

(b) A vehicle encumbered by a security interest perfected according
to section 168A.17, subdivision 2, or subject to a lease that has a term
of 180 days or more, is subject to the interest of the secured party or
lessor unless the party or lessor had knowledge of or consented to the
act upon which the forfeiture is based. However, when the proceeds of
the sale of a seized vehicle do not equal or exceed the outstanding
loan balance, the appropriate agency shall remit all proceeds of the
sale to the secured party after deducting the agency's costs for the
seizure, tow, storage, forfeiture, and sale of the vehicle. If the sale of
the vehicle is conducted in a commercially reasonable manner
consistent with the provisions of section 336.9-610, the agency is not
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liable to the secured party for any amount owed on the loan in excess
of the sale proceeds. The validity and amount of a nonperfected
security interest must be established by its holder by clear and
convincing evidence.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (b), the secured party's or lessor's
interest in a vehicle is not subject to forfeiture based solely on the
secured party's or lessor's knowledge of the act or omission upon
which the forfeiture is based if the secured party or lessor
demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence that the party or lessor
took reasonable steps to terminate use of the vehicle by the offender.

(d) A motor vehicle is not subject to forfeiture under this section if
its owner can demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that the
owner did not have actual or constructive knowledge that the vehicle
would be used or operated in any manner contrary to law or that the
owner took reasonable steps to prevent use of the vehicle by the
offender. If the offender is a family or household member of the owner
and has three or more prior impaired driving convictions, the owner is
presumed to know of any vehicle use by the offender that is contrary
to law. "Vehicle use contrary to law" includes, but is not limited to,
violations of the following statutes:

(1) section 171.24 (violations; driving without valid license);
(2) section 169.791 (criminal penalty for failure to produce proof of

insurance);
(3) section 171.09 (driving restrictions; authority, violations);
(4) section 169A.20 (driving while impaired);
(5) section 169A.33 (underage drinking and driving); and
(6) section 169A.35 (open bottle law).

Subd. 8. Administrative forfeiture procedure. (a) A motor vehicle
used to commit a designated offense or used in conduct resulting in a
designated license revocation is subject to administrative forfeiture
under this subdivision.

(b) When a motor vehicle is seized under subdivision 2, or within a
reasonable time after seizure, the appropriate agency shall serve the
driver or operator of the vehicle with a notice of the seizure and intent
to forfeit the vehicle. Additionally, when a motor vehicle is seized
under subdivision 2, or within a reasonable time after that, all persons
known to have an ownership, possessory, or security interest in the
vehicle must be notified of the seizure and the intent to forfeit the
vehicle. For those vehicles required to be registered under chapter
168, the notification to a person known to have a security interest in
the vehicle is required only if the vehicle is registered under chapter
168 and the interest is listed on the vehicle's title. Notice mailed by
certified mail to the address shown in Department of Public Safety
records is sufficient notice to the registered owner of the vehicle. For
motor vehicles not required to be registered under chapter 168, notice
mailed by certified mail to the address shown in the applicable filing or
registration for the vehicle is sufficient notice to a person known to
have an ownership, possessory, or security interest in the vehicle.
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Otherwise, notice may be given in the manner provided by law for
service of a summons in a civil action.

(c) The notice must be in writing and contain:
(1) a description of the vehicle seized;
(2) the date of seizure; and
(3) notice of the right to obtain judicial review of the forfeiture and

of the procedure for obtaining that judicial review, printed in English,
Hmong, and Spanish. Substantially the following language must
appear conspicuously: "IF YOU DO NOT DEMAND JUDICIAL REVIEW
EXACTLY AS PRESCRIBED IN MINNESOTA STATUTES, SECTION
169A.63, SUBDIVISION 8, YOU LOSE THE RIGHT TO A JUDICIAL
DETERMINATION OF THIS FORFEITURE AND YOU LOSE ANY RIGHT
YOU MAY HAVE TO THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY. YOU MAY NOT
HAVE TO PAY THE FILING FEE FOR THE DEMAND IF DETERMINED YOU
ARE UNABLE TO AFFORD THE FEE. IF THE PROPERTY IS WORTH
$7,500 OR LESS, YOU MAY FILE YOUR CLAIM IN CONCILIATION
COURT. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PAY THE CONCILIATION COURT FILING
FEE IF THE PROPERTY IS WORTH LESS THAN $500."

(d) Within 30 days folloWing service of a notice of seizure and
forfeiture under this subdivision, a claimant may file a demand for a
judicial determination of the forfeiture. The demand must be in the
form of a civil complaint and must be filed with the court administrator
in the county in which the seizure occurred, together with proof of
service of a copy of the complaint on the prosecuting authority having
jurisdiction over the forfeiture and the appropriate agency that
initiated the forfeiture, including the standard filing fee for civil actions
unless the petitioner has the right to sue in forma pauperis under
section 563.01. If the value of the seized property is $7,500 or less,
the claimant may file an action in conciliation court for recovery of the
seized vehicle. A copy of the conciliation court statement of claim must
be served personally or by mail on the prosecuting authority having
jurisdiction over the forfeiture, as well as on the appropriate agency
that initiated the forfeiture, within 30 days following service of the
notice of seizure and forfeiture under this subdivision. If the value of
the seized property is less than $500, the claimant does not have to
pay the conciliation court filing fee. No responsive pleading is required
of the prosecuting authority and no court fees may be charged for the
prosecuting authority's appearance in the matter. The prosecuting
authority may appear for the appropriate agency. Pleadings, filings,
and methods of service are governed by the Rules of Civil Procedure.

(e) The complaint must be captioned in the name of the claimant as
plaintiff and the seized vehicle as defendant, and must state with
specificity the grounds on which the claimant alleges the vehicle was
improperly seized, the claimant's interest in the vehicle seized, and
any affirmative defenses the claimant may have. Notwithstanding any
law to the contrary, an action for the return of a vehicle seized under
this section may not be maintained by or on behalf of any person who
has been served with a notice of seizure and forfeiture unless the
person has complied with this subdivision.
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(f) If the claimant makes a timely demand for a judicial
determination under this subdivision, the forfeiture proceedings must
be conducted as provided under subdivision 9.
Subd. 9. Judicial forfeiture procedure. (a) This subdivision
governs judicial determinations of the forfeiture of a motor vehicle
used to commit a designated offense or used in conduct resulting in a
designated license revocation. An action for forfeiture is a civil in rem
action and is independent of any criminal prosecution. All proceedings
are governed by the Rules of Civil Procedure.

(b) If no demand for judicial determination of the forfeiture is
pending, the prosecuting authority may, in the name of the jurisdiction
pursuing the forfeiture, file a separate complaint against the vehicle,
describing it, specifying that it was used in the commission of a
designated offense or was used in conduct resulting in a designated
license revocation, and specifying the time and place of its unlawful
use.

(c) The prosecuting authority may file an answer to a properly
served demand for judicial determination, including an affirmative
counterclaim for forfeiture. The prosecuting authority is not required to
file an answer.

(d) A judicial determination under this subdivision must not precede
adjudication in the criminal prosecuti~:Jn of the designated offense
without the consent of the prosecuting authority. The district court
administrator shall schedule the hearing as soon as practicable after
adjudication in the criminal prosecution. The district court
administrator shall establish procedures to ensure efficient compliance
with this subdivision. The hearing is to the court without a jury.

(e) There is a presumption that a vehicle seized under this section
is subject to forfeiture if the prosecuting authority establishes that the
vehicle was used in the commission of a designated offense or
designated license revocation. A claimant bears the burden of proving
any affirmative defense raised.

(f) If the forfeiture is based on the commission of a designated
offense and the person charged with the designated offense appears in
court as required and is not convicted of the offense, the court shall
order the property returned to the person legally entitled to it upon
that person's compliance with the redemption requirements of section
169A.42. If the forfeiture is based on a designated license revocation,
and the license revocation is rescinded under section 169A.53,
subdivision 3 (judicial review hearing, issues, order, appeal), the court
shall order the property returned to the person legally entitled to it
upon that person's compliance with the redemption requirements of
section 169A.42.

(g) If the lawful ownership of the vehicle used in the commission of
a designated offense or used in conduct resulting in a designated
license revocation can be determined and the owner makes the
demonstration reqUired under subdivision 7, paragraph (d), the vehicle
must be returned immediately upon the owner's compliance with the
redemption reqUirements of section 169A.42.
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(h) If the court orders the return of a seized vehicle under this
subdivision it must order that filing fees be reimbursed to the person
who filed the demand for judicial determination. In addition, the court
may order sanctions under section 549.211 (sanctions in civil actions).
Any reimbursement fees or sanctions must be paid from other
forfeiture proceeds of the law enforcement agency and prosecuting
authority involved and in the same proportion as distributed under
subdivision 10, paragraph (b).
Subd. 10. Disposition of forfeited vehicle. (a) If the vehicle is
administratively forfeited under subdivision 8, or if the court finds
under subdivision 9 that the vehicle is subject to forfeiture under
subdivisions 6 and 7, the appropriate agency shall:

(1) sell the vehicle and distribute the proceeds under paragraph
(b); or

(2) keep the vehicle for official use. If the agency keeps a forfeited
motor vehicle for official use, it shall make reasonable efforts to ensure
that the motor vehicle is available for use by the agency's officers who
participate in the drug abuse resistance education program.

(b) The proceeds from the sale of forfeited vehicles, after payment
of seizure, towing, storage, forfeiture, and sale expenses, and
satisfaction of valid liens against the property, must be distributed as
follows:

(1) 70 percent of the proceeds must be forwarded to the
appropriate agency for deposit as a supplement to the state or local
agency's operating fund or similar fund for use in DWI-related
enforcement, training, and education; and

(2) 30 percent of the money or proceeds must be forwarded to the
prosecuting authority that handled the forfeiture for deposit as a
supplement to its operating fund or similar fund for prosecutorial
purposes.
Subd. 11. Sale of forfeited vehicle by secured party. (a) A
financial institution with a valid security interest in or a valid lease
covering a forfeited vehicle may choose to dispose of the vehicle under
this subdivision, in lieu of the appropriate agency disposing of the
vehicle under subdivision 9. A financial institution wishing to dispose of
a vehicle under this subdivision shall notify the appropriate agency of
its intent, in writing, within 30 days after receiving notice of the
seizure and forfeiture. The appropriate agency shall release the vehicle
to the financial institution or its agent after the financial institution
presents proof of its valid security agreement or of its lease agreement
and the financial institution agrees not to sell the vehicle to a member
of the violator's household, unless the violator is not convicted of the
offense on which the forfeiture is based. The financial institution shall
dispose of the vehicle in a commercially reasonable manner as defined
in section 336.9-610.

(b) After disposing of the forfeited vehicle, the financial institution
shall reimburse the appropriate agency for its seizure, storage, and
forfeiture costs. The financial institution may then apply the proceeds
of the sale to its storage costs, to its sale expenses, and to satisfy the
lien or the lease on the vehicle. If any proceeds remain, the financial
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institution shall forward the proceeds to the state treasury, which shall
credit the appropriate fund as specified in subdivision 9.

169A.70 ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAMS; CHEMICAL USE
ASSESSMENTS.
Subdivision 1. Alcohol safety programs; establishment. (a) The
county board of every county shall establish an alcohol safety program
designed to provide chemical use assessments of persons convicted of
an offense enumerated in subdivision 2.

(b) County boards may enter into an agreement to establish a
regional alcohol safety program. County boards may contract with
other counties and agencies· for alcohol problem screening and
chemical use assessment services.
Subd. 2. Chemical use assessment requirement. A chemical use
assessment must be conducted and an assessment report submitted to
the court and to the Department of Public Safety by the county agency
administering the alcohol safety program when:

(1) the defendant is convicted of an offense described in section
169A.20 (driving while impaired), 169A.31 (alcohol-related school bus
and Head Start bus driving), or 360.0752 (impaired aircraft
operation); or

(2) the defendant is arrested for committing an offense described in
clause (1) but is convicted of another offense arising out of the
circumstances surrounding the arrest.
Subd. 3. Assessment report. (a) The assessment report must be on
a form prescribed by the commissioner and shall contain an evaluation
of the convicted defendant concerning the defendant's prior traffic and
criminal record, characteristics and history of alcohol and chemical use
problems, and amenability to rehabilitation through the alcohol safety
program. The report is classified as private data on individuals as
defined in section 13.02, subdivision 12.

(b) The assessment report must include:
(1) a diagnosis of the nature of the offender's chemical and alcohol

involvement;
(2) an assessment of the severity level of the involvement;
(3) a recommended level of care for the offender in accordance with

the criteria contained in rules adopted by the commissioner of human
services under section 254A.03, subdivision 3 (chemical dependency
treatment rules);

(4) an assessment of the offender's placement needs;
(5) recommendations for other appropriate remedial action or care,

including aftercare services in section 254B.01, subdivision 3, that
may consist of educational programs, one-on-one counseling, a
program or type of treatment that addresses mental health concerns,
or a combination of them; and

(6) a specific explanation why no level of care or action was
recommended, if applicable.
Subd. 4. Assessor standards; rules; assessment time limits. A
chemical use assessment required by this section must be conducted
by an assessor appointed by the court. The assessor must meet the
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training and qualification requirements of rules adopted by the
commissioner of human services under section 254A.03, subdivision 3
(chemical dependency treatment rules). Notwithstanding section 13.82
(law enforcement data), the assessor shall have access to any police
reports, laboratory test results, and other law enforcement data
relating to the current offense or previous offenses that are necessary
to complete the evaluation. An assessor providing an assessment
under this section may not have any direct or shared financial interest
or referral relationship resulting in shared financial gain with a
treatment provider. If an independent assessor is not available, the
court may use the services of an assessor authorized to perform
assessments for the county social services agency under a variance
granted under rules adopted by the commissioner of human services
under section 254A.03, subdivision 3. An appointment for the
defendant to undergo the assessment must be made by the court, a
court services probation officer, or the court administrator as soon as
possible but in no case more than one week after the defendant's
court appearance. The assessment must be completed no later than
three weeks after the defendant's court appearance. If the assessment
is not performed within this time limit, the county where the defendant
is to be sentenced shall perform the assessment. The county of
financial responsibility must be determined under chapter 256G.
Subd. 5. Applicability to nonresident. This section does not apply
to a person who is not a resident of the state of Minnesota at the time
of the offense and at the time of the assessment.
Subd. 6. Method of assessment. (a) As used in this subdivision,
"collateral contact" means an oral or written communication initiated
by an assessor for the purpose of gathering information from an
individual or agency, other than the offender, to verify or supplement
information provided by the offender during an assessment under this
section. The term includes contacts with family members and criminal
justice agencies.

(b) An assessment conducted under this section must include at
least one personal interview with the offender designed to make a
determination about the extent of the offender's past and present
chemical and alcohol use or abuse. It must also include collateral
contacts and a review of relevant records or reports regarding the
offender including, but not limited to, police reports, arrest reports,
driving records, chemical testing records, and test refusal records. If
the offender has a probation officer, the officer must be the subject of
a collateral contact under this subdivision. If an assessor is unable to
make collateral contacts, the assessor shall specify why collateral
contacts were not made.
Subd. 7. Preconviction assessment. (a) The court may not accept
a chemical use assessment conducted before conviction as a substitute
for the assessment required by this section unless the court ensures
that the preconviction assessment meets the standards described in
this section.

(b) If the commissioner of public safety is making a decision
regarding reinstating a person's driver's license based on a chemical
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use assessment, the commissioner shall ensure that the assessment
meets the standards described in this section.

169A.71 RESEARCH PROGRAMS.
No person is guilty of a violation of section 169A.20 (driving while

impaired) committed while participating in a research or
demonstration project conducted by the Minnesota Highway Safety
Center. This section applies only to conduct occurring while operating
a state-owned vehicle under the supervision of personnel of the center
on the grounds of the center.

169A.72 DRIVER EDUCATION PROGRAMS.
Driver training courses offered through the public schools and driver

training courses offered by private or commercial schools or institutes
shall include instruction which must encompass at least:

(1) information on the effects of consumption of beverage alcohol
products and the use of illegal drugs, prescription drugs, and
nonprescription drugs on the ability of a person to operate a motor
vehicle;

(2) the hazards of driving while under the influence of alcohol or
drugs; and

(3) the legal penalties and financial consequences resulting from
violations of laws prohibiting the operation of a motor vehicle while
under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

169A.73 REMOTE ELECTRONIC ALCOHOL-MONITORING
PROGRAM.
Subdivision 1. Definitions. As used in this section:

(1) "breath analyzer unit" means a device that performs breath
alcohol testing and is connected to a remote electronic alcohol
monitoring system; and

(2) "remote electronic alcohol-monitoring system" means a system
that electronically monitors the alcohol concentration of individuals in
their homes or other locations to ensure compliance with conditions of
pretrial release, supervised release, or probation.
Subd. 2. Program established. In cooperation with the Conference
of Chief Judges, the state court administrator, and the commissioner
of public safety, the commissioner of corrections shall establish a
program to use breath analyzer units to monitor impaired driving
offenders who are ordered to abstain from alcohol use as a condition
of pretrial release, supervised release, or probation. The program must
include procedures to ensure that violators of this condition of release
receive swift consequences for the Violation.
Subd. 3. Cost of program. Offenders who are ordered to participate
in the program shall also be ordered to pay the per diem cost of the
monitoring unless the offender is indigent. The commissioner of
corrections shall reimburse the judicial districts in a manner
proportional to their use of remote electronic alcohol monitoring for
any costs the districts incur in participating in the program.
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Subd. 4. Report required. By January 1, 2004, the commissioner of
corrections shall evaluate the effectiveness of the program and report
the results of this evaluation to the Conference of Chief Judges, the
state court administrator, the commissioner of public safety, and the
chairs and ranking minority members of the house and senate
committees and divisions having jurisdiction over criminal justice
policy and funding.

169A.74 PILOT PROGRAMS OF INTENSIVE PROBATION.
Subdivision 1. Grant application. The commissioners of corrections
and public safety, in cooperation with the commissioner of human
services, shall jointly administer a program to provide grants to
counties to establish and operate programs of intensive probation for
repeat violators of the driving while impaired laws. The commissioners
shall adopt an application form on which a county or a group of
counties may apply for a grant to establish and operate an impaired
driving repeat offender program.
Subd. 2. Goals. The goals of the impaired driving repeat offender
program are to protect public safety and provide an appropriate
sentencing alternative for persons convicted of repeat violations of
section 169A.20 (driving while impaired), who are considered to be of
high risk to the community.
Subd. 3. Program elements. To be considered for a grant under
this section, a county program must contain the following elements:

(1) an initial assessment of the offender's chemical dependency,
based on the results of a chemical use assessment conducted under
section 169A.70, with recommended treatment and aftercare, and a
requirement that the offender follow the recommended treatment and
aftercare;

(2) several stages of probation supervision, including:
(i) a period of incarceration in a local or regional detention facility;
(ii) a period during which an offender is, at all times, either

working, on home detention, being supervised at a program facility, or
traveling between two of these locations;

(iii) a period of home detention; and
(iv) a period of gradually decreasing involvement with the program;
(3) decreasing levels of intensity and contact with probation officials

based on the offender's successful participation in the program and
compliance with its rules;

(4) a provision for increasing the severity of the program's
requirements when an offender offends again or violates the program's
rules;

(5) a provision for offenders to continue or seek employment during
their period of intensive probation;

(6) a requirement that offenders abstain from alcohol and controlled
substances during the probation period and be tested for such use on
a routine basis; and

(7) a requirement that all or a substantial part of the costs of the
program be paid by the offenders.
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Subd. 4. Training. Counties participating in the program shall provide
relevant training in intensive probation programs to affected officials.

169A.75 IMPAIRED DRIVING-RELATED RULES.
(a) The commissioner may adopt rules to carry out the provisions of

this chapter. The rules may include the format for notice of intention to
revoke that describe clearly the right to a hearing, the procedure for
requesting a hearing, and the consequences of failure to request a
hearing; the format for revocation and notice of reinstatement of
driving privileges as provided in section 169A.55; and the format for
temporary licenses.

(b) Rules adopted pursuant to this section are subject to the
procedures in chapter 14 (Administrative Procedure Act).

(c) Additionally, the commissioner may adopt rules indicating the
commissioner's approval of instruments for preliminary screening or
chemical tests for intoxication under sections 169A,41 and 169A.51
using the procedures specified in section 14.389 (expedited process).

169A.76 CIVIL ACTION; PUNITIVE DAMAGES.
(a) In a civil action involving a motor vehicle accident, it is sufficient

for the trier of fact to consider an award of punitive damages if there is
evidence that the accident was caused by a driver:

(1) with an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more;
(2) who was under the influence of a controlled substance;
(3) who was under the influence of alcohol and refused to take a

test required under section 169A.51 (chemical tests for intoxication);
or

(4) who was knowingly under the influence of a hazardous
substance that substantially affects the person's nervous system,
brain, or muscles so as to impair the person's ability to drive or
operate a motor vehicle.

(b) A criminal charge or conviction is not a prerequisite to
consideration of punitive damages under this section. At the trial in an
action where the trier of fact will consider an award of punitive
damages, evidence that the driver has been convicted of violating
section 169A.20 (driving while impaired) or 609.21 (criminal vehicular
homicide and injury) is admissible into evidence.

169A.78 AIDING AND ABETTING.
Every person who commits or attempts to commit, conspires to

commit, or aids or abets in the commission of any act declared in this
chapter to be an offense, whether individually or in connection with
one or more other persons or as principal, agent, or accessory, is
guilty of that offense, and every person who falsely, fraudulently,
forcibly, or willfully induces, causes, coerces, requires, permits, or
directs another to violate any provision of this chapter is likewise gUilty
of that offense.
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169.01 Definitions (Selected definitions)

CHAPTERS 169, 171 AND 609
TRAFFIC AND CRIMINAL CODE

169.01 DEFINITIONS (SELECTED DEFINITIONS)
Subd. 2. Vehicle. "Vehicle" means every device in, upon, or by which
any person or property is or may be transported or drawn upon a
highway, excepting devices used exclusively upon stationary rails or
tracks.
Subd. 3. Motor vehicle. "Motor vehicle" means every vehicle which
is self-propelled and every vehicle which is propelled by electric power
obtained from overhead trolley wires. Motor vehicle does not include
an electric personal assistive mobility device or a vehicle moved solely
by human power.
Subd. 29. Street or highway. "Street or highway" means the entire
width between boundary lines of any way or place when any part
thereof is open to the use of the public, as a matter of right, for the
purposes of vehicular traffic.

169.13 RECKLESS OR CARELESS DRIVING.
Subdivision 1. Reckless driving. (a) Any person who drives any
vehicle in such a manner as to indicate either a willful or a wanton
disregard for the safety of persons or property is guilty of reckless
driving and such reckless driving is a misdemeanor.

(b) A person shall not race any vehicle upon any street or highway
of this state. Any person who willfully compares or contests relative
speeds by operating one or more vehicles is gUilty of racing, which
constitutes reckless driving, whether or not the speed contested or
compared is in excess of the maximum speed prescribed by law.
Subd. 2. Careless driving. Any person who operates or halts any
vehicle upon any street or highway carelessly or heedlessly in
disregard of the rights of others, or in a manner that endangers or is
likely to endanger any property or any person, including the driver or
passengers of the vehicle, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Subd. 3. Application. (a) The provisions of this section apply, but are
not limited in application, to any person who drives any vehicle in the
manner prohibited by this section:

(1) upon the ice of any lake, stream, or river, including but not
limited to the ice of any boundary water; or

(2) in a parking lot ordinarily used by or available to the public
though not as a matter of right, and a driveway connecting the parking
lot with a street or highway.

(b) This section does not apply to:
(1) an authorized emergency vehicle, when responding to an

.emergency call or when in pursuit of an actual or suspected violator;
(2) the emergency operation of any vehicle when avoiding imminent

danger; or
(3) any raceway, racing facility, or other public event sanctioned by

the appropriate governmental authority.
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169,64 Prohibited lights; exceptions. (Selected subdivision)

169.64 PROHIBITED LIGHTS; EXCEPTIONS. (SELECTED
SUBDIVISION)
Subd. 2. Colored light. Unless otherwise authorized by the
commissioner of public safety, no vehicle shall be equipped, nor shall
any person drive or move any vehicle or equipment upon any highway
with any lamp or device displaying a red light or any colored light
other than those required or permitted in this chapter.

171.01 DEFINITIONS (SELECTED DEFINITION)
Subd. 39. Motor vehicle. Every vehicle that is self-propelled, other
than an electric personal assistive mobility device as defined in section
169.01, subdivision 90, and any vehicle propelled or drawn by a self
propelled vehicle, and not deriving its power from overhead wires
except snowmobiles.

171.02 LICENSES; TYPES, ENDORSEMENTS, RESTRICTIONS
(SELECTED SUBDIVISIONS)
Subdivision 1. License required; duplicate identification
restricted. Except when expressly exempted, a person shall not drive
a motor vehicle upon a street or highway in this state unless the
person has a license valid under this chapter for the type or class of
vehicle being driven. The department shall not issue a driver's license
to a person unless and until the person's license from any jurisdiction'
has been invalidated. The department shall provide to the issuing
department of any jurisdiction, information that the licensee is now
licensed in Minnesota. A person is not permitted to have more than
one valid driver's license at any time. The department shall not issue
to a person to whom a current Minnesota identification card has been
issued a driver's license, other than a limited license, unless the
person's Minnesota identification card has been invalidated. This
subdivision does not require invalidation of a tribal identification card
as a condition of receiving a driver's license.

609.21 CRIMINAL VEHICULAR HOMICIDE AND INJURY.
Subdivision 1. Criminal vehicular homicide. A person is guilty of
criminal vehicular homicide resulting in death and may be sentenced
to imprisonment for not more than ten years or to payment of a fine of
not more than $20,000, or both, if the person causes the death of a
human being not constituting murder or manslaughter as a result of
operating a motor vehicle:

(1) in a grossly negligent manner;
(2) in a negligent manner while under the influence of:
(i) alcohol;
(ii) a controlled substance; or
(iii) any combination of those elements;
(3) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more;
(4) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more, as

measured within two hours of the time of driving;
(5) in a negligent manner while knowingly under the influence of a

hazardous substance;(6) in a negligent manner while any amount of a
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609.21 Criminal vehicular homicide and injury.

controlled substance listed in schedule I or II, other than marijuana or
tetrahydrocannabinols, is present in the person's body; or

(7) where the driver who causes the accident leaves the scene of
the accident in violation of section 169.09, subdivision 1 or 6.
Subd. 2. Resulting in great bodily harm. A person is gUilty of
criminal vehicular operation resulting in great bodily harm and may be
sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment
of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both, if the person causes great
bodily harm to another, not constituting attempted murder or assault,
as a result of operating a motor vehicle:

(1) in a grossly negligent manner;
(2) in a negligent manner while under the influence of:
(i) alcohol;
(ii) a controlled substance; or
(iii) any combination of those elements;
(3) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more;
(4) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more, as

measured within two hours of the time of driving;
(5) in a negligent manner while knowingly under the influence of a

hazardous substance;
(6) in a negligent manner while any amount of a controlled

substance listed in schedule I or II, other than marijuana or
tetrahydrocannabinols, is present in the person's body; or

(7) where the driver who causes the accident leaves the scene of
the accident in violation of section 169.09, subdivision 1 or 6.
Subd. 2a. Resulting in substantial bodily harm. A person is gUilty
of criminal vehicular operation resulting in substantial bodily harm and
may be sentenced to imprisonment of not more than three years or to
payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both, if the person
causes substantial bodily harm to another, as a result of operating a
motor vehicle;

(1) in a grossly negligent manner;
(2) in a negligent manner while under the influence of:
(i) alcohol;
(ii) a controlled substance; or
(iii) any combination of those elements;
(3) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more;
(4) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more, as

measured within two hours of the time of driving;
(5) in a negligent manner while knowingly under the influence of a

hazardous substance;
(6) in a negligent manner while any amount of a controlled

substance listed in schedule I or II, other than marijuana or
tetrahydrocannabinols, is present in the person's body; or

(7) where the driver who causes the accident leaves the scene of
the accident in violation of section 169.09, subdivision 1 or 6.
Subd. 2b. Resulting in bodily harm. A person is guilty of criminal
vehicular operation resulting in bodily harm and may be sentenced to
imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment of a fine of
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609.21 Criminal vehicular homicide and injury.

not more than $3,000, or both, if the person causes bodily harm to
another, as a result of operating a motor vehicle:

(1) in a grossly negligent manner;
(2) in a negligent manner while under the influence of:
(i) alcohol;
(ii) a controlled substance; or
(iii) any combination of those elements;
(3) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more;
(4) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more, as

measured within two hours of the time of driving;
(5) in a negligent marmer while knowingly under the influence of a

hazardous substance;
(6) in a negligent manner while any amount of a controlled

substance listed in schedule I or II, other than marijuana or
tetrahydrocannabinols, is present in the person's body; or

(7) where the driver who causes the accident leaves the scene of
the accident in violation of section 169.09, subdivision 1 or 6.
Subd. 3. Resulting in death to an unborn child. A person is guilty
of criminal vehicular operation resulting in death to an unborn child
and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than ten years or
to payment of a fine of not more than $20,000, or both, if the person
causes the death of an unborn child as a result of operating a motor
vehicle:

(1) in a grossly negligent manner;
(2) in a negligent manner while under the influence of:
(i) alcohol;
(ii) a controlled substance; or
(iii) any combination of those elements;
(3) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more;
(4) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more, as

measured within two hours of the time of driving;
(5) in a negligent manner while knowingly under the influence of a

hazardous substance;
(6) in a negligent manner while any amount of a controlled

substance listed in schedule I or II, other than marijuana or
tetrahydrocannabinols, is present in the person's body; or

(7) where the driver who causes the accident leaves the scene of
the accident in violation of section 169.09, subdivision 1 or 6. A
prosecution for or conviction of a crime under this subdivision is not a
bar to conviction of or punishment for any other crime committed by
the defendant as part of the same conduct.
Subd. 4. Resulting in injury to unborn child. A person is guilty of
criminal vehicular operation resulting in injury to an unborn child and
may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years or to
payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both, if the person
causes great bodily harm to an unborn child who is subsequently born
alive, as a result of operating a motor vehicle:

(1) in a grossly negligent manner;
(2) in a negligent manner while under the influence of:
(i) alcohol;
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609.487 Fleeing a peace officer in a motor vehicle.

(ii) a controlled substance; or
(iii) any combination of those elements;
(3) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more;
(4) while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more, as

measured within two hours of the time of driving;
(5) in a negligent manner while knowingly under the influence of a

hazardous substance;
(6) in a negligent manner while any amount of a controlled

substance listed in schedule I or II, other than marijuana or
tetrahydrocannabinols, is present in the person's body; or

(7) where the driver who causes the accident leaves the scene of
the accident in violation of section 169.09, subdivision 1 or 6. A
prosecution for or conviction of a crime under this subdivision is not a
bar to conviction of or punishment for any other crime committed by
the defendant as part of the same conduct.
Subd. 4a. Affirmative defense. It shall be an affirmative defense to
a charge under subdivision 1, clause (6); 2, clause (6); 2a, clause (6);
2b, clause (6); 3, clause (6); or 4, clause (6), that the defendant used
the controlled substance according to the terms of a prescription
issued for the defendant in accordance with sections 152.11 and
152.12.
Subd. 5. Definitions. For purposes of this section, the terms defined
in this subdivision have the meanings given them.

(a) "Motor vehicle" has the meaning given in section 609.52,
subdivision 1.

(b) "Controlled substance" has the meaning given in section 152.01,
subdivision 4.

(c) "Hazardous substance" means any chemical or chemical
compound that is listed as a hazardous substance in rules adopted
under chapter 182.

609.487 FLEEING A PEACE OFFICER IN A MOTOR VEHICLE.
Subdivision 1. Flee; definition. For purposes of this section, the
term "flee" means to increase speed, extinguish motor vehicle
headlights or taillights, refuse to stop the vehicle, or use other means
with intent to attempt to elude a peace officer following a signal given
by any peace officer to the driver of a motor vehicle.
Subd. 2. Peace officer; definition. For purposes of this section,
"peace officer" means:

(1) an employee of a political subdivision or state law enforcement
agency who is licensed by the Minnesota Board of Peace Officer
Standards and Training, charged with the prevention and detection of
crime and the enforcement of the general criminal laws of the state
and who has the full power of arrest, and shall also include the
Minnesota State Patrol and Minnesota conservation officers;

(2) an employee of a law enforcement agency of a federally
recognized tribe, as defined in United States Code, title 25, section
450b(e), who is licensed by the Minnesota Board of Peace Officer
Standards and Training; or
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609.531 Forfeitures.

(3) a member of a duly organized state, county, or municipal law
enforcement unit of another state charged with the duty to prevent
and detect crime and generally enforce criminal laws, and granted full
powers of arrest.
Subd. 2a. Motor vehicle; definition. For purposes of this section,
"motor vehicle" has the meaning given it in section 169.01, subdivision
3, and includes a snowmobile, as defined in section 84.81, off-road
recreational vehicles as defined in section 169A.03, subdivision 16,
and motorboats as defined in section 169A.03, subdivision 13.
Subd. 3. Fleeing an officer. Whoever by means of a motor vehicle
flees or attempts to flee a peace officer who is acting in the lawful
discharge of an official duty, and the perpetrator knows or should
reasonably know the same to be a peace officer, is gUilty of a felony
and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than three years
and one day or to payment of a fine of not more than $5,000, or both.
Subd. 4. Fleeing an officer; death; bodily injury. Whoever flees
or attempts to flee by means of a motor vehicle a peace officer who is
acting in the lawful discharge of an official duty, and the perpetrator
knows or should reasonably know the same to be a peace officer, and
who in the course of fleeing causes the death of a human being not
constituting murder or manslaughter or any bodily injury to any
person other than the perpetrator may be sentenced to imprisonment
as follows:

(a) if the course of fleeing results in death, to imprisonment for not
more than 40 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $80,000,
or both; or

(b) if the course of fleeing results in great bodily harm, to
imprisonment for not more than seven years or to payment of a fine of
not more than $14,000, or both; or

(c) if the course of fleeing results in substantial bodily harm, to
imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of a fine of
not more than $10,000, or both.
Subd. 5. Revocation; fleeing peace officer offense. When a
person is convicted of operating a motor vehicle in violation of
subdivision 3 or 4, or an ordinance in conformity with those
subdivisions, the court shall notify the commissioner of public safety
and order the commissioner to revoke the driver's license of the
person.
Subd. 6. Fleeing, other than vehicle. Whoever, for the purpose of
avoiding arrest, detention, or investigation, or in order to conceal or
destroy potential evidence related to the commission of a crime,
attempts to evade or elude a peace officer, who is acting in the lawful
discharge of an official duty, by means of running, hiding, or by any
other means except fleeing in a motor vehicle, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

609.531 FORFEITURES.
Subdivision 1. Definitions. For the purpose of sections 609.531 to
609.5318, the following terms have the meanings given them.
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609.531 Forfeitures.

(a) "Conveyance device" means a device used for transportation
and includes, but is not limited to, a motor vehicle, trailer,
snowmobile, airplane, and vessel and any equipment attached to it.
The term "conveyance device" does not include property which is, in
fact, itself stolen or taken in violation of the law.

(b) "Weapon used" means a dangerous weapon as defined under
section 609.02, subdivision 6 , that the actor used or had in
possession in furtherance of a crime.

(c) "Property" means property as defined in section 609.52,
subdivision 1, clause (1).

(d) "Contraband" means property which is illegal to possess under
Minnesota law.

(e) "Appropriate agency" means the Bureau of Criminal
Apprehension, the Minnesota Division of Driver and Vehicle Services,
the Minnesota State Patrol, a county sheriff's department, the Three
Rivers Park District park rangers, the Department of Natural Resources
Division of Enforcement, the University of Minnesota Police
Department, the Department of Corrections' Fugitive Apprehension
Unit, or a city or airport police department.

(f) "Designated offense" includes:
(1) for weapons used: any violation ofthis chapter, chapter 152, or

chapter 624;
(2) for driver's license or identification card transactions: any

violation of section 171.22; and
(3) for all other purposes: a felony violation of, or a felony-level

attempt or conspiracy to violate, section 325E.17; 325E.18; 609.185;
609.19; 609.195; 609.21; 609.221; 609.222; 609.223; 609.2231;
609.24; 609.245; 609.25; 609.255; 609.282; 609.283; 609.322;
609.342, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (f); 609.343, subdivision 1,
clauses (a) to (f); 609.344, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (e), and (h)
to (j); 609.345, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (e), and (h) to (j);
609.352; 609.42; 609.425; 609.466; 609.485; 609.487; 609.52;
609.525; 609.527; 609.528; 609.53; 609.54; 609.551; 609.561;
609.562; 609.563; 609.582; 609.59; 609.595; 609.631; 609.66,
subdivision le ; 609.671, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 8, subdivision 12;
609.687; 609.821; 609.825; 609.86; 609.88; 609.89; 609.893;
609.895; 617.246; 617.247; or a gross misdemeanor or felony
violation of section 609.891 or 624.7181; or any violation of section
609.324.

(g) "Controlled substance" has the meaning given in section 152.01,
subdivision 4.
Subd. la. Construction. Sections 609.531 to 609.5318 must be
liberally construed to carry out the following remedial purposes:

(1) to enforce the law;
(2) to deter crime;
(3) to reduce the economic incentive to engage in criminal

enterprise;
(4) to increase the pecuniary loss resulting from the detection of

criminal activity; and
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609.531 Forfeitures.

(5) to forfeit property unlawfully used or acquired and divert the
property to law enforcement purposes.
Subd. 2.Repealed, 1988
Subd. 3. Repealed, 1988
Subd. 4. Seizure. Property subject to forfeiture under sections
609.531 to 609.5318 may be seized by the appropriate agency upon
process issued by any court having jurisdiction over the property.
Property may be seized without process if:

(1) the seizure is incident to a lawful arrest or a lawful search;
(2) the property subject to seizure has been the subject of a prior

judgment in favor of the state in a criminal injunction or forfeiture
proceeding under this chapter; or

(3) the appropriate agency has probable cause to believe that the
delay occasioned by the necessity to obtain process would result in the
removal or destruction of the property and that:

(i) the property was used or is intended to be used in commission of
a felony; or

(ii) the property is dangerous to health or safety. If property is
seized without process under clause (3), subclause (i), the county
attorney must institute a forfeiture action under section 609.5313 as
soon as is reasonably possible.
Subd. 5. Right to possession vests immediately; custody of
seized property. All right, title, and interest in property subject to
forfeiture under sections 609.531 to 609.5318 vests in the appropriate
agency upon commission of the act or omission giving rise to the
forfeiture. Any property seized under sections 609.531 to 609.5318 is
not subject to replevin, but is deemed to be in the custody of the
appropriate agency subject to the orders and decrees of the court
having jurisdiction over the forfeiture proceedings. When property is
so seized, the appropriate agency may:

(1) place the property under seal;
(2) remove the property to a place designated by it;
(3) in the case of controlled substances, require the state Board of

Pharmacy to take custody of the property and remove it to an
appropriate location for disposition in accordance with law; and

(4) take other steps reasonable and necessary to secure the
property and prevent waste.
Subd. 5a. Bond by owner for possession. (a) If the owner of
property that has been seized under sections 609.531 to 609.5318
seeks possession of the property before the forfeiture action is
determined, the owner may, subject to the approval of the appropriate
agency, give security or post bond payable to the appropriate agency
in an amount equal to the retail value of the seized property. On
posting the security or bond, the seized property must be returned to
the owner and the forfeiture action shall proceed against the security
as if it were the seized property. This subdivision does not apply to
contraband property.

(b) If the owner of a motor vehicle that has been seized under this
section seeks possession of the vehicle before the forfeiture action is
determined,' the owner may surrender the vehicle's certificate of title
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609.5312 Forfeiture of property associated with designated offenses. (Selected
subdivisions)

in exchange for the vehicle. The motor vehicle must be returned to the
owner within 24 hours if the owner surrenders the motor vehicle's
certificate of title to the appropriate agency, pending resolution of the
forfeiture action. If the certificate is surrendered, the owner may not
be ordered to post security or bond as a condition of release of the
vehicle. When a certificate of title is surrendered under this provision,
the agency shall notify the Department of Public Safety and any
secured party noted on the certificate. The agency shall also notify the
department and the secured party when it returns a surrendered title
to the motor vehicle owner.
Subd. 6. Repealed, 1988
Subd. 6a. Forfeiture a civil procedure; conviction results in
presumption. (a) An action for forfeiture is a civil in rem action and
is independent of any criminal prosecution, except as provided in this
subdivision and section 609.5318. The appropriate agency handling
the forfeiture has the benefit of the evidentiary presumption of section
609.5314, subdivision 1, but otherwise bears the burden of proving
the act or omission giving rise to the forfeiture by clear and convincing
evidence, except that in cases arising under section 609.5312, the
designated offense may only be established by a criminal conviction.

(b) A court may not issue an order of forfeiture under section
609.5311 while the alleged owner of the property is in custody and
related criminal proceedings are pending against the alleged owner.
For forfeiture of a motor vehicle, the alleged owner is the registered
owner according to records of the Department of Public Safety. For
real property, the alleged owner is the owner of record. For other
property, the alleged owner is the person notified by the prosecuting
authority in filing the forfeiture action.

609.S312 FORFEITURE OF PROPERTY ASSOCIATED WITH
DESIGNATED OFFENSES. (SELECTED SUBDIVISIONS)
Subdivision 1. Property subject to forfeiture. (a) All personal
property is subject to forfeiture if it was used or intended for use to
commit or facilitate the commission of a designated offense. All money
and other property, real and personal, that represent proceeds of a
designated offense, and all contraband property, are subject to
forfeiture, except as provided in this section.

(b) The Department of Corrections' Fugitive Apprehension Unit shall
not seize real property for the purposes of forfeiture under paragraph
(a).
Subd. 2. limitations on forfeiture of property associated with
designated offenses. (a) Property used by a person as a common
carrier in the transaction of business as a common carrier is subject to
forfeiture under this section only if the owner of the property is a
consenting party to, or is privy to, the commission of a designated
offense.

(b) Property is subject to forfeiture under this section only if the
owner was privy to the act or omission upon which the forfeiture is
based, or the act or omission occurred with the owner's knowledge or
consent.
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609.5312 Forfeiture of property associated with designated offenses. (Selected
subdivisions)

(c) Property encumbered by a bona fide security interest is subject
to the interest of the secured party unless the party had knowledge of
or consented to the act or omission upon which the forfeiture is based.
A person claiming a security interest bears the burden of establishing
that interest by clear and convincing evidence.

(d) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b) and (c), property is not subject
to forfeiture based solely on the owner's or secured party's knowledge
of the act or omission upon which the forfeiture is based if the owner
or secured party took reasonable steps to terminate use of the
property by the offender
Subd. 4. Vehicle forfeiture for fleeing a peace officer. (a) A
motor vehicle is subject to forfeiture under this subdivision if it was
used to commit a violation of section 609.487 and endanger life or
property. A motor vehicle is subject to forfeiture under this subdivision
only if the offense is established by proof of a criminal conviction for
the offense. Except as otherwise provided in this subdivision, a
forfeiture under this subdivision is governed by sections 609.531,
609.5312,609.5313, and 609.5315, subdivision 6.

(b) When a motor vehicle subject to forfeiture under this subdivision
is seized in advance of a judicial forfeiture order, a hearing before a
judge or referee must be held within 96 hours of the seizure. Notice of
the hearing must be given to the registered owner within 48 hours of
the seizure. The prosecuting authority shall certify to the court, at or in
advance of the hearing, that it has filed or intends to file charges
against the alleged violator for violating section 609.487. After
conducting the hearing, the court shall order that the motor vehicle be
returned to the owner if:

(1) the prosecutor has failed to make the certification reqUired by
this paragraph;

(2) the owner of the motor vehicle has demonstrated to the court's
satisfaction that the owner has a defense to the forfeiture, including
but not limited to the defenses contained in subdivision 2; or

(3) the court determines that seizure of the vehicle creates or would
create an undue hardship for members of the owner's family.

(c) If the defendant is acquitted or the charges against the
defendant are dismissed, neither the owner nor the defendant is
responsible for paying any costs associated with the seizure or storage
of the vehicle.

(d) A vehicle leased or rented under section 168.27, subdivision 4,
for a period of 180 days or less is not subject to forfeiture under this
subdivision.

(e) A motor vehicle that is an off-road recreational vehicle as
defined in section 169A.03, subdivision 16, or a motorboat as defined
in section 169A.03, subdivision 13, is not subject to paragraph (b).

(f) For purposes of this subdivision, seizure occurs either:
(1) at the date at which personal service of process upon the

registered owner is made; or
(2) at the date when the registered owner has been notified by

certified mail at the address listed in the Minnesota Department of
Public Safety computerized motor vehicle registration records.
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(g) The Department of Corrections' Fugitive Apprehension Unit shall
not seize a motor vehicle for the purposes of forfeiture under
paragraphs (a) to (f).

609.5313 FORFEITURE BY JUDICIAL ACTION; PROCEDURE.
The forfeiture of property under sections 609.5311 and 609.5312 is

governed by this section. A separate complaint must be filed against
the property stating the act, omission, or occurrence giving rise to the
forfeiture and the date and place of the act or occurrence. The county
attorney shall notify the owner or possessor of the property of the
action, if known or readily ascertainable. The action must be captioned
in the name of the county attorney or the county attorney's designee
as plaintiff and the property as defendant.

609.5315 DISPOSITION OF FORFEITED PROPERTY. (SELECTED
SUBDIVISIONS)
Subdivision 1. Disposition. (a) Subject to paragraph (b), if the
court finds under section 609.5313, 609.5314, or 609.5318 that the
property is subject to forfeiture, it shall order the appropriate agency
to do one of the following:

(1) unless a different disposition is provided under clause (3) or (4),
either destroy firearms, ammunition, and firearm accessories that the
agency decides not to use for law enforcement purposes under clause
(8), or sell them to federally licensed firearms dealers, as defined in
section 624.7161, subdivision 1, and distribute the proceeds under
subdivision 5 or 5b;

(2) sell property that is not required to be destroyed by law and is
not harmful to the public and distribute the proceeds under subdivision
5 or 5b;

(3) sell antique firearms, as defined in section 624.712, subdivision
3, to the public and distribute the proceeds under subdivision 5 or 5b;

(4) destroy or use for law enforcement purposes semiautomatic
military-style assault weapons, as defined in section 624.712,
subdivision 7;

(5) take custody of the property and remove it for disposition in
accordance with law;

(6) forward the property to the federal drug enforcement
administration;

(7) disburse money as provided under subdivision 5 or 5b; or
(8) keep property other than money for official use by the agency

and the prosecuting agency.
(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the Hennepin or Ramsey County

sheriff may not sell firearms, ammunition, or firearms accessories if
the policy is disapproved by the applicable county board.
Subd. 2. Disposition of administratively forfeited property. If
property is forfeited administratively under section 609.5314 or
609.5318 and no demand for judicial determination is made, the
appropriate agency may dispose of the property in any of the ways
listed in subdivision
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609.5315 Disposition of forfeited property. (Selected subdivisions)

Subd. 3. Use by law enforcement. (a) Property kept under this
section may be used only in the performance of official duties of the
appropriate agency or prosecuting agency and may not be used for
any other purpose. If an appropriate agency keeps a forfeited motor
vehicle for official use, it shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that
the motor vehicle is available for use and adaptation by the agency's
officers who participate in the drug abuse resistance education
program.

(b) Proceeds from the sale of property kept under this subdivision
must be disbursed as provided in subdivision 5.
Subd. 4. Distribution of proceeds of the offense. Property that
consists of proceeds derived from or traced to the commission of a
designated offense or a violation of section 609.66, subdivision le ,
must be applied first to payment of seizure, storage, forfeiture, and
sale expenses, and to satisfy valid liens against the property; and
second, to any court-ordered restitution before being disbursed as
provided under subdivision 5.
Subd. 5. Distribution of money. The money or proceeds from the
sale of forfeited property, after payment of seizure, storage, forfeiture,
and sale expenses, and satisfaction of valid liens against the property,
must be distributed as follows:

(1) 70 percent of the money or proceeds must be forwarded to the
appropriate agency for deposit as a supplement to the agency's
operating fund or similar fund for use in law enforcement;

(2) 20 percent of the money or proceeds must be forwarded to the
county attorney or other prosecuting agency that handled the
forfeiture for deposit as a supplement to its operating fund or similar
fund for prosecutorial purposes; and

(3) the remaining ten percent of the money or proceeds must be
forwarded within 60 days after resolution of the forfeiture to the state
treasury and credited to the general fund. Any local police relief
association organized under chapter 423 which received or was
entitled to receive the proceeds of any sale made under this section
before the effective date of Laws 1988, chapter 665, sections 1 to 17,
shall continue to receive and retain the proceeds of these sales.
Subd. 6. Reporting requirement. The appropriate agency shall
provide a written record of each forfeiture incident to the state auditor.
The record shall include the amount forfeited, date, and a brief
description of the circumstances involved. The record shall also list the
number of firearms forfeited and the make, model, and serial number
of each firearm forfeited. Reports shall be made on a monthly basis in
a manner prescribed by the state auditor. The state auditor shall
report annually to the legislature on the nature and extent of
forfeitures.
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6100.0300 Scope.

CHAPTER 6100
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

OUTDOOR RECREATION
(Selected Sections)

6100.0300 SCOPE.
Unless stated otherwise, parts 6100.0100 to 6100.2400 apply to all

state parks and forest lands under the control of or operated by the
commissioner of natural resources.

6100.0500 DEFINITIONS.
Subpart 1. Scope. For the purpose of parts 6100.0100 to
6100.2400, unless a different meaning is manifest from the context,
the terms defined in this part have the meanings given them.
Subp. la. All-terrain vehicle or ATV. "All-terrain vehicle" or "ATV"
has the meaning given in Minnesota Statutes, section 84.92,
subdivision 8.
Subp. 2. Beach. "Beach" means that part of a body of water and
shore designated for swimming and sunning.
Subp. 3. Commissioner. "Commissioner" means the commissioner
of natural resources, state of Minnesota, acting directly or through
authorized agents.
Subp. 3a. Repealed, 1999
Subp. 3b. Dispersed camping. "Dispersed camping" means
camping overnight outside of established campgrounds or designated
campsites.
Subp. 3c. Firearm. "Firearm" has the meaning given in Minnesota
Statutes, section 97A.015, subdivision 19.
Subp. 4. Forest campground. "Forest campground" means those
areas developed and maintained by the commissioner on forest lands
for camping and related recreational activities.
Subp. 5. Forest day use area. "Forest day use area" means a
designated area on forest lands to be used for daytime activities, such
as picnic areas, swimming beaches, and boat accesses.
Subp. Sa. Forest lands. "Forest lands" has the same meaning as the
term "forest lands under the authority of the commissioner" as defined
in Minnesota Statutes, section 89.001, subdivision 13, and includes
forest campgrounds, forest day use areas, and forest recreation areas.
Subp. Sb. Forest officer. "Forest officer" means a Department of
Natural Resources employee authorized by Minnesota Statutes and
designated by the commissioner as a forest officer to enforce laws and
rules and also includes Minnesota conservation officers.
Subp. Sc. Repealed, 1999
Subp. Sd. Repealed, 1999
Subp. Se. Forest recreation area. "Forest recreation area" means
an area on forest lands that is posted as a recreation site including
campgrounds, campsites, picnic areas, day use areas, beaches,
parking lots, interpretive sites, and trailheads.
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6100.0500 Definitions.

Subp. Sf. Forest road. "Forest road" has the meaning given in
Minnesota Statutes, section 89.001, subdivision 14, inventoried
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 89.71, subdivision 1.
Subp. 5g. Forest trail. "Forest trail" means a trail that is either
constructed, maintained, or located on forest lands administered by
the commissioner for recreational activities on forest lands. Forest trail
does not include state recreational trails as defined in Minnesota
Statutes, section 85.015.
Subp. 5h. Horse. "Horse" includes a horse, mule, donkey, llama,
alpaca, or other ungulate or ruminant that is used to transport people,
equipment, or materials.
Subp. 6. Intoxicating liquor. "Intoxicating liquor" has the meaning
given in Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.101, subdivision 14.
Subp. 7. Motor vehicle. "Motor vehicle" means any self-propelled
vehicle including, but not limited to, automobiles, trucks, dune
buggies, minibikes, motorcycles, trail bikes, and all terrain vehicles
CATV's), but not including snowmobiles.
Subp. 7a. Park manager. "Park manager" means all managers of
state parks acting directly or through authorized employees.
Subp. 7b. Park officer. "Park officer" means a Department of
Natural Resources employee authorized by Minnesota Statutes and
designated by the commissioner as a state park officer to enforce laws
and rules and also includes Minnesota conservation officers.
Subp. 7c. Repealed, 1999
Subp. 8. Person. "Person" means any individual, partnership,
corporation, or association.
Subp. 8a. Restricted area. "Restricted area" means an area posted
to prohibit entrance or posted to allow specific activities that may
require a special use permit or payment of a fee.
Subp. 8b. Road or highway. "Road" or "highway" has the meaning
given in Minnesota Statutes, section 160.02, subdivision 26. Road or
highway does not include forest roads.
Subp. 8c. Rock climbing. "Rock climbing" means activities
associated with a person moving upon, along, or across a
nonhorizontal rock surface, including but not limited to scrambling,
bouldering, free climbing, assisted climbing, and technical climbing.
Subp. 8d. Scramble area. "Scramble area" means an area that is
posted and designated to permit motor vehicles to operate
unrestricted by the limitations imposed in part 6100.1950.
Subp. 8e. Service animal. "Service animal" means an animal that
performs tasks or assists in performing tasks for a person that are
associated with major life activities and includes a seeing eye or
hearing ear dog.
Subp. 9. Shelter. "Shelter" means equipment used to sleep in or on,
excluding sleeping bags. Examples are tents, trailers, pickup campers,
buses, station wagons, motor homes, and boats.
Subp. 10. Snowmobile. "Snowmobile" has the meaning given in
Minnesota Statutes, section 84.81, subdivision 3.
Subp. lOa. Special event. "Special event" means an event held in a
state park or on forest lands that is not normally allowed, that causes
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6100.0525 Penalty.

significant environmental effects, or that is likely to attract large
numbers of people that could disrupt normal use of the state park or
forest lands. Special events include, but are not limited to, motorcycle,
snowmobile, and sports car rallies, races, or enduros; orienteering
trials; group campouts that do not occur at designated group camps;
dog sled races; dog trials; and commercial uses.
Subp. 11. State park. "State park" has the meaning given in
Minnesota Statutes, section 85.012, and includes state monuments,
state recreation areas, and state waysides as defined in Minnesota
Statutes, section 85.013, and state historic sites under the authority of
the commissioner.
Subp. 12. Watercraft. "Watercraft" has the meaning given in
Minnesota Statutes, section 86B.005, subdivision 18.
Subp. 13. Off-highway motorcycle or OHM. "Off-highway
motorcycle" or "OHM" has the meaning given in Minnesota Statutes,
section 84.787, subdivision 7.
Subp. 14. Off-road vehicle or ORV. "Off-road vehicle" or "ORV" has
the meaning given in Minnesota Statutes, section 84.797, subdivision
7.

6100.0525 PENALTV.
A person who violates any of parts 6100.0100 to 6100.2400 is

guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to immediate removal from the
state park or forest lands and to other appropriate legal action,
including revocation of any permits issued.

6100.0650 RESTRICTED AREAS.
It is unlawful to enter by any means a restricted area that has been

posted to prohibit entrance.
It is unlawful for a person to use a state park or forest lands facility

that requires a special use permit or a fee, without first obtaining a
permit or paying the fee.

6100.0700 PERSONAL CONDUCT AND PROHIBITIONS.
Subpart 1. Disorderly conduct. It is unlawful for a person to
engage in disorderly conduct, as provided under Minnesota Statutes,
section 609.72.
Subp. 2. Noise. Without prior permission from the park manager or
forest officer, no person shall make noise reasonably tending to arouse
alarm or resentment of others by means of a public address system,
radio, stereo, amplifier, or power equipment, or by any other means.
Subp. 3. Liquor. It is unlawful for a person in a state park, forest
campground, or forest day use area to consume intoxicating liquors, or
to display in public intoxicating liquor containers. Possession of 3.2
beer in a keg is unlawful without written permission of the park
manager or forest officer.
Subp. 4. Disturbance. No person shall engage in brawling or
fighting, or use offensive, obscene, or abusive language, or engage in
boisterous, noisy, or threatening conduct reasonably tending to arouse
alarm, anger, or resentment in others.
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6100.0800 Public safety; hunting; firearms; weapons.

Subp. 5. Drugs. A person's possession and use of drugs shall be in
accordance with state laws.

6100.0800 PUBLIC SAFETY; HUNTING; FIREARMS; WEAPONS.
Subpart 1. Restrictions.

A. While in a state park, or while in or wi,thin 200 feet of a forest
recreation area, except as provided in subpart 2 or by special permit
from the commissioner, it is unlawful for a person to:

(1) possess explosives or fireworks of any kind;
(2) possess a firearm, unless the firearm is unloaded and

completely contained in a gun case expressly made for that purpose,
which is fully enclosed by being zipped, snapped, buckled, tied, or
otherwise fastened, or unless unloaded and contained in the trunk of a
car with the trunk door closed;

(3) possess a bow and arrows, unless either unstrung or completely
contained in a case or contained in the trunk of a car with the trunk
door closed;

(4) use or display any other type of weapon including slingshots,
switchblade knives, traps, and spears; and

(5) hunt, trap, or take wild animals in any manner except as
authorized by the commissioner.

B. It is unlawful while hunting to pursue wildlife into a state park or
to chase wildlife out of a state park without permission of a park
officer.
Subp. 2. Exceptions.

A. When hunting, trapping, or taking wild animals is authorized in a
state park, the restrictions in subpart 1 on firearms, bows and arrows,
and traps are waived to the extent necessary to allow the authorized
activity.

B. During the open seasons for hunting, a person may carry an
unloaded, uncased firearm or bow and arrows from a forest recreation
area to engage in hunting outside of the forest recreation area.
Subp. 3. Repealed, 1999
Subp. 4. Repealed, 1999
Subp. 5. Hunting and shooting; forest lands. Forest lands are
open to hunting and to target, trap, and recreational shooting except
where prohibited by law, posted or designated closed for management
or public safety purposes, or otherwise restricted by this part.
Subp. 6. Shooting ranges; forest lands. Items A to G govern the
use of designated shooting ranges on forest lands.

A. Shooting range hours are from sunrise to sunset, except that no
shooting is allowed before 8:00 a.m. or after 8:00 p.m.

B. Shooting ranges are closed during the firearms deer season.
C. Alcoholic beverages and glass containers are prohibited on a

shooting range.
D. Firearms must be unloaded and cased unless on the firing line.
E. Use of a firing point is limited to one hour when others are

waiting.
F. Shooting is permitted only from the designated firing points on

ranges where they are provided.
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6100.0900 Environmental protection (Selected subpart)

G. Targets permitted are:
(1) rifle or pistol - paper targets or steel silhouettes only. Paper

targets must be attached to target holders where provided; and
(2) shotgun - clay targets only.

6100.0900 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (SELECTED
SUBPART)
Subp. 3. Forest lands.

A. Wood that is dead and lying on the ground on forest lands may
be used to build fires, as long as it is used on forest lands and not
removed, except under permit issued by the commissioner.

B. No person may cut live merchantable trees on forest lands for
constructing an elevated scaffold, except that shrubs, the lateral
branches of trees, and saplings measuring smaller than four inches in
diameter at 4-1/2 feet off the ground may be removed.

C. A person may not release, place, or transplant plant or animal
life on forest lands unless approved by the commissioner. This item
does not apply to a person operating under a contract, lease, license,
or permit from the commissioner that allows releasing, placing, or
transplanting plant or animal life on forest lands.

6100.1900 MOTOR VEHICLES AND SNOWMOBILES IN STATE
PARKS, FOREST CAMPGROUNDS,AND DAY USE AREAS.
Subpart 1. Motor vehicle use. Only motor vehicles licensed for use
on Minnesota highways may be operated within state parks, forest
campgrounds, and forest day use areas. The operator must have a
valid driver's license. Snowmobiles or other motor vehicles may
operate in a forest campground or forest day use area on a trail or
road that is posted and designated for that use. Operation must
comply with all applicable laws and rules.
Subp. 2. Designated roads. Licensed motor vehicles may be
operated only on designated roads and parking areas and may be
parked only in designated parking areas or parking spurs. Motor
vehicles may not be driven on roads that are posted, chained, or
gated. Parking in an area not designated as a parking area is
prohibited and subjects the vehicle to being towed at the owner's
expense.
Subp. 3. Speed limit. A motor vehicle shall not be operated in
excess of posted speeds or in a reckless, careless, or exhibitive
manner. No person shall operate a vehicle in such a manner as to
create unnecessary engine noise, tire squeals, skidding, or sliding.
Subp. 4. Motor vehicle law. Minnesota Statutes, chapter 169,
governing motor vehicle use on public roads and highways, applies to
all roads within state parks.
Subp. 5. Snowmobiles. No person shall operate a snowmobile in a
state park unless on trails and areas posted and designated for
snowmobile use, under conditions of snow cover considered adequate
for protection of the park by the park manager. Within state parks no
snowmobile shall be operated before 8:00 a.m. or after 10:00 p.m.,
except as otherwise posted.
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6100.1950 Motor vehicles and snowmobiles; forest lands.

6100.1950 MOTOR VEHICLES AND SNOWMOBILES; FOREST
LANDS.
Subpart 1. Classified forest lands. The operation of motor vehicles
and snowmobiles on forest lands classified by the commissioner for
purposes of motor vehicle use according to subpart 2 and Minnesota
Statutes, section 89.002, is regulated according to items A to C.

A. On forest lands classified as managed, a person may operate a
motor vehicle only on forest roads and forest trails that are not posted
and designated closed and in areas that are posted and designated to
allow motor vehicle use, subject to the limitations and exceptions in
this part.

B. On forest lands classified as limited, a person may operate a
motor vehicle only on forest roads that are not posted and designated
closed and on forest trails or areas that are posted and designated to
allow motor vehicle use, subject to the limitations and exceptions in
this part.

e. No person shall operate a motor vehicle or snowmobile on forest
lands classified as closed, unless on frozen public waters where
operation is not otherwise prohibited. Motor vehicles that are licensed
for use on public highways may be operated on forest roads that are
not posted or gated closed. Snowmobiles may operate on designated
trails.
Subp. 2. Criteria for classification. The following criteria shall be
considered when classifying forest lands for motor vehicle use:

A. resource sensitivity and management objectives;
B. resource impact by motorized and non motorized use, including

erosion, rutting, and impacts on vegetation, wildlife, air, water, or
natural habitats;

e. motorized and nonmotorized recreational opportunity in area;
D. user needs, such as trails, parking, signs, and access;
E. the degree and trend of motor vehicle use in the area;
F. the degree and trend of nonmotor vehicle use in the area;
G. competing interests among different user groups; and
H. public safety and law enforcement concerns.

Subp. 3. Notice and public meeting. Before changing the
classification of forest lands for motor vehicle use, the commissioner
shall provide notice and a public meeting according to items A to e.

A. A public meeting shall be held in the county where the largest
portion of the forest lands are located to provide information to and
receive comment from the public regarding the proposed classification
change.

B. Sixty days before the public meeting, notice of the proposed
classification change shall be published in legal newspapers that serve
the counties in which the lands are located and in a statewide
Department of Natural Resources news release and in the State
Register. The notice shall include a summary of the proposed action, a
request for public comment, and notice of the public meeting.

e. Twenty-one days before the public meeting, notice of the
meeting shall be announced in a statewide Department of Natural
Resources news release.
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6100.1950 Motor vehicles and snowmobiles; forest lands.

Subp. 4. Commissioner's decision. The commissioner shall make a
decision about the proposed classification change after considering the
criteria listed in subpart 2 and any public comment received and
explaining how the nature and magnitude of the criteria and comments
relate to the classification.
Subp. 5. Nonmotorized trails. No person shall operate a motor
vehicle or snowmobile on forest lands on a designated non motorized
trail, including ski, foot, horse, bike, or accessible trail, unless the trail
is also posted open for a motorized use.
Subp. 6. Lakes, rivers, and streams. No person shall operate a
motor vehicle on forest lands on or over the beds of lakes, rivers, or
streams when ice is not covering the water body, except on a bridge,
culvert, or similar structure or designated low water crossing.
Subp. 7. Other prohibitions and exceptions.

A. No person shall operate a motor vehicle or snowmobile on forest
lands in a manner that causes erosion or rutting or injures, damages,
or destroys trees or growing crops. The rutting prohibition does not
apply on trails that are designated and maintained for motorized use.

B. No person shall operate motor vehicles or snowmobiles on forest
lands within the boundaries of an area that is posted and designated
as closed to the operation of motor vehicles or snowmobiles.

C. No person shall operate a motor vehicle or snowmobile in the
Richard J. Dorer Memorial Hardwood Forest, except on forest roads
that are not posted and designated as closed, and on forest trails or
areas that are posted and designated to allow the use of motor
vehicles or snowmobiles. The exception under item D does not apply.

D. Except as provided in item C, on forest lands classified as
managed or limited, a person may use an ATV off forest trails in a
manner consistent with this subpart when lawfully:

(1) engaged in hunting big game or constructing hunting stands
during October, November, and December;

(2) retrieving big game during September; or
(3) trapping during open seasons.
E. No person shall construct an unauthorized permanent trail on

forest lands.
F. Subpart 1 does not apply to motor vehicles used to carry out

silvicultural activities, including timber cruising, and the harvest and
transport of forest products for commercial purposes.

G. The commissioner may grant a variance from the requirements
of subpart 1 to private landowners and leaseholders when the only
reasonable access to their land is across state forest lands.
Subp. 8. Forest roads.

A. A motor vehicle on a forest road shall travel at a speed that is
reasonable and prudent. It is a violation of this part to exceed a
posted speed limit.

B. All posted parking and traffic regulations, including signs
designating speed limits, stop signs, one-way traffic, and do not enter,
shall be obeyed on a forest road.
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6100.2350 Official use and variance.

C. No person, passenger, or operator of a motor vehicle shall travel
on or along a forest road that is designated as closed with signs,
barricaded, or blocked with a gate.

D. Removing snow from a forest road is prohibited when the road
is posted for no snow removal.

E. No person shall operate, nor shall an owner permit the operation
of a motor vehicle, on a forest road or trail in a manner that causes
damage to the road, land, or other natural resources.

6100.2350 OFFICIAL USE AND VARIANCE.
Parts 6100.0100 to 6100.2400 do not apply to a licensed peace

officer or an employee or agent of the Department of Natural
Resources while engaged in the performance of official duties. The
commissioner may grant a variance from the requirements of parts
6100.0100 to 6100.2400 when the commissioner considers it
necessary for maintenance, conservation, or public safety purposes.

6100.2400 SUSPENSION OF RULES.
In situations of emergency or in the case of authorized special

events, the commissioner may provide temporary exceptions to parts
6100.0100 to 6100.2400 by posting notice of the exception at the site.

SESSION LAW: FOREST LAND OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE USE
RECLASSIFICATION
FOREST CLASSIFICATION STATUS REVIEW.

(a) By December 31, 2006, the commissioner of natural resources
shall complete a review of the forest classification status of all state
forests classified as managed or limited, all forest lands under the
authority of the commissioner as defined in Minnesota Statutes,
section 89.001, subdivision 13, and lands managed by the
commissioner under Minnesota Statutes, section 282.011. The review
must be conducted on a forest-by-forest and area-by-area basis in
accordance with the process and criteria under Minnesota Rules, part
6100.1950. Except as provided in paragraph (d), after each forest is
reviewed, the commissioner must change its status to limited or
closed, and must provide a similar status for each of the other areas
subject to review under this section after each individual review is
completed.

(b) If the commissioner determines on January 1, 2005, that the
review required under this section cannot be completed by December
31, 2006, the completion date for the review shall be extended to
December 31, 2008. By January 15, 2005, the commissioner shall
report to the chairs of the legislative committees with jurisdiction over
natural resources policy and finance regarding the status of the
process required by this section.

(c) Until December 31, 2010, the state forests and areas subject to
review under this section are exempt from Minnesota Statutes, section
84.777, unless an individual forest or area has been classified as
limited or closed.
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Session Law: Forest Land Off-Highway Vehicle Use Reclassification

(d) Notwithstanding the restrictions in paragraph (a), and
Minnesota Statutes, section 84.777, all forest lands under the
authority of the commissioner as defined in Minnesota Statutes,
section 89.001, subdivision 13, and lands managed by the
commissioner under Minnesota Statutes, section 282.011, that are
north of U.S. Highway 2 shall maintain their present classification
unless the commissioner reclassifies the lands under Minnesota Rules,
part 6100.1950. The commissioner shall provide for seasonal trail
closures when conditions warrant them. By December 31, 2008, the
commissioner shall complete the review and designate trails on forest
lands north of Highway 2 as provided in this section.
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6100.5000 Snowmobile registration and display of numbers.

SNOWMOBILE REGISTRATION AND OPERATION

6100.5000 SNOWMOBILE REGISTRATION AND DISPLAY OF
NUMBERS.
Subpart 1. Application. Application for snowmobile registration shall
be made to the commissioner of natural resources or authorized agent
on the form prescribed. Registrants must be 18 years of age or older
prior to applying for registration of a snowmobile. Upon presentation
of a bill of sale in the form prescribed by the commissioner, and
payment of the fee required, a snowmobile registration certificate will
be issued to the applicant. Registration certificates are valid for a
period of three years. A decal showing the expiration date shall be
affixed to the machine as illustrated below.
Subp. 2. Required information. The applicant shall furnish all the
information required by the application for snowmobile registration.
Subp. 3. Affixation of number. The registration number of the
snowmobile, shown on the registration certificate, shall be affixed to
the snowmobile and maintained in a clear, legible manner. On all
machines made after June 30, 1972, and sold in Minnesota, such
registration number shall be affixed in the space provided therefor in
accordance with part 6100.5700, subpart 4. On all other machines it
shall be affixed on each side of the cowling on the upper half of the
machine, as follows.

r--2" --1

LA - 1 2 3 4 Q; DECAL

Subp. 4. Description of decal or number; lost or destroyed
number or decal. All letters and numbers shall be of a color which
will contrast with the surface to which applied, and shall be at least
three inches high and three-eighths inch stroke. When any previously
affixed registration number or decal is destroyed or lost, a duplicate
shall be affixed in the manner shown above. The registration number
shall remain the same if renewed by July 1 following the expiration
date.
Subp. 5. General prohibition. No person shall operate or transport,
and no person shall permit the operation of, a snowmobile within this
state which does not have its registration number and unexpired decal
affixed in the form and manner required by this part, unless the owner
is exempted from the registration requirements of this state by
Minnesota Statutes, section 84.82.
Subp. 6. Duplicate certificate. A duplicate registration certificate
will be issued upon application by the owner to the commissioner on
the form prescribed and upon payment of the fee required by law.
Replacement registration decals may be obtained from the Department
of Natural Resources License Center or any conservation officer.
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6100.5001 Dealer's and manufacturer's registration.

Subp. 7. Transfer of ownership. Application for transfer of
ownership shall be made to the commissioner within 15 days of the
date of transfer. An "Application for Transfer" form is to be executed
by the registered owner and the purchaser and submitted together
with the fee required by law, the owner's registration certificate, and a
bill of sale in the form prescribed by the commissioner.
Subp. 8. Reporting of abandoned, stolen, or destroyed
snowmobiles. Abandoned, stolen, or destroyed snowmobiles shall be
reported to the commissioner within 15 days by completing the
reverse side of the registration certificate. No fee is charged for the
reporting.

6100.5001 DEALER'S AND MANUFACTURER'S REGISTRATION.
Subpart 1. Demonstration or testing purposes. Application for
registration of all snowmobiles owned by a dealer and operated for
demonstration or testing purposes shall be made to the commissioner.
Upon payment of the fee required by law, three registration plates will
be issued, together with a registration certificate which shall be
conspicuously displayed by the dealer in the dealer's place of business.
Subp. 2. Research, experimentation, or demonstration
purposes. Application for registration of all snowmobiles owned by a
manufacturer and operated for research testing, experimentation, or
demonstration purposes shall be made to the commissioner. Upon
payment of the fee required by law, 12 registration plates will be
issued, together with a registration certificate which shall be
conspicuously displayed by the manufacturer in the place of
manufacture.
Subp. 3. Duplicate plates. Additional duplicate registration plates
may be purchased by a dealer or manufacturer upon payment of a fee
of $3 per plate.
Subp. 4. Display required. No dealer or manufacturer shall
operate, or permit to be operated, within this state, any snowmobile
owned by or under the control of such dealer or manufacturer unless a
valid registration plate is clearly displayed on such snowmobile.
Subp. 5. Nontransferability. Dealer and manufacturer registrations
are not transferable.

6100.5002 SPECIAL PERMITS.
Upon written application by the responsible event sponsor to the

commissioner, special operating permits for limited periods of time not
to exceed 30 days may be issued to operators of snowmobiles from
states which do not require registration when such snowmobiles are to
be used in connection with a responsibly organized group outing,
trailride, race, rally, or other promotional events. Such permit shall be
conspicuously displayed on the snowmobile and is valid only when the
snowmobile is used in connection with the event for which the permit
was issued and for the period of time shown on the permit.
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6100.5100 Use of snowmobiles during hunting season.

6100.5100 USE OF SNOWMOBILES DURING HUNTING SEASON.
No person shall operate a snowmobile between the hours of 7: 00

a.m. and 3:00 p.m. in any area open for the taking of deer by
firearms, except for law enforcement purposes or by commissioner's
order; provided, however, that conservation officers may issue written
permits authorizing operation of snowmobiles during such hours in
case of emergency or other unusual conditions.

Deer being dragged by a snowmobile must have the prescribed deer
tag properly placed and locked at the time the operator arrives at an
improved roadway or designated trail. The tag must be properly
placed and locked at the time the deer is brought into any hunting
camp, dwelling, farmyard, or other place of abode of any kind
occupied overnight, or before being placed wholly or partially on a
snowmobile, or upon a conveyance towed by a snowmobile.

6100.5200 USE OF SNOWMOBILES ON PUBLIC LANDS AND
WATERS
Subpart 1. Permitted uses and exceptions. Snowmobiles may be
operated on public lands or waters under the jurisdiction of the
commissioner of natural resources except that no persons shall
operate a snowmobile in any of the following, except for law
enforcement purposes:

A. in any state park, state recreation area, state historic site, or
state scientific and natural area with the exception of posted
snowmobile trails or areas;

B. in any state wildlife management area without the written
permission of the agent in charge thereof in that part of the state lying
south and west of a line described as follows: U.S. Highway NO.2
from East Grand Forks easterly to Bemidji; thence southerly along U.S.
Highway No. 71 to Wadena; thence easterly along U.S. Highway No.
10 to Staples and U.S. Highway No. 210 to Carlton; thence east in a
straight line to the easterly boundary of the state; and

C. in any area in which such operation is or may hereafter be
prohibited by law, regulations, order, or directive.
Subp. 2. Regulation by government subdivisions of state.
Governmental subdivisions of the state may by resolution or ordinance
regulate the operation of snowmobiles on public waters within their
boundaries, provided such resolution or ordinance is not inconsistent
with law or these parts. No resolution or ordinance restricting the
period of time within which snowmobiles may be operated on public
waters shall be valid with respect to such restriction unless first
submitted to the commissioner of natural resources and approved by
the commissioner in writing.
Subp. 3. No dumping. No person shall deposit any garbage, rubbish,
offal, the body of any dead animal, or other litter upon public lands or
waters or the ice thereon, other than in containers, provided thereof,
or, without the consent of the owner, on private lands or water or ice
thereon.
Subp. 4. Speed limits. Speed limits:
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6100.5300 Uniform signs.

A. It shall be unlawful for any person to drive or operate any
snowmobile at a rate of speed greater than is reasonable or proper
under all of the surrounding circumstances or at a rate that is greater
than that set by the commissioner of natural resources pursuant to
item B, on public lands or waters of this state under the jurisdiction of
the commissioner of natural resources, provided that the operation of
any snowmobile at a rate of speed in excess of 50 miles per hour on
such lands or waters shall be unreasonable and unlawful unless
operated pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of item C.

B. Where necessary, the commissioner of natural resources may
establish and post at reasonable intervals, a reasonable and safe
maximum speed limit for the operation of snowmobiles along a specific
portion of public trail or in a specific area of public land or water that is
under the commissioner's jurisdiction. Such speed limit shall be
effective when signs are erected and any operation of a snowmobile
within such posted portion of trail or area in excess of the posted
speed limit is unlawful.

C. The speed limits established by item A and by the commissioner
of natural resources under the authority of item B may be waived in
writing by the commissioner during the pendency of an organized race
or similar competitive event held upon such lands or waters.

6100.5300 UNIFORM SIGNS.
Subpart 1. In general. The signs in subparts 2 to 10 are designated
as necessary and desirable to control, direct, or regulate the operation
and use of snowmobiles for the purposes indicated.
Subp. 2. Informational blazer. Informational blazer to be used in
indicating intersections or major changes in trail direction through use
of the 7-1/2 inch decals shown below, or comparable screened
insignia.

1--14'-'"

~L
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6100.5300 Uniform signs.

Subp. 3. Directional blazer. Directional blazer to be used in
indicating minor changes in trail direction through use of the 5-1/4
inch arrow decal shown below or comparable screened insignia.

J-~~~~~T
(~.~) .112

"......

Subp. 4. Reassuring blazer. Reassuring blazer placed along trail
often enough to reassure that the user is on trail.

1--5'.....

or
Subp. S. Color of blazers. The blazers in subparts 2 to 4 are to be
orange Scotchlite #3274 or its equivalent.
Subp. 6. Directional decals. The following directional decals are to
be used:

A. Directional decal to be used on the 14 inch by 18-1/4 inch
informational blazer.

B. Directional decal to be used on the 9-1/4 inch by 12 inch
directional blazer.

t-5'/.?' .....
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6100.5400 Snowmobile accident reports.

Subp. 7. Intersectional decals. Intersectional decals to be used on
the 14 inch by 18-1/4 inch informational blazer.

Subp. 8. Intersectional decals. Decals in subparts 6 and 7 to have
background or orange Scotchlite #3274 or equivalent with insignia
screened black.
Subp. 9. Stop sign. Stop sign to be used along trail prior to road or
highway crossing. Placement to be approximately 25 feet from such
crossing point. Colors and reflectorization to conform to highway
standards.

Subp. 10. No snowmobiling sign. No snowmobiling to be used to
indicate trails and areas where snowmobile use is prohibited.
Background color is to be orange Scotchlite #3274 or equivalent;
snowmobile symbol to be 60 percent black, prohibiting slash and
letters solid black.

From and after October 1, 1970, no sign intended for any of the
purposes indicated in the preceding paragraph shall be erected by the
state or its governmental subdivisions unless such sign is substantially
in the form, shape, dimensions, and colors shown in the preceding
paragraph.

Detailed plans and specifications of such signs will be available upon
written request to the commissioner.

6100.5400 SNOWMOBILE ACCIDENT REPORTS.
Subpart 1. Definitions. For the purposes of this part, certain terms
or words used herein shall be interpreted as follows:
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6100.5500 Snowmobile education and training programs.

A. "Injury requIring medical attention" means an injury of such a
degree that its proper treatment requires consultation with or a visit to
a doctor or hospital emergency room.

B. "Involved in an accident" means every snowmobile which either
strikes or is struck by another person, snowmobile, motor vehicle, or
other animate or inanimate object.

C. "Operator" means every person who operates or is in actual
physical control of a snowmobile.

D. "Promptly" means that such written report shall be forwarded as
soon as possible after an accident but not more than 48 hours after
such accident.

E. "Total damage" means total apparent property damage resulting
to each snowmobile and its related equipment or to any other property
which is involved in the accident.
Subp. 2. General requirement. The operator of any snowmobile
involved in an accident resulting in injury requiring medical attention
or hospitalization to or death of any person or total damage to an
extent of $100 or more, shall promptly forward a written report of the
accident on the form prescribed.

6100.5500 SNOWMOBILE EDUCATION AND TRAINING
PROGRAMS.
Subpart 1. Administration. Snowmobile education and training
programs will be administered by the snowmobile safety coordinator,
Department of Natural Resources.
Subp. 2. Purpose. Training programs will be conducted in each
county for the purpose of qualifying persons 12 years of age or older,
but less than 18, for a snowmobile safety certificate.
Subp. 3. Course content. The course content will include the
following: machine nomenclature, control familiarization, machine
safety features, operating procedures, snowmobile and highway laws
and regulations, loading and towing procedures, snowmobile code of
ethics, safety hazards of operation, including possible hearing damage,
environmental consequences of snowmobile use, and performance and
written tests.
Subp. 4. Fee. The fee for enrollment in a training program class is
$2, payable in advance. A student who fails to pass may take the
class over when available, without additional fee. Persons age 18 or
over, or age 11 may be admitted to a class to the extent facilities
permit upon payment of the $2 fee.
Subp. 5. Safety certificate. Upon successful completion of the
training program by a student, the instructor will submit the name,
address, and date of birth of the student to the snowmobile safety
coordinator who will issue to the student, on behalf of the
commissioner, a snowmobile safety certificate. A duplicate certificate
will be issued if the original is lost or destroyed, upon application and
payment of $2. No snowmobile safety certificate shall be issued to
any person less than 12 years of age except to the parents or guardian
of that person, to be held by such parent or guardian until the person's
12th birthday.
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6100.5600 Revocation of snowmobile safety certificates.

Subp. 6. Age limitations. Each snowmobile safety certificate issued
shall show on its face the birthdate of the person to whom it was
issued. No person less than 14 years of age or any other person 14
years of age but less than 18 years of age who does not possess a
snowmobile safety certificate may make a direct crossing of a street or
highway at any time.

6100.5600 REVOCATION OF SNOWMOBILE SAFETY
CERTIFICATES.
Subpart 1. Form. When the judge of a juvenile court or any of its
duly authorized agents shall determine that any person, while less
than 18 years of age, has violated the provisions of Minnesota
Statutes, sections 84.81 to 84.88 or any other state or local law or
ordinance regulating the operation of snowmobiles, the judge or duly
authorized agent shall immediately report such a determination to the
commissioner on the form prescribed. The judge, or duly authorized
agent, may indicate upon the form prescribed a recommendation as to
whether or not the person's snowmobile safety certificate should be
suspended and the length of such suspension, if any.
Subp. 2. Suspension of certificate; surrender. A person under 18
years of age shall surrender the person's snowmobile safety certificate
to the judge, or duly authorized agent, in all cases when such judge,
or agent, recommends the suspension of such certificate. The
snowmobile safety certificate shall be transmitted to the commissioner
in all cases where suspension thereof is recommended and where such
recommended period of suspension exceeds 15 days.
Subp. 3. Retention of certificates. The commissioner shall retain
possession of suspended snowmobile safety certificates during the
period of the suspension, all other certificates shall be returned
immediately upon a determination that they will not be suspended.

6100.5700 REQUIRED EQUIPMENT.
Subpart 1. Snowmobiles. No snowmobile shall be operated upon
public lands, waters, streets, or highways unless it is equipped as
follows:

A. At least one head lamp having a minimum candlepower of
sufficient intensity to reveal persons and vehicles at a distance of at
least 100 feet ahead during hours of darkness under normal
atmospheric conditions. Such head lamp shall be so aimed that
glaring rays are not projected into the eyes of an oncoming
snowmobile operator.

B. At least one red tail lamp, having a minimum candlepower of
sufficient intensity to exhibit a red light plainly visible from a distance
of 500 feet to the rear during hours of darkness, under normal
atmospheric conditions.

C. Reflector material of a minimum area of 16 square inches
mounted on each side forward of the handle bars. Reflector material
shall have at least the minimum intensity values as prescribed in Table
II of federal specifications L-S-300A, dated January 1, 1970.
Registration numbers, the manufacturer's trade name, or other
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6100.5700 Required equipment.

decorative material, if meeting minimum reflectorization standards,
may be included in computing the required 16-square-inch area.

D. Brakes adequate to control the movement of, and to stop and to
hold the snowmobile track under normal conditions of operation.

E. "Street or highway" means the entire width between boundary
lines or any way or place when any part thereof is open to the use of
the public, as a matter of right, for the purpose of vehicular traffic.
Subp. 2. Sled, trailer, or device towed by snowmobile. Any sled,
trailer, or other device being towed by a snowmobile during the hours
of darkness under normal atmospheric conditions shall be eqUipped as
follows:

A. Unobstructed and visible reflector material shall be mounted on
each side and at the rear of the sled, trailer, or vehicle.

B. The reflector material required herein shall have at least the
minimum intensity values set forth in subpart 1, item C or it shall be in
accordance with Reflex Reflectors, SAE J594E.
Subp. 3. Maker's permanent identification number. All
snowmobiles made after June 30, 1972, and sold in Minnesota shall
bear the maker's permanent identification number so placed and of
such size as follows:

A. be stamped into the right outside vertical surface of the track
tunnel in an area within 12 inches of the rearmost edge of the track
tunnel, or other approved location;

B. have a height of numerals and letters of not less than one-fourth
inch;

C. have a depth of embossing of not less than 0.010 inch; and
D. be readable without moving any part of the vehicle.

Each snowmobile so manufactured shall bear an individual number
which is not duplicated by that maker at any time within the
succeeding ten years.
Subp. 4. Snowmobile registration number affixation. All
snowmobiles made after June 30, 1972, and sold in Minnesota, shall
be designed and made to provide an area on which to affix the
snowmobile registration number at the following location and of the
following dimensions:

A. A clear area shall be provided on each side of the cowling or pan
with the minimum size of 3-1/2 inches vertical by 11 inches horizontal.

B. It shall be a minimum of 12 inches from the ground when the
machine is resting on a hard surface.
Subp. 5. Mufflers. Mufflers:

A. No person shall operate a snowmobile unless it is equipped with
a muffler as required by law and these rules, except that snowmobiles
may be operated in organized events as authorized by Minnesota
Statutes, section 84.871, without such a muffler.

B. No snowmobile manufactured on or after June 30, 1970, and
before February 1, 1972, for sale in Minnesota, except snowmobiles
designed for competition purposes only, shall be sold, or offered for
sale, unless it is eqUipped with a muffler that limits engine noise to not
more than 86 decibels on the A scale at 50 feet.
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6100.5800 Penalties.

C. No snowmobile manufactured on or after February 1, 1972, for
sale in Minnesota, except snowmobiles designed for competition
purposes only, shall be sold, or offered for sale, unless it is equipped
with a muffler that limits engine noise to not more than 82 decibels on
the A scale at 50 feet.

D. No snowmobile manufactured on or after April 1, 1975, except a
snowmobile designed for competition purposes only, shall be sold,
offered for sale, or operated in Minnesota unless it is so equipped and
has been certified by the manufacturer to conform to a sound level
limitation of not more than 78 decibels on the A scale at 50 feet as
originally equipped.

E. In certifying that a new snowmobile complies with the noise
limitation requirements of this rule, a manufacturer shall make such a
certification based on measurements made in accordance with the SAE
Recommended Practice J192 (a), as set forth in the Report of the
Vehicle Sound Level Committee, as approved by the Society of
Automotive Engineers September 1970 and revised November 1973.

F. No snowmobile shall be sold or offered for sale in Minnesota
unless its maker has previously furnished the commissioner with a
certificate of compliance certifying that all snowmobiles made by that
maker meet or exceed the applicable noise level restrictions
established by these rules. The certification of compliance shall be in
the form of a "Snowmobile Safety Certification Committee" label
conspicuously attached to the machine showing certification by the
Snowmobile Safety and Certification Committee, Inc., or a label
showing compliance with Snowmobile Safety Certification Committee
standards accompanied by a letter containing test results of an
evaluation of noise levels by a competent independent testing
laboratory. Snowmobiles intended for competition purposes only shall
be exempt from this part provided a separate placard identifying that
such snowmobile is not so equipped is conspicuously and permanently
affixed thereto.

G. Except for organized events as authorized by Minnesota
Statutes, section 84.871, no snowmobile shall be modified by any
person in any manner that shall amplify or otherwise increase total
noise level above that emitted by the snowmobile as originally
equipped, regardless of date of manufacture.

6100.5800 PENALTIES.
Subpart 1. In general. Any person who shall violate any of the
provisions of these parts shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Subp. 2. Manufacturer's penalty. A manufacturer who certifies that
a new snowmobile can meet the sound level limitations imposed by
these parts shall be subject to the penalty provisions of subpart 1 for
each machine so certified which does not meet the applicable sound
level limitations.
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CHAPTER 6102
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

6102.0001 SCOPE AND PURPOSE.
The scope and purpose of this chapter is to provide regulation of

off-highway motorcycles, off-road vehicles, and all-terrain vehicles
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 84.787 to 84.796, 84.797 to
84.805, and 84.92 to 84.929.

6102.0002 DEFINITIONS.
Subpart 1. Scope. For the purposes of parts 6102.0002 to
6102.0080, the terms defined in this part have the meanings given
them.
Subp. 2. ATV. "ATV" means an all-terrain vehicle.
Subp. 3. Commissioner. "Commissioner" means the commissioner
of natural resources.
Subp. 4. Department. "Department" means the Department of
Natural Resources.
Subp. 5. OHM. "OHM" means an off-highway motorcycle.
Subp. 6. ORV. "ORV" means an off-road vehicle.
Subp. 7. Vehicle. "Vehicle" means an OHM, ORV, or ATV.

6102.0010 VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND DISPLAY OF
NUMBERS.
Subpart 1. Application. Application for vehicle registration shall be
made to the commissioner or authorized agent providing information
relevant to registration in the format prescribed by the commissioner.
Applicants must be 18 years of age or older before applying for
registration. Upon presentation of a bill of sale and payment of the fee
as required by Minnesota Statutes, sections 84.788, 84.798, and
84.922, a registration certificate shall be issued. Registration is valid
for up to three years beginning January 1 of the year in which the
vehicle is registered. Private use ATV registration certificates and
decals are valid until ownership is transferred as prescribed by
Minnesota Statutes, section 84.922, subdivision 2a.
Subp. 2. Required information. The applicant shall furnish all the
information completely and accurately as required by the application
for registration.
Subp. 3. Display of number and decals. The current ATV and OHM
registration numbers and decal must be displayed on a plate not less
than four inches high and 7-1/2 inches wide, which is clearly visible on
the back of the vehicle, at least 12 inches from the ground. The decal
must be displayed in the upper-left section of the plate. The plate,
registration numbers, and registration decal must be maintained in a
clear and legible condition.

ATVs registered for private use as prescribed by Minnesota
Statutes, section 84.922, subdivision 2a, must display the private use
decal in the upper-right section of the plate. If registered only for
private use, no numbers need be displayed.
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OHMs licensed under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 168, for highway
use must display the OHM decal in the upper-left section of the license
plate issued by the Department of Public Safety, Division of Motor
Vehicles.
Subp. 4. Description of decal and number. Letters and numbers
shall be:

A. at least 1-1/2 inches high and 3/16 inch stroke;
B. in English language characters placed to read from left to right;

and
C. in a color that contrasts with the background to which they are

applied.
Subp. 5. Replacement card, numbers, decals. A replacement
registration card shall be issued upon application by the owner to the
commissioner providing information relevant to registration in the
format provided and upon payment of the fee as required by
Minnesota Statutes, sections 84.788, subdivision 4; 84.798,
subdivision 5; and 84.922, subdivision 3. A replacement registration
decal may be obtained from the department's License Bureau, or any
conservation officer. When any previously affixed registration number
or decal is lost or destroyed, a replacement shall be affixed in the
same manner as the original.
Subp. 6. Repealed, 1997
Subp. 7. Reporting of abandoned, stolen, or destroyed vehicles.
A vehicle registered under this part that is abandoned, stolen, or
destroyed must be reported to the commissioner within 15 days by
completing the reverse side of the registration certificate completely
and accurately. A fee is not charged for the reporting.

6102.0020 DEALER'S AND MANUFACTURER'S REGISTRATION.
Subpart 1. Demonstration or testing purposes. Application for
registration of all vehicles owned by a dealer and operated for
demonstration or testing purposes within this state shall be made to
the commissioner providing information relevant to registration in the
format prescribed by the commissioner. Upon payment of the fee as
required by Minnesota Statutes, sections 84.788, subdivision 6;
84.798, subdivision 6; and 84.922, subdivision 5, a registration
certificate and one registration plate shall be issued. The registration
certificate shall be conspicuously displayed by the dealer in the
dealer's place of business.
Subp. 2. Research, experimentation, or demonstration
purposes. Application for registration of all vehicles owned by a
manufacturer and operated for research, testing, experimentation, or
demonstration purposes shall be made to the commissioner providing
information relevant to registration in the format prescribed by the
commissioner. Upon payment of the fee as required by Minnesota
Statutes, sections 84.788, subdivision 6; 84.798, subdivision 6; and
84.922, subdivision 5, a registration certificate and one registration
plate shall be issued. The registration certificate shall be conspicuously
displayed by the manufacturer in the manufacturer's place of business.
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Subp. 2a. Duplicate registration plates. A duplicate registration
plate may be purchased by a registered dealer or registered
manufacturer upon payment of the fee as required by Minnesota
Statutes, sections 84.788, subdivision 6; 84.798, subdivision 6; and
84.922, subdivision 5.
Subp. 3. Display required. A dealer or manufacturer may not
operate or permit to be operated within this state any vehicle owned
by or under the control of a dealer or manufacturer unless a valid
registration plate is clearly displayed on the vehicle in the manner
prescribed by part 6102.0010, subpart 3.

6102.0030 SPECIAL OPERATING PERMITS.
Subpart 1. Issuance. Upon written application by the responsible
event sponsor to the commissioner, special operating permits for
limited periods of time not to exceed 30 days may be issued to
operators of v"ehicles from states that do not require registration when
the special operating permits are to be used in connection with an
organized group outing, trail ride, race, rally, or other promotional
event. The permit shall be in the format prescribed by the
commissioner and is valid only under the terms and conditions
specified by the permit for the event. The permit must be carried by
the vehicle operator.
Subp. 2. Commissioner's review. If a special operating permit is
granted with conditions or is denied, the applicant may file with the
commissioner a written request for review. The commissioner shall
review the permit application and render a decision within 15 days of
the request for review.
Subp. 3. Contested case hearing. If the applicant wishes to appeal
the decision of the commissioner after review under subpart 2, the
applicant may file with the commissioner a written request for a
contested case hearing under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14.

6102.0040 REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
Subpart 1. Vehicle. A vehicle shall not be operated on public lands,
waters, and trails or on public streets and highways which are open to
vehicle use unless equipped according to items A to E.

A. When operating during hours of darkness or reduced visibility, a
vehicle must have at least one headlamp in operation, having a
minimum candlepower of sufficient intensity to reveal persons and
vehicles at a distance of at least 100 feet ahead under normal
atmospheric conditions. The headlamp must be so aimed that glaring
rays are not projected into the eyes of oncoming vehicle operators.

B. When operating during hours of darkness or reduced visibility, a
vehicle must have at least one red tail lamp in operation, having a
minimum candlepower of sufficient intensity to exhibit a red light,
plainly visible from a distance of 500 feet to the rear under normal
atmospheric conditions.

C. A vehicle must have brakes adequate to control the movement
of, to stop, and to hold the vehicle under normal operating conditions.
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D. A vehicle must have a throttle so designed that when pressure
used to advance the throttle is removed, the engine will immediately
and automatically return to idle.

E. An ORV must have a seat belt for each human occupant. All
human occupants must wear seat belts when the vehicle is in
operation.
Subp. 2. Sled, trailer, or device towed by a vehicle. A sled,
trailer, or other device being towed by a vehicle must be equipped
with a straight arm bar if the sled, trailer, or other device being towed
by a vehicle contains one or more human passengers, except that a
disabled vehicle being towed by any means may contain one human
passenger if necessary to steer the vehicle. During the hours of
darkness under normal atmospheric conditions the device being towed
must also be equipped according to items A and B.

A. Unobstructed and visible reflective material of at least 16 square
inches must be mounted on each side and at the rear of the sled,
trailer, or device.

B. The reflection material required must have at least the minimum
intensity values prescribed in Table II of the Federal Specifications L
S-300C, dated March 29, 1977, Code of Federal Regulations, title 49,
chapter V, section 571.108, S5.7.2, or be in accordance with Reflex
Reflectors, Society of Automotive Engineers, SAE J594F, which are
incorporated by reference, are not subject to frequent change, and are
available through the Minitex interlibrary loan system. The
manufacturer's trade name, or other decorative material, if meeting
minimum reflectorization standards, may be included in computing the
required 16 square inch area.
Subp. 3. Maker's permanent identification number. All ATVs
made after January 1, 1995, and OHMs made after January 1, 1994,
that are sold in this state must bear the maker's permanent
identification number. All ATVs and OHMs so manufactured shall bear
an individual number that is not duplicated by that maker at any time
within the succeeding ten years. The maker's permanent identification
number must:

A. be permanently stamped into the steering head or on a frame
member on the forward half of the vehicle;

B. have numerals and letters of not less than four millimeters in
height, and in English language characters placed to read from left to
right; and

C. be readable without removing any part of the vehicle.
Subp. 4. Mufflers.

A. No person shall operate a vehicle unless it is equipped with a
muffler having a spark arrestor approved by the United States Forest
Service as described by Code of Federal Regulations, title 36, chapter
II, section 261.52, paragraph (j).

B. Vehicles shall not be sold, offered for sale, or operated in this
state unless equipped so that overall noise emission does not exceed a
sound level limitation of not more than 99 decibels on the A scale from
a distance of 20 inches using test procedures and instrumentation as
set forth in the Society of Automotive Engineers' Standard, SAE J1287,
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June 1988, or, if different procedures or instrumentation are used, a
noise level equivalent to that level.

C. No noise suppressing system or muffler shall be equipped with a
cutout, bypass, or similar device and no person shall modify or alter
that system or its operation in any manner which will amplify or
increase the noise emitted by the vehicle's motor to exceed the noise
limits established in this subpart, except for organized events as
authorized by Minnesota Statutes, sections 84.795, su bdivision 7;
84.804, subdivision 5; and 84.928, subdivision 5.

6102.0050 OPERATIONAL RESTRICTIONS.
Subpart 1. Traffic control. To control traffic on public lands, waters,
and trails, all vehicle operators must comply with items A to G.

A. Signs posted by the department must be obeyed. Signs shall be
posted when necessary and desirable to control, direct, or regulate the
operation and use of a vehicle, or to protect natural resources or public
safety. Signs may also be posted restricting access to certain areas.

B. One-way trails must be traveled in the direction indicated.
C. When on a trail treadway, an operator must stay on the right

half of the treadway when meeting or being passed by another trail
user.

D. When passing another trail user traveling in the same direction,
an operator must pass on the left half of the treadway and may pass
only when the left half is clearly visible and is free of oncoming traffic
for a sufficient distance ahead to permit overtaking and passing to be
completely made without interfering with the safety of any trail user.

E. Any trail user who is about to enter onto or cross a trail
treadway shall yield the right-of-way to any trail user already on the
treadway to be entered or crossed.

F. When two trail users are about to enter an otherwise unmarked
treadway intersection from different treadways at approximately the
same time, or are approaching an otherwise unmarked merger of two
treadways from any two directions at approximately the same time,
the trail user on the right shall have the right-of-way.

G. Trail users shall yield to non motorized trail users and shall shut
off their vehicles when meeting a horse until the horse has passed or
until waved on by the rider or driver of the horse.
Subp. 2. Operation of vehicles. It is unlawful on any public lands,
waters, trails, or public road rights-of-way open for vehicle use for any
person to drive or operate a vehicle in any of the following ways:

A. At a speed greater than is reasonable or proper under all of the
surrounding circumstances or greater than the posted speed limit.
When necessary, the commissioner may establish and post at
reasonable intervals a reasonable and safe maximum speed limit for
the operation of a vehicle along a specific portion of the trail or in
areas under the commissioner's jurisdiction. The speed limit is
effective when signs are erected and any operation of a vehicle within
the posted portion of the trail or area in excess of the posted speed
limit is unlawful.
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The speed limit may be waived in writing by the commissioner for
an organized race or similar competitive event held upon lands,
waters, or trails under the jurisdiction of the commissioner.

B. Without a lighted headlamp and tail lamp when operated at
night or during reduced visibility.
Subp. 3. Regulations by governmental subdivisions.
Governmental subdivisions may, by ordinance, regulate the operation
of a vehicle on public waters within their boundaries, provided the
ordinance is approved by the commissioner and is not inconsistent
with law or rule. An ordinance affecting vehicle use on public waters is
not valid with respect to such action unless first submitted to the
commissioner and approved in writing.
Subp. 4. Repealed, 1997

6102.0060 UNIFORM SIGNS.
Subpart 1. In general. The department shall post signs when
necessary and desirable to control, direct, or regulate the operation
and use of vehicles, or to protect natural resources or public safety.
The department may post signs restricting access to certain areas.
Specifications for signs used by the state or any of its subdivisions
shall be pursuant to the department sign manual. Detailed plans and
specifications for signs are available upon request to the
commissioner.
Subp. 2. Repealed, 1997
Subp. 3. Repealed, 1997
Subp. 4. Repealed, 1997
Subp. S. Repealed, 1997
Subp. 6. Repealed, 1997
Subp. 7. Repealed, 1997
Subp. 8. Repealed, 1997
Subp. 9. Repealed, 1997

6102.0070 EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR ATV
AND OHM.
Subpart 1. Administration. The education and training program
shall be administered by the safety coordinator, Enforcement Division,
Department of Natural Resources.
Subp. 2. Course content. The course content shall include he
following:

A. machine nomenclature;
B. control familiarization;
C. machine safety features;
D. operating procedures;
E. OHM and ATV laws and rules;
F. loading and towing procedures;
G. OHM and ATV code of ethics;
H. safety hazards of operation including possible hearing damage;
I. environmental consequences of OHM and ATV use; and
J. written tests.
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Subp. 3. Safety certificate. Upon successful completion of the
training program, a student may submit the student's name, address,
and date of birth to the safety coordinator who shall issue to the
student, on behalf of the commissioner, a safety certificate. A
duplicate certificate shall be issued if the original is lost or destroyed,
upon application and payment of the current issuance fee. Each safety
certificate issued shall show on its face the name and birth date of the
person to whom it was issued.

6102.0080 OFFICIAL USE AND VARIANCE.
The requirements of parts 6102.0010 to 6102.0050 do not apply to

a licensed peace officer or an employee or agent of the department
while engaged in the performance of official duties. In addition, the
commissioner may grant a variance from the requirements of parts
6102.0010 to 6102.0050 when the commissioner considers it
necessary for maintenance, conservation, or public safety purposes.
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